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This study investigates and compares the environmental burdens of two different methods for 
producing potable water by using the environmental life cycle assessment (LeA). The first 
method, for the production of potab le water, is used by Umgcni Waler at their Wigg ins Waterworks 
and it involves conventional processes. The second method is based on a South African membrane 
technology and curren tly it is used in three pilot plants around the country. 
The life cycle concept gives the means 10 understand the environmental impacts associated with a 
product. process or activ ity by cons idering all life-cycle stages, frOI11 cradle- ID-grave. Formal 
methodologies for conductmg such studies have been deve loped and in this project the 
methodolog ical framework endorsed by the International Organisation for Standardi sation (I SO) 
14040 series of standards has been used. 
By using thi s methodology and by tracing all processes invo lved in the production of potable water, 
it was found that the main contribution towards the environmental burdens of potable watcr is due 
to electri city generation. This conclusion is valid for both methods in vestigated. and as a result the 
recommenda tions focus on increasing the energy efficiency of waterworks in order to increase their 
overall environmental performance. 
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This chapter addresses three issues believed to be important in introducing this research. Firstly, 
it contains an introduction to the study, secondly it stales clearly the aims and objectives of this 
research and thirdly it gives an overview of this thesis with regard to structure and presentation. 
1.1 Introduction to the Study 
In South Africa potable water is onc of the most valuable resources and as a result much work 
has gone into establ ishing and achieving environmental quality in the process of obtaining this 
water. Each of the individual processes used in the production of potable water has associated 
environmental burdens. To provide a holistic perspective on these burdens, as well as to identify 
areas where fu rther improvement is possible, an environmental decision-making tool - the life-
cycle assessment (LCA) - has been introduced. The life cycle concept gives the means to 
understand, manage and reduce the environmental impacts associated with a product, process or 
activity by considering all life-cycle stages, from cradle-to-grave. The LeA methodology 
enables the calculation of environmental burdens in a systematic and scientific way, allowing 
comparisons on environmental grounds. It also allows the identification of areas where 
environmental improvement is achievable and where it will give the best results. 
This study compares the environmental burdens resulting from two different methods used in 
the production of potable water. The first one is the cOl/velltiona! method and is currently 
employed at Wiggins Waterworks, a waterworks of Umgeni Water situated in Durban, South 
Africa. The main processes involved are preozonation, addition of chemicals, flocculation, 
sedimentat ion, filtration, ozonat ion, chlorination and storage. The second method is based on 
the use of a South African membrane filtration technology, and the following processes are 
involved: prefiltration, membrane filtration, chlorination (different to the previolls method) and 
storage. There are three pilot plants employing this membrane technology in South Africa. For 
the conventional method this LeA study identifies the main contributions to the overall 
burdens, focusing on areas for improvement. For the membrane method of producing potable 
water, thi s LCA study, besides identifying the main environmental contributions, may guide 
further development of the technology in order to improve its environmental perfonnance. 
The environmental impact categories, on which the environmental perfonnance of the two 
methods of producing potable water are compared, include global, regiona l and local impacts. 
The impact categories are enumerated as follows: global wanning, stratospheric ozone 
depletion, photochemical ozone fonnation, acidification, nutrient enrichment, ecotoxicity and 
human toxicity. An inventory of all inputs and outputs for the production of potable water by 
the two methods was prepared. This was followed by a quantification of the contributions by the 
two methods to each of the environmental impact categories. The inputs from processes 
involved in the production of water include energy inputs and raw material inputs. The outputs 
include products, by-products and emissions to air, water and soil. To relate the different life 
spans of the various inputs (e.g. tanks, pumps, pipes) for the production of potable water as well 
as to allow comparison between the two methods, a functional unit is used. For this study the 
functional unit is the production of onc kilolitre (kL) of water to the quality specified by 
Umgeni Water for potable water. 
Formal LeA methodologies (as presented in the ISO 14040 series of standards) guided this 
study and these methodologies produce a score for each environmental theme. The 
methodologies involved and the results obtained are presented in detail and the environmental 
pcrfonnanccs for each of the impact categories are compared for the two mdhuds. Areas of 
intervention for environmental improvement have been detected and measures for improvement 
are recommended. 
1.2 The Objectives and Aims of the Study 
The overall objective of this study is to generate in[onnation on the environmental life cycle of 
water treatment processcs used in the production of potable water. This study also intends to 
identify the improvement potentia Is for these processes and to compare the environmental 
burdens of conventional water treatment processes with those of a trea tment method involving 
membranes. As a result, the specific aims of the study are defined as follows: 
• 
• 
to calculate the full life cycle environmental consequences of selected treatment processes 
and methods and to present them to decision-makers involved in thi s fie ld, 
to highlight areas for improvement of the environmental performance of the selected water 
treatment methods, and 
• to alert the water industry to the benefits of using full life cycle assessment in the selection 
of processes and methods. 
Therefore the specific objectives of the study are: 
• 
• 
to conduct life cycle assessments for onc conventional and one membrane water treatment 
method, and 
to compare the environmental burdens associated with each process. 
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1.3 The Structure and Presentation ofthc Thesis 
This thesis is presented in a style designed to allow a logical understanding of the study and to 
minimise repetition. This was necessary because in structuring this thesis two sets of rules had 
to be taken into consideration. The first set is related to the academic presentation requirements 
and the second one to the requirements set by the standardi sed (ISO 14040) life cycle 
assessment methodology. 
Following the introduction, Chapter 2 gives the background to environmental life cycle 
assessment. It presents the paradigm in which it emerged, followed by the definition, history, 
components, applications and limitations of environmental life cycle assessments. 
C hapter 3 provides the background infonnation for the two methods of producing potable 
water used in this study. Technical data about individual processes making up these methods are 
included in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 highlights the different stages of this study and the methodologies associated with 
each stage. Assumptions and limitations are also presented as well as problems encountered in 
the research process. 
Chapter 5 presents the research results and provides an analysis of these results for each of the 
two methods investigated. A comparison of the results from the two methods is also presented. 
Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter and summerises the findings of thi s research and attempts 
to provide recommendations to improve the environmental performance for the production of 
potable water. 
There are 15 appendices accompanying th is thesis and they provide supporting information. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND TO ENVIRONMENTAL LIFE-CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA) 
Illduslly has Ihe power to enhance or degr(uie the environment; if inevitably does both 
(Our Common FUll/re, 1987) 
It was in the early 1960 's when environmental concerns became a matter of public interest and 
strong environmental movements and ideologies were born. Since then, issues like air pollution, 
water contamination, toxic wastes, oil spi ll s, acid rain, global warming, the ozone hole, 
desertification, deforestation and soil erosion have attracted the attention of environmentalists, 
researchers, policy makers and the public. 
This chapter introduces some of the environmental initiatives and concepts developed in 
response to the environmental problems enumerated above and emphasises the environmental 
tools developed for industry. In particular, it presents the environmenlallife-cyc1e assessment as 
a management tool with its definitions, history, methodological framework, applications and 
limitations. 
2.1 Impacts on the Environment due to Industry 
Industrial growth is seen as the engine for economic development and an important component 
for the economic welfare of society, by providing employment and creat ing wealth. Industrial 
growth is interlinked with growing consumerism and growing populations, and it was 
demonstrated that besides other human activities, industry and business have a share in causing 
or exacerbating some of the environmental problems enumerated above. Industry contributes to 
environmental degradation through the inputs and the outputs resulting from its functioning 
(Park and Labys, 1998). The manufacturing of goods implies the extraction and exploitation of 
natural resources, used as inputs in various processes. A variety of raw materials are used such 
as minerals , water. wood, fossil fuels etc., and the depletion of these resources can cause serious 
environmental problems. Industry is one of the biggest consumers of energy and energy 
generation is associated with environmental issues like air pollution, global warming and acid 
rain. On the output side , industrial processes generate, besides useful products and by-products, 
emissions (gaseous, liquid and solid) to air, water bodies and so il. These emissions cause air 
pollution, soi l pollution, pollution of surface and underground water and can create serious 
public hazards. In addition, aspects such as industrial safety, ri sk of accidents, exposure to toxic 
substances and risk in the workplace have to be considered in all industrial processes (Park and 
Labys. 1998). 
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There is a direct relationship between the growth of the global economy and the consumption of 
resources and the production and release of pollutants. In the last hundred years the world's 
industrial production has increased more than lOO-fold and for the same period the rate of 
global consumption of fossil fuels has increased by a factor of 50 (Graedel and Allenby, 1995). 
Global carbon dioxide emissions due to fossil fuel burning, cement production and gas flaring 
increased from 500 million tons at the beginning of the century to about 6 000 million tons in 
1994 (Graedel and Allenby, 1995). Over 100000 synthetic industrially produced chemicals 
have been registered over the last few decades in the European Union alone, and very little is 
known about their behaviour in the environment (WenzeJ et aI., 1997). These are a few statistics 
illustrating the magnitude and the relatively short time over which industrial activities have 
gained momentum. 
2.2 Environmental Initiatives and Concepts 
In response to the environmental problems presented above, there have been numerous 
initiatives to slow environmental degradation and 10 shift economic activity towards a more 
susta inable pattern. 
2.2.1 The Concept of Sustain able Development 
The term susta inable development originated in the 19705 and it has become widely accepted in 
both developed and developing countries. It is generally seen as the new paradigm that should 
direct further development and industrial growth. Ideas around sustainable development 
emerged first at the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm, 1972). 
These ideas were further crystallized throughout the 1970s and 19805 in a series of international 
initiatives, like the World Conservation Strategy and the United Nations World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED). The commission's report Our Common Future (also 
called the Brundtland report) presents the most widely accepted definition of sustainable 
development: development which meels the needs of the present generation withollf 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Our Common Future, 
1987). In 1992 another United Nations in itiative, the Rio Summit, focussed on the goals of 
sustainable development and through its subsequent treaties directed the implementation of the 
concept in practice. In particular, Agenda 21 provides a list of activi ties that should be followed 
if sustainable development is to be implemented. 
Agenda 21 sets a series of objectives for industry to follow. These objectives are: 
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• Promoting cleaner productioll - govemmenrs, business and illduslly including transllationaf 
corporatiolls should aim to increase the efficiency of resource utilisation, includillg 
increasing the reuse and recycling of residues, (1l1 d 10 reduce the quantity of was le discharge 
per ulli( of economic Olllpllt 
• Promotillg respo/lSible entrepeneun,'hip through : 
I, encouraging the COllcepl of slewardship ill the management and II/ilisfllion of 
natural resources byentrepellelll's 
2. increasing Ihe /lumber of entrepcncurs engaged in elite/prises tilM subscribe to 
and implement sustainable development policies (Em·lh S1Immil '92, Agenda 2/, /992) 
In order to help and direct the implementation of the concept of sustainability, these general 
objectives have been made more specific through a series of initiatives which developed 
different environmental tools for industry to use in their day to day functioning. 
2.2.2 The Practical Implementation of the Concept of Sustainable Development 
Cleaner production is one of the core concepts in implementing sustainable development for 
industry and business. The Uni ted Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) defines cleaner 
production as: 
the continllolls application of all integrated prevelllative ellvirOllmenral stralegy applied to 





Production processel': cOlIl'erving roll' materials and energy, eliminGlillg toxic raw 
materials, and reducing the qUCllllily and toxicity of aft emissions alld wastes. 
Product: reducillg negative impacts alollg the life cycle of a producl, from raw 
materials extractioll fO its ultimate disposal. 
Services: incorporating environmelllal COllcel'llS ill(o designing and delivering services 
(UNEP Website). 
With regard to the implementation of the concept of sustainabi lity in practice, Welford (I 995) 
presents a scale and a spectrum of greelling applicable to industry and business. Figure 2.1 
shows an adaptation of this spectrum. With regard to the ideologies and strategies presented by 
Welford in hi s spectrum, the first six strategies (part of reactive, proactive and ethical 
ideologies) currently dominate. The last four strategies (explorative and creative) have still to be 
defined and are presented as future developments, 
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FUNDAMENTAL STRATEG IES AND TOOLS IDEOLOGY 
CHANGE 
10 Economic, social and cultural changes } Creative 
9 Auditing for sustainabi lity 
8 Design for sustainabil ity } Explorative 
7 Environmental cost accounting 
6 Partnerships } Ethical 
5 Product stewardship I LCA 
4 Integrated environmental management systems } Proactive 
3 Environmental auditing 
2 Technological fix } Reactive 
Add-on pollution control 
SUPER F IC IA L 
C HA NGE 
Source: modifi ed after Welford ( 1995) 
Figul'c 2.1: Welford's Speclrum ofGrccning 
In order to improve the environmental perfonnance of industry as a whole and of individual 
companies in part icu lar, many new environmental tools have been develo ped in accordance 
with the ideo logies and strategies presented. Some of these environmental tools like 
environmenta l management systems, environmental aud iting and life-cycle assessments are 
mentioned in Welfo rd's spectrum of greellillg, however, others like environmental impact 
assessment and risk assessment are left out on hi s sca le . 
Table 2.1 presents a few details about the environmental tools developed and used by 
companies to achieve environmental improvement. Some of these tools (i.e . environmenta l 
impact assessments) are mandatory in South Africa. Other environmental tools are not 
mandatory but are widely used due to the perceived benefits fo r a company. Examples of such 
tools are env ironmenta l auditing and environmental management systems. 
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Table 2.1: Environmental Tools Used by Companies 
Environmental Tool Short Description Mandatory in 
South Afriea 
Environmental Aud iting Creates awareness of environmental problems by No 
(ISO 9000 and highlighting direct environmental impacts. 
BS 7750) 
Environmental Impact Highlights environmental problems associated with a Yes 
Assessment (EIA) particular development, project or site. Presents 
mitigation options. There are guidelines on conducting 
EIAs. 
Environmental Involves four steps: rev iewing performance, setting No 
Management Systems improvement targets, acting to meet targets and 
(ISO 14000, BS 7755 auditing to check if targets have been achieved. It 
and EMAS) should improve the environmental performance of, 
company with each cycle. 
Environmental Life Determines environmental burdens associated with a No 
Cycle Assessment product, process or activity over its entire life cycle. 
Specific Hazard or Risk Determines the probability of any regular or accidental No 
Assessment negative impact at a specific site, during a specific time 
period and due to specific causes. 
Substance Flow Analysis Answers questions related to one resource or substance No 
in an industrial system (process, factory, etc.) by using 
a materia ls balance analys is. 
Social Assessment Highlights social aspects associated with a particular Yes, as part of 
development, location or environmental problem. an EIA 
Fosters dialog with surrounding communities and 
interested and affected parties. 
From these tools, the environmental life cycle assessment is the only one which allows for a 
cradle-to-grave approach. This approach is important in the industrial context because industrial 
activities and processes are not separated from the environment and from each other. They are 
interlinked in an elaborate web. A collection of operations that together perform a given 
function (like the manufacture of a specific product) forms a system and LCA is the only 
environmental tool which is capable of considering all the components of this system from an 
environmental point of view (CurTan, 1996). 
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2.3 The Enviro nmental Life Cycle Assessment as a Holistic Environmental Tool 
Most products and activities require a vari ety of production, distribution, use and disposal 
activities. Each of these activities will require certain raw materials and produce certain 
emissions which will have speci fic impacts and effects on the environment. The life cycle 
assessment (LeA) is an environmental tool dealing with the complex interaction between the 
environment and a product or activity, taking into account all the impacts due to the use of raw 
materials and all the emissions produced. 
2.3.1 Definition of Environmental Life Cycle Assessmen t 
A LCA is a tool in which environmental burdens assoc iated with a product, system or activity 
are documented and evaluated. It is considered the only environmenlal assessmel1l 1001 which 
avoids positive ratings for measurements which only consists in Ihe sltiftillg of burdens 
(Kloepfcr, 1997). A detai led LeA is a complex process and in the literature there are many 
definitions capturing one or more of its theoretical or methodological aspects. One of the most 
comprehens ive definitions of LCA is proposed by Lindfors et al . (1995): 
LCA is a process to evaluate the envirOllmell/(l1 burdens associated with a product system, or 
activity by identifying and qualUitatively describing the energy and materials IIsed, and 
wastes released to the ell'tlirol1fllent, and to assess the impacts oJ those energy alld material 
IIses and releases to the environmen t. The assessment includes the entire life cycle of the 
product or the activity, encompassing extracting and processing oJ raw materials: 
manuJacturing: distribution: use: maintenance; recycling and final disposal: alld (Ill 
transportation involved. LCA addresses the environmental impacts oJthe lystem under stlldy 
in the areas oJ ecologiclIl systems, human health alld resource depletion. It does not address 
economic or social effects. 
In the South AtTican Bureau of Standards (SABS) and the International Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO) 14040 standard (1997), the definition of LeA is given as follows: 
LCA is a teclllliqueJor assessing the environmental aspects alld potential impacts associated 




compiling an inven!olY oJ relevant inpws and outputs oJ a system, 
evalllllling the potential impacts associated with those i"puts ami Olltputs, 
interpreting the results oJ the irlventolY analysis and impact assessment phases ill 
relation 10 th e objectives oJ the study. 
LCA studies fh e environmental aspects and potential impacts throughout a product's life (i.e. 
cradle-ta-grave) from raw material acquisition through production, IIse alld disposal. The 
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genera! categories oJ environmental impacts needillg consideration include resource use, 
hllman health alld ecological consequences. 
Figure 2.2 presents a graphical representation of an overview of the LCA process. 
2.3.2 History of LeA 
It is believed (Frischknecht, 1993 and Weidema, 1997) that the concept of life cycle inventory 
was first brought up in 1884 by the Scottish economist Patrick Geddes. He looked at the 
increasing use of coal as a non-renewable resource and focused on possible efficiency 
improvements in the life cycle of the process chain (Weidema, 1997). 
The early beginnings of modern LCA can be traced back to the 1960s and the studies of this 
period dealt with issues such as energy efficiency, consumption of raw materials and to a lesser 
degree with waste production or disposal of waste materials (Curran, 1996 and Wcidema, 
1997). The focus of these early studies was mainly on material inventory and then::[urt: 
quantitation was of great importance (material and energy balances). 
In 1969 the Coca-Cola Company initiated and funded a study by the Midwest Research Institute 
to compare and determine which container had the lowest release to the environment and the 
lowest consumption of material resources (Weidema, 1997). The process of quantifying the 
resource use and the environmental release became known as Resource and Environmental 
Profile Analysis (REP A) and in the early 1970s a series of such studies were conducted in the 
USA and Europe. Especially energy studies gained momentum during this period because of the 
oil crisis. However, in the late 19705 and early 19805 interest in LCA type of studies declined 
and only a few specialists, mainly in the academic world, continued LCA activities (Kloepffer. 
\997). 
It was in the late 1980s with the growing environmental crisis that interest in LCA type of 
studies was revived, and since then the area of application of LCA has grown continuously, 
including industries. planners, design establishments, government agencies, retailers, 
consumers, etc. It was at the beginning of this revival stage when different LCA methodologies 
were developed, and focus was shifted beyond compiling inventories to including more detailed 
analyses of impacts and potential impacts due to resource consumption and the emissions 
produced (Weidema, 1997). Quantitation was and still is important and it continues to grow. 
especially with the development and release of the first extensive databases, which were made 
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Figure 2.2: Environmental Life Cycle Assessment • An Overview 
Parallel to the quantitative inventory approach, a broader qualitative tradition developed in 
Gemlany under the name Produkt~Lilliell-Allalyse (Product Line Analysis or PLA). PLA is 
considered to be an ambitious approach because it includes a comprehensive choice of 
parameters including social and economical aspects (Weidema. 1997). 
In the 1990s. a series of national projects were initiated in order to develop consistent and 
simple methods, especially for product deve lopment. These initiatives are: the product ecology 
project (Sweden) leading to the EPS (Environmental Priority System) method, the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) life cycle design project, the NEP (Nordic 
Environmental Sound Product Development) project in Norway and Sweden, the National 
Reuse of Waste Research Programme (NOH) methodology in the Netherlands and the 
Environmental Design of Industrial Products (EDIP) project in Denmark (Weidema. 1997). This 
evolution, together with the growing number of practitioners, lead to a rapid diversification of 
the LeA methodology to the point where different studies for the same product gave different 
results because of different methodologies. In this context it become obvious that the LCA had 
to be standardised and by the mid 1990's a series of guidelines were produced, like SETACs 
Code of Practice (Consoli el al.,1993), US EPA Guidelines (Vigon et al., 1993) and the Nordic 
Guidelines on Life-Cycle Assessmellt (Lindfors et al., 1995). 
The Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) and especially its European 
branch shaped the development of LCA through a series of workshops and publications which 
in the early 1990's set the conceptual and methodological basis fo r the LCA structure. This 
structure was futther refined and improved by work done for the Nordic Council of Ministers, 
individual contributions from different research centers and un iversities, work for the 
International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), especially the ISO 14040s series and the 
Society fo r the Promotion of Life Cycle Assessment Development (SPOLD). Of special 
importance are the ISO 14040s series of LCA standards since they are based on widespread 
consensus from within the LeA community. 
2.3.3 Overview of the LeA Methodology 
Over ti me different ways of conducting LCAs and d ifferent levels of sophistication of the LCA 
methodology have emerged. As a result a series of guidelines aimed at developing a consistent 
approach have been produced. The ISO 14040 series of standards (ISO 14040, 14041, 14042 
and 14043) are such an initiative and this study tries to follow the methodological procedures 
laid out in the ISO documents. This section is an overview of the main steps to be undertaken in 
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an LeA study, In addition Appendix 1 presents a much more detailed methodological 
framework. 
ISO 14040 (1997) sets the four phases. which have to be part of a LeA as follows: goal and 
scope definition, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and interpretation. Each of these four 
phases will be briefly presented. 
2.3.3.1 Goal and Scope of the Study 
The first step in an LeA study is the goal and scope definition. Defining the goal of the study 
should address issues like intended applications, reasons for doing the study and the intended 
audience. In addition, the initiator should be mentioned (Heijungs et al., 1992). Under scope of 
the study the ISO documents recommend the following issues be considered and defined: the 
function of the product system, or, in the case of comparative studies, the systems; the 
functional unit; the product systems boundaries; allocation procedures; data requirements; 
assumptions; limitations; type of crit ical re view, if any; and type and format 01" the report 
required for the study. From Ihis array of issues special attention has to be given to Ihe 
functional unit because it provides a reference to which the input and the output data in the 
inventory phase will be related. In comparative studies like this one it sets the scale for 
comparison (Jensen et al., 1997). The functional unit of this shldy is defined as 1 000 kg of 
potable water at the quality stipulated in the Umgeni Water guidelines (see Appendix 2) 
produced over the life period of a process unit. 
The system boundaries are another important issue and decisions on what should be included 
and what should be excluded will influence data collect ion. In the literature (Lindfors et al.. 
1995; Wenzel et aL, 1998, and others) there are a series of cut-off rules and they all include a 
certain degree of subjectivity. It is also recommended to draw a process tree (or flow diagram) 
when establishing boundaries since it gives a better overview of the system (Heijungs et al., 
1992 and Guinee et al., 1998). 
2.3.3.2 Inventory Analys is 
The inventory analysis involves data collection and calculation procedures to quantify relevant 
inputs and outputs of a process. Process inputs can be div ided into two categories: 
environmental inputs (raw materials and energy resources) and economic inputs (products, 
semi-finished products or energy - they are outputs from other processes). Similarly there are 
two kinds of outputs: environmental outputs (emissions to air, water, soil) and economic outputs 
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(products, sem i-fin ished products or energy). Conduct ing an LCA is an iterative process and 
Figure 2.3 presents the main steps involved in producing an LCA inventory. 
I Goal and scope dcnnition • I Preparing for dala collection I 
~ Revised data collection sheet ~ Data collection shect 
I Data collection I 
i Collected data 
r Validation of data I 
~ Validated data 
I Relat ing data to unit processes Allocation and recycling 
~ Validated data per unit process 
I Relating data to runctional unit I 
~ Validated data per functional unit 
Additional dala I Data 3.1!J!fcgatlOn I 
or unit processes 
required Calcul3led invenlory 
Refining the system boundaries I 
Completed inventory 
Figure 2.3: Simplified Procedures for Inventory Analysis (Source: ISO 14041) 
For each of the processes included in the system (and presented in the flow diagram) a ll the 
process inputs and process outputs have to be established and quantified. This step requires 
good knowledge about each of the processes included and is in most cases the most work 
intens ive part of an LeA study. If quantitative data are not obta inable fo r some of the processes 
in the system then qualitative data have to be used. For very detailed studies site spec ific data 
are sought, however, in most cases regional or country specific data are considered good 
enough. More general data can be obtai ned from trade organisat ions, public surveys, 
manufacturers associations, etc., and in rea lity most of the studies published so far use a 
com bination of site speci fic and general data. 
Usually at thi s stage, in this type of study, an LeA software package with an inventory database 
and calculation facilities is used. Appendix 3 presents a li st of LCA software currently 
avai lable, for more detail s on individual packages consult Rice et al., 1997. For this project the 
GAB I 3 software was used. It contains data from two European databases: APME (Assoc iation 
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of Plastic Manufactures in Europe) and BUWAL (Bundesamt fuer Umwelt, Wald und 
Landschaft - the Swiss Environmental Protection Agency) plus some data on processes from 
the IKP (Inst itut fuer Kunststoffkunde und Kunststoffprueffung) University of Stuttgart, the 
initial developers. 
All the inputs and outputs from all the processes included in the system are related to the 
functional unit and together they fonn the inventory list for that particular system. This 
inventory list is the input to the next phase of the LeA, which is the impact assessment. 
2.3.3.3 Impact Assessment 
The impact asscssmcnt is the third phase of an LeA and its aim is to evaluate the significance 
of the potent ial impacts resulting from the inputs and outputs summerised in the inventory li st. 
It is also aimed at reduc ing the complexity and volume of the inventory data by translating these 
data into contributions to relevant environmental problems. According to the ISO 14042 
document (2000) there are mandatory and optional elements to thi s phase. The following 
elements are considered mandatory: selection of impact categories, category indicators and 
characterisat ion models (also referred to as category definition) ; assignments of inventory 
results to the impact category (classification) and calculation of category indicator results 
(characterisation). Optional elements are normalisation (calculation of the magnitude of 
category indicators results relative to reference information), grouping, we ighti ng and data 
quality analysis. Another term used in the literature for weighting is valuation and in some 
stud ies normalisa tion is merged with valuation. 
i} CategOlY definition involves establ ishing the environmental impact categories for the study. 
Therefore, it states the environmental problems towards which the contributions from a system 
should be investigated. These categories have to be chosen in accordance with the goal and 
scope of the study in order to describe all the impacts caused by the processes under 
consideration. Lindfors et a!. (1995) suggests a few issues to be taken into consideration when 
choosing environmental impact categories. These issues are: 
• completeness (all relevant environmental problems should be covered), 
• practicality (it is not practical to have too many categories), 
• independence (mutually independent categories should be selected to avoid double counting 
of impacts - e.g. nitrogen oxides contributing to both ac idification and nutrifica tion) and 
• relation to the characterisation step (for the categori es selected there should be 
characterisation models ava ilable for the next step of the impact assessment). 
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The most important impact categories used in the literature are enumerated as follows: 
• abiotic resource consumption. 
• biotic resource consumption (sometimes rdered to as renewable and non-renewable 
resources). 
• land use . 
• global warming potential . 
• stratospheri c ozone depletion potential , 
• photochemical oxidant formation potential , 
• ecotoxicological impacts (aquatic and terrestrial), 
• human toxicological impacts, 
• acidification potential . 
• eutrophication potential , 
• waste (sometimes a special ca tegory, hazardous waste, is defined) and 
• work environment. 
Not all categories have to be lIsed in an LeA. In the present study, for example, land use is of 
less relevance. The software used also influenccs the choice of categories. Some LeA software 
tools have predefined categories; however, others allow the researcher to define their own 
category system. The GABI 3 software tool has predefined categories. 
ii) Classification is the process by which inventory input and output data are assigned to the 
categories chosen. Some of the outputs (e.g. NOx) contribute to more than one category and 
therefore such outputs have to be counted for each category once. Double or triple counting is 
acceptable if the effects are independent of each other, whereas double counting of different 
effects in the same effect chain (e.g. stralospheric ozone depletion and tox icological effects like 
skin cancer) is not pennitted. Fonnal rules exist for the different methods. 
From a geographical perspective, the impact categories are divided into global, regional and 
local impact groups. Some outputs, however, contribute to all three levels. 
iii) The aim of the characterisation process is to aggregate all the effects in a particular impact 
category in order to obtain a single score for each impact category defined previously. For this 
purpose characterisation factors are used. These factors have been derived scientifically and 
may change with scientific progress. For example, suppose that in the impact category global 
wanning there are two substances (carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide) contributing to this effect. 
Scient ifically it was established that for a timeframe of 100 years, 1 kg of nitrous oxide will 
produce an effect 310 times higher than 1 kg of carbon dioxide (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998). 
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Therefore, 1 kg of nitrous oxide will produce an effcct equal to 3 10 carbon dioxide equivalents 
and the characterisation factor is 310. Once all substances in the category of global wanning are 
expressed as carbon dioxide equivalents (the reference substance), these can be summed up 
resulting in a single score for global wanning. All the impact categories use characterisation (or 
equivalency) factors. The total score for each impact category is obtained by multiplying the 
amount of each substance (classified in that category) by its characterisation factor (expressed in 
relation to a reference substance) and by adding up all individual scores within an impact 
category. For most of the impact categories there is consensus regarding characterisation factors 
and reference substances, however. for human and ecological toxicity, biotic resource 
consumption and land use such consensus does nOI exist and different methods have been used 
by different LeA practitioners. Consensus was and probably will not be possible for these 
issues because of the complex mechanisms between cause and effect (e.g. different toxicity 
levels of the same chemical depending on different pathways and exposure of the same 
organism, bioaccumulation, biodegradation, etc.). 
All the scores from all tht: t..:alegories considen:d make up the environmental profile of the 
system or product studied. Different environmental profiles obtained through the same 
methodology can be compared on the basis of cnvironmental criteria. 
iv) Normalisation is the step which tries to establish how great the resource consumption and 
the potential for impacts are relative to the impacts from society's activities as a whole (Wenzel 
et al., 1997). For example. if total emissions contributing to global warming of a country are 
known the relative importance of the global wanning emissions due to a process or activity are 
easy to calculate. 
v) Weighting/Valuation is a qualitative or quantitative stage, generally based not on science but 
on political or ethical values. The aim is to produce one single score by weighting and 
aggregating all the scores for all the impact categories defined. A list of different methods used 
in weighting is presented in Appendix 4. 
vi) Grouping is the process by which impact categories are assigned together in one set. For 
example, impact categories can be ranked in a given hierarchy like high, medium or low 




Interpretation is the fourth phase in life cycle assessment. The aim of this phase is to reduce the 
amount of quantitative and qualitative data gathered during an LeA study to a number of key 
issues, which will be usable in a decision-making process. However, this reduction should give 
an acceptab le coverage and representation of the previous phases in an LeA. 
Interpretation is perfom1ed in interaction with thc three other phases of the LeA. If the results 
of these previous phases are not good enough to match the goal and scope as set at the 
beginning of the study, then improvements are needed. ThIS includes improving the inventory 
analysis by e.g. further data collection, changing the boundaries or improving the quali ty of 
data. As a result , the impact assessment would have to be repeated. These iterative processes 
must be repeated unt il the requirements in the goal and seoping phase are fulfilled as described 
by the interpretation steps (Jenssen et al., 1997). The three principal steps of the interpretation 
according to the ISO 14043 standard are: identification of the significant issues based on the 
inventory and the impact assessment phases of the LeA, evaluation (completeness, sensitivity 
and consistency checks) and conclusions, recommendations and reporting. 
2.3.4 Applica tions of LCA 
LeA has become a versat il e tool , and although originally it was used mainly as a dec ision 
support tool capable of distinctions between different products and activities on environmental 
cri teria, a series of other applications have emerged. Jcnsen et al. (1997) present some of these 





internal industrial use for product development and improvement, 
internal strategic planning and policy decision tool in industry, 
external industrial use for marketing purposes, and 
governmental policy making in areas of ecoiabelling, green procurement and waste 
management opportunities. 
In addition Wenzel et al. (1997) mention other areas for applications like: design for the 
environment (choice of concept, component, material and process), community action plans or 
consumer information and choice. 
The number of LCA applications and the number of users has increased with the development 
and popularisation of LeA methodologies. Four types of primary users have been distinguished: 
industry and other types of commercial enterprises; national governments and local , national 
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and inter~govemmental regulative bodics; NGOs such as consumer organisations and 
environmental groups; and consumers, including governments as consumers (UNEP, 1996). 
Jensen et al. (1997) distinguishes three different levels of sophistication of LeA for the different 
applications. These levels arc: the conceptual LeA or life cycle thinking, the simplified (or 
streamlined LeA) and the academic, detailed LCA. The history described in the previous 
section applies mainly to the detailed LCA and much of the efforts to develop and standardise 
LeA me thodologies have been applied to these detailed studies. Recently, however, a definite 
trend towards simplification has been observed. 
The conceptual LCA or life cycle thinking is the first and most simple type of LeA. It is 
usually based on quali tative infonnation or on simple scoring systems. This type of LeA is 
suited to a basic environmental understand ing of the life cycle of the product or system under 
consideration. However, since data are in the form of statements or very general quantitative 
data it may not be used for public disscmination or marketing purposes (Jensen et aI., 1997). 
Although it is not published, conceptual LeAs arc useful in~house environmental tools, since 
they bring environmental aspects into the day to day functioning of companies and sensitise 
employees 10 the potential environmental consequences of their decisions and actions. 
The simplified LCA is defined as the application of the LeA methodology for a comprehensive 
screening assessment (i.e. covering the ent ire life cycle superficially or covering it fully but 
using qualitative and/or quantitative generic data). For this type of exercise standard modules 
for transportation and/or energy production, followed by a Simplified impact assessment are 
used. A simpl ified impact assessment may focus on the most important environmental aspects, 
on potential environmental impacts, on stages of the lifecycle, on phases of the LCA, or on any 
combination of these four possibi lities. These type of studies usually need a thorough 
assessment of the reliability of the results (Christiansen, 1997). The rational beyond simplifying 
is to obtain the same results as a detailed LeA but in a shorter time and with less data and/or 
expense. This would make implementation of LeA concepts more efficient and straightforward 
in practice (Graedel, 1998), and widen the areas where LeAs can be applied. Greadel (1998) 
presents extensive examples on how different companies and some academia went about 
simpl i fying LeAs. In all these examples researchers are trying to preserve the LeA concept and 
rigour suffic iently to inspire confidence in the results, while at the same time meeting the 
scientific and logistical constraints that are inevitably present with simplification (GraedeJ, 
1998). The results of most of these simplification techniques are in the fonn of a matrix, with 
one axis being the life cycle stages and the other one a li st of environmental and health and 
safety impacts. According to the same author the major shortcomings of the existing approaches 
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are that the impact analysis is often not covered or poorly incorporated, interpretation is almost 
always inferred, and improvements may not occur unless the overall approach involves a 
structured technique for making and implementing recommendations (Gracdcl, 1998). Since the 
benefits of simplified LCA are obvious in terms of time and costs, there is a strong international 
movement (SETAC and ISO) towards standardising the simplification process in order to make 
it more reliable. 
A detailed LCA is an application of the LCA methodology for a detailed, quantitative and 
mostly system·specific life cycle inventory analysis and life cycle impact assessment of all 
important environmental aspects of a product (activity or service) system. Simple cut·off or 
allocation rules are not acceptable (Christiansen, 1997). Therefore , the detailed LCA is the most 
data intensive and time consuming approach and traditionally it is the only one accepted as a 
real, academic LCA. The theoretical methodological framework for detailed LCAs is presented 
in Appendix 1. However, some of the applications of LCAs do not require such a high level of 
detail and a successful LCA project will have to match the goal of the study with the degree of 
detail required and obtainable. 
2.3.5 Applications of LCA in South Africa 
The range of applications of the LCA methodology in South Africa varies from the applications 
seen overseas. Table 2.2 presents some of the applications presented in the literature and 
highlights which of them are currently used in South Africa. 
The difference in applications in South Africa as compared to overseas is due to the internal use 
of LCA by the different companies and due to the fact that there is no pressure in Soulh Africa 
to publish LCA data. Therefore, for companies conducting LCA studies, it is a voluntary 
exercise motivated mainly by the internal benefits they see arising from such studies. The above 
mentioned motives explain why the first application for LCA in South African companies is the 
generation of an environmental profile, in other words the generation of information on the 
environmental burdens of the products produced. The second application mentioned, which is 
used as frequently as the first one, is using LeA to support other environmental initiatives · 
most often ISO 14001 environmental management systems. This application is based on the 
focusing capacities of the LCA methodology. For example, for a particular product an LeA can 
identify the highest contributor to the total environmental burden and determine the cause 
(process or stream) of this contribution. By focusing environmental efforts, like the ISO 14001 
environmental management systems, towards addressing the cause, the best possible 
environmental improvement is obtainable. The same mechanism is employed in the third 
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application mentioned by South African companies, namely for supporting internal waste 
minimisation projects. Other appl ications mentioned are strategic environmental assessment, 
environmental impac t assessment support, environmental reporting and design for the 
environment. Only the SASOL team has employed these last four applications. A number of 
applications which are listed in the overseas literature are not used in South Africa. 
Table 2.2 : Some of the Applications for Le A and the Level of Detail Required 
Application Apl)lication Most used level of deta il in LeA 
overseas in RSA 
Conccptua l Simplifi ed Dc:tDi lcd 
Gener.ll ion of environmental SA SOL, ISCOR, , X 
profi les ESKOM , Impa la 
Platinum Ltd., 
Mondi Paper 
Design for Environment SASOL , X , 
Decision-making fo' University of X 
susta inability Cape Town 
Product development Not applied , X , 
Product improvement Not applied X , 
Environmental claims Not applied , 
( ISO type II -Iabelling) 
Ecolabclling Not appli ed X 
(I SO type II-labelling) 
Environmental declaration Not applied X , 
(ISO type Ill-labell ing) 
Organisat ion marketing Not applied X , 
Strategic planning SASOL , X 
Green procurement Not applied , X 
Deposit/refund schemes Not applied X 
Environmental (green) taxes Not applied X 
Choice between packing CSIR , X 
systems 
" " . X In bold and upper case IOdlcates the most frequently used level 
Source: modified aft er Jensen el al., 1997 
It is obvious that the dri vers fo r LCA studies are less in number and by variation in South Africa 
than in countries in Europe, Japan or the USA, resulting in a li mited number of applications. 
However, there has been an increased demand for South African LCA data from overseas, as 
many of the prod ucts exported from South Africa go to countries where the demand for 
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environmental data is high and where environmental burdens of products are criteria for 
choosing (or not choosing) a product. This external driver will probably result in many more 
LeA studies being conducted by companies and it is expected that the use of LeAs will 
Increase. 
The infonnation presented on the South African applications was collected through the 
interaction with most of the LeA practitioners in South Africa. This exchange of infonnation 
was facilitated by the creat ion of the South African LeA network in December 1999. The 
creation of this network was the initiative of the Pollution Research Group, University ofNalal , 
and it was the first time that South African organisations and people with interests in LeA came 
together. 
2.3.6 Limitations and Common Problems of LCAs 
Li fe cycle assessment is a unique environmental management tool and the potential contribution 
of this tool towards better decision-making and management is considered to be Lmportan t. 
However, besides the unique advantages Ihis tool has, there are also shortcomings and 
limitations which have 10 be understood and considered when applying it. This helps prevent 
situat ions like those exposed by Krozer and Vis (1998), who believe that many decision makers 
are lost in an obscure area between too high aspirations and loo many imperfections in current 
practice. There are two types of limitations and problems facing South African LeA 
researchers. The first set are the limitations and problems related to the LeA tool and 
methodological framework in general) and the second set of problems is specific for the South 
African setting. 
2.3.6.1 Gcncra l Limitations and Problems 
LCA, as any other environmental tool, tries to convey a complex real life situation or system 
into a number of parameters, using different simplificat ions in the process. Part of the 
limitations of LeA originate from this simplification process and it has become clear that 
experience has introdllced calltioll i" some previolls thinking that LCA could be a complete or 
comprehellsive assessment (Dwens, 1999). As an example, it only addresses those 
environmental issues specified in the goal and scope of the study. This means that other issues 
may be left out. The argument of simplification was further elaborated in a SETAe workshop 
and the most vehement critics argue that comprehensive comparison or the determination of 
environmental superiority or equivalency using life cycle impact assessment is not a realistic 
expectation due to the following reasons. Firstly, it is believed that LeAs cannot cover all issues 
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or every part of complex industrial systems and, therefore, LeAs will always be incomplete in 
some way. Secondly, critics argue that it does not address absolute considerations since it uses 
potential environmental impacts which are ca lculated as opposed to actual environmental 
impacts which are measured. Thirdly, it is believed that gaps and omissions in inventory data 
and lack of resolution and environmental representativeness in life cycle impact assessment 
methods are inevitable to some degree now and in thc future (SETAe, 1997 in Owens, 1999). 
Finnveden (2000), revicwed some of the current LeA studies and of some of the data bases 
available. This review produced the following observations: 
• energy inputs are included in most cases without major gaps, 
• other raw materials are included but with severe data gaps, 
• water is not included in most cases, 




These categories will continue to pose a methodological problem, since there is no 
agreement on how to consider them in an inventory analysis, 
toxicological impacts on humans and on ecosystems are often included, but with severe data 
gaps. It is estimated that these impacts will never be fully described without data gaps, 
because of the sheer number of chemicals used in society and the lack of knowledge on the 
behaviour of these chemicals, 
non·toxicological human impacts and impacts in the working environment are lackmg, 
impacts like global wanning, ozone depletion, acidification , eutTophication and photo· 
oxidant [onnation are fairly we ll covered, however, there are shortcomings. Most notably 
data on eutrophication of aquatic systems is usually incomplete (due to insufficient data for 
water emissions) and data for organic compounds contributing towards photo-oxidant 
fonnation is expressed as a general parameter (e.g. particulale emission) making 
differentiation impossible. 
As a result, Finnveden (2000) underlines that LeA stud ies do not cover all environmental 
impacts and because of this the types of conclusions that can be drawn from these studies are 
limited. However, other environmental tools like, for example, environmental impact 
assessments face the same problems (e.g. lack of data for chemicals). 
Not only data gaps are seen as a major limitation, but also the quality of the existing data varies 
and this variation is another shortcoming according to Finnveden (2000). He cites a comparison 
of different databases for pve and concludes that uncertainties can be quite large, often an 
order of magnitude or larger (Finnveden, 2000). This variability is explained by different 
methods of allocation and different technology levels sometimes existing in the same country at 
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the same time. An example is the manufacture of PVC using chlorine produced by mercury cell 
technology as compared with other technologies. Therefore, a careful selection of data for the 
appropriate technology may improve the quality of a study, In time, problems associated with 
data gaps and data quality will be reduced with the development of better databases and the 
collection of more data. 
Forbes (l999) and Owens (1997) present a series of other limitations in current LeA 
methodology. These are related to the fact that the LCA methodology does not consider 
thresholds and spatial and temporal circumstances, For most environmental impacts, the 
relationship between the dose of pollutant and the effects caused is not necessarily linear and 
critical loads or thresholds exist. Critical loads or thresholds imply that below a certain dose of 
pollutant an ecosystem has the capacity to remove it efficiently, therefore the ri sks of damage 
are reduced. Critical loads are specific for each ecosystem and because of that it is impossible to 
incorporate the concept in a general LCA model or method; however, it is possible to use it in 
site specific LeA studies. The emissions, as calculated by the LCA methodology and presented 
in an LCA inventory, do not occur all at the same place and at the same time. This is not 
considered in the LCA methodology and details regarding emissions (like atmospheric 
transport , frequency, duration, average exposure, peak exposure, point or diffuse sources of 
emissions and sensitivity of the recipient ecosystem) are lost. Current LCA methodologies 
assume that all emissions occur at sensi tive sites and that all emissions cause effects, presenting 
by this the worst case scenario regarding emissions (Forbes, 1999) , 
The uncertainties associated with the methodology for the inventory and the impact assessment 
phase are related to processes in which different value choices are introduced. Most notably, 
allocation (see Appendix 1, for the theoretical background on allocation) is one of these 
processes and Finnveden (2000) argues that multi-input allocation may be difficult to solve even 
if there is agreement on the gu iding principles. A classical example illustrating this point is an 
incinerator of municipal waste, which receives a multitude of wastes and produces a number of 
pollutants. If one has to allocate the dioxins to the different inputs, two methods are available. In 
the first method dioxins are allocated according to the chlorine content of the input and in the 
second method they are allocated according to carbon content (or calorific value). Both methods 
are based on the guiding principle of natural sc ience based causality, both are equally valid, 
however, they produce totally different results, Since the fonnation mechanism of dioxins is not 
well understood (Wikstrom et al., 1996 in Finnveden 2000), the only criteria for choosing 
between these methods is the suitability with regard to the scope and goal of the study, This 
suitabi lity has to be decided by the researcher on no real scientific grounds. Another example of 
a methodological choice is the time frame considered for long term processes like the emissions 
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from land fill sites. The choice between a shorter time period (decades or centuries) and a 
hypotheti cal infinite time period has different results. This is a clear value choice for the 
researcher and Finnveden argues that it is related to ethical views about impacts on future 
generations (Finnveden, 2000). As a result, it must be acknowledged that methodological 
choices introduce uncertainty in the results and that these choices are influenced by culture, 
frames and paradigms (Finnveden, 2000). One way to overcome this problem is standardisation 
(Consoli et al., 1993 and ISO 14040, 1997), however, standardisation can only go up to a certain 
point and variat ion will st ill remain for many of the methodologies involved. 
The valuation (weighting) stage of life cycle assessments is one of the stages most open to 
subjectivity and value-choices since it is not based on scientific criteria. It is argued that not 
only the weighting factors, bl/t also the choice of weighting methodology, and the choice of 
IIs ing a weighting method at all, are influenced by fundamental ethical and ideological 
va/uatiolls alld since there ;s nO socielal cOl/sensus 011 these fundam ental values. there is 110 
reaSOlllO expecl consensus either Oil weightillgfactors, or 01/ the weighting method or even on 
the choice of Itsillg a \veigh ting method al all (Finnveden, 2000). In the ISO seri!:s of SlcmJanls 
the weighting stage is an optional element and in thi s study it has not been performed. 
LeA relies on other scientific disciplines for data and methodologies like, for example, 
toxicology. climatology, chemistry etc. If science does not provide the answers to certain 
questions (e.g. the mechanism for the format ion of dioxins is not known) it is clear that this will 
impose limitations on LeAs depending on this data. However. this is a problem shared by all 
other environmental tools. 
In conclusion, LeA has a series of shortcomings and limitations, most notably related to data 
gaps, data quality and value~choices. In spite of these limitations, this tool is valuable because 
of its unique cradle~/o-grave approach, which makes it irreplaceable by any other tool. 
2-3_6.2 South Afri can Limitations and Problems 
Data availability and quality is a common problem for the studies done by academia and 
research institutes so far in South Africa. With regard to availability of data, there is a general 
reluctance by South African companies to provide LeA data. This reluctance may be expla ined 
by the fac t that managers in different companies are not sensitised to LCA and the data 
requirements of this method. Therefore, few companies have data in the format that can be used 
in an LCA and usually it is time and effort consuming to compi le this data. Another factor, 
which may explain the reluctance of companies to release environmental data, is historical and 
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originates from the high protectionism South African companies enjoyed in the past. Some 
companies realisc that South Africa may have environmental problems due to various causes 
related to the structure of the South African economy as a whole, like energy intensive 
industries or the economy's mining and primary beneficiation focu s. 
Data quality and availability is also a problem faced by the companies interested in conducting 
LeAs. However, bccause most studies arc internal , this problem is not so acute and usually 
relates to data outside the control of the company. 
South African organisations involved with LeA use different commercially available databases 
like: TEAM, Gabi3 and PEMS (see Rice et al., 1997 for a software review). All these databases 
have been developed overseas and present the LeA researcher with the problem of applying the 
data collected elsewhere to the South African situation. This can introduce a margin of error, 
because data between countries and continents differ due to different factors, in particular 
different technologies and regulations. However, because of the lack of data for South Africa, 
LeA practitioners in this country do not have any opt ion other than la use uvc;:rsc;:as data. Similar 
problems are faced not only by South Africa, but also by some of the developed countries. The 
more accurate a study needs to be, the more site-specific data arc required. However, collecting 
data is costly in terms of time and money, so in many cases generic data are used. 
Another major problem, which is specific to South Africa, is the re{evaltce to this cOli/lily of 
the a.'lSessmelll step in the LeA methodology. The impact categories in which environmental 
effects are categorised (e.g. global warming, stratospheric ozone depletion, ecotoxicological 
impacts, human toxicology impacts, acidification, eutrophication, land use, abiotic resource 
consumption, biotic resource consumption and work environment) have been developed for the 
European and the USA situat ion. Impacts considered not important in the Northern Hemisphere 
are of major importance for thi s country. For example, South Africa is a water scarce country, 
consequently water, as a resource, is very important. However, thi s is not a global issue and this 
importance is not reflected in the established LeA methodology. The same is valid for water 
salination and soil erosion. Therefore, there is a need to adapt the methodology to include local 
environmental priorities and small steps are being taken in this direction. 
A further South African problem is the lack of critical review capacity in South Africa. It is 
important to have a critical review for any study, which is designed to be published. Because the 
LeA community in South Africa is small and most of the studies done were for internal 
consumption, the critical review step was not performed very often. However, with the 
increasing use of LeA, the need for critical reviewers is increasing. 
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In spite of these limitations it is expected that the demand for LeA type of studies will grow in 
South Africa. This development is predicted because environmental LCA infonnation is 
required in order to access export markets in most of the developed countries. Not only the 
quantity but also the quality of these studies is expected to rise since they will have to comply 
with international standards. It is believed that if South African products are to be marketed 
internationally and specifically exported to first world countries, LeAs lIeed to be petformed as 
prescribed, Jor example, by EU legislatioll, the illtemational ClIstomer, etc. (Slinnes et ai., 
\996). Therefore it is important to draw attention to the environmenta l problems specific to this 
country and to incorporate them in the LCA methodology. 
2.4 Conclus ion 
This is one of the first studies in which LCA has been perfonned on water treahnent processes 
in South Africa. This study has to be viewed in the context of increased environmental concern, 
which has emerged due to the widesprcad environmental degradation experienced in the last 
few decades. One of the contributing factors to environmental degradation is the expansion of 
industrial activities. This expansion process has brought development, economic growth, 
employment and wealth. But it has also brought environmental degradation through depletion of 
resources, pollution and ecological disruption due to the increased interference of production 
systems with the ecological support systems of the planet. Sustainable development is the 
concept which tries to reconcile economic growth and ecological degradation by setting 
development on a more sustainable path. Cleaner production is the way towards sustainability 
for industry and in this context environmental management tools like LCA have emerged and 
are used by companies to identify and reduce their environmental burdens. 
An LCA is an environmental management tool in which environmental burdens associated with 
a product (system or activity) are evaluated, by identifying and measuring energy and materials 
used and the wastes released to the environment (air, water and soi l). This assessment includes 
the entire life cycle of the product (system or activity) from the extraction of raw materials to 
final disposal. LCA addresses environmental consequences expected from the system under 
study like ecological impacts, human health and resource depletion. It does not address 
economic or social impacts due to the system. 
The use of LCA is increasing internationally and locally and there are different degrees of 
sophistication when applying it. This, together with the fact that it is the only product orientated 
tool which has a cradle-ta-grave approach, gives LCA advantages, however, it also has some 
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limitations, most notably the availability of data . All in all it must be seen as one environmental 
tool capable of bringing about environmental improvement, the current study being an example 
of these capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON WATER TREATMENT METHODS AND 
PROCESSES 
When YOII drink the waleI' remember the spring. 
(Chinese Proverb) 
This chapter introduces two different methods of producing potable water. In the follow ing 
sect ions of thi s study, these two methods will then be compared by means of LeA. The first onc 
is the cOllvelltiollalmelhod and it is current ly employed at Wiggins Waterworks, a waterworks 
of Umgcni Water situated in Durban. The main processes involved are pre-ozonation, addition 
of chemicals, coagulation, nocculation, sedimentat ion, filtration , ozonation, chlorination and 
storage. The second method is based on the use of membrane fif/ration and the following 
processes arc involved: prefiltration, membrane filtration , chlorination (different to the previous 
method) and storage. Currently a pilot study using this method is taking place at Wiggins 
Waterworks in collaboration with the Water Technology Group (Dr. Lingam Pillay), NIL Sultan 
Technikon and the Institute of Polymer Science (Or. Ed Jacobs), University of Ste ll enbosch. 
A framework for tbe comparison of these two methods taking into account the three main life 
cycle stages of a waterworks is presented in Figure 3.1. 
Conventiona l Method Membrane Method 
I Constmction Stage I I Construction Stage I 
Operation Stage Operation Stage 
preozonation, addition of chemicals, prefiltration , membrame filtration, 
coagulation, flocculation , sedimentation, chlorination (different as in the previous 
filtration, ozonation, chlorination method) 
+ ... 
l Decommisioning Stage I t Decommisioning Stage I 
Figure 3.1: Comparison of Two Methods for ProduCing Potable Water 
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3.1 The Co nventional Method of Pr odu cing Potable "Vater at ' Viggins \Vatcrworks 
Wiggins Waterworks is one of the eleven waterworks of Umgeni Water, the largest catchment-
based water authority in South Africa (Umgeni Water's Public Affairs Department, 1998). It is 
situated in the Durban Metropolitan Region in the area of Cato Manor. This waterworks was 
commissioned in August 1984 and it supplies water to the Durban region. The initial capacity 
was 175 megaliters (ML) per day. In 1995 , following an expansion, th is capacity was rai sed 10 
350 megaliters (ML) per day. A system of tunnels and pipelines supplies the raw water from the 
Inanda Dam and gravity is used for the transportat ion of the incoming water. 
The raw water enters the waterworks through the intake tower and flows through an aeration 
tank. The tower eliminates surges in the waterflow and the aeration tank is only operated when 
necessary. After the aeration tank, the water passes through a covered concrete channel into a 
pre-ozonation lank. The addition of chemicals follows the pre-ozonatlOn operatIOn and dosing 
facilities ex ist for lime, polymeric coagulant, bentonite, sodium hypochlorite, chlorine and 
powdered activated carbon (PAC). Passing the water over weirs enhances the mixing of water 
and chemicals. The water then flows into 4 banks of pulsator clarifiers. The clarified water is 
directed into 24 rapid gravity filters after which it is passed through the intennediate ozonation 
tank. It is chlorinated before flowing into two storage reservoirs from where it is distributed. 
The sludge from the clarifiers is directed to the homogenisation tank after which it enters the 
sludge plant. The washwater from the filters is directed through a sand trap to the wash water 
recovery tanks from where the clear water is recycled to the head of the waterworks and the 
settled solids are pumped to the homogenisat ion tank (Mr. Peter Thompson, personal 
communication, 1999). An illustration of the overall process is presented in Figure 3.2. 
Each step in the treatment of water is monitored via a computer system. The quality of water is 
checked at the beginning of the works when it is still raw water, after the chemical additions, 
after fi ltration and the final water is also checked. In-line pH, turbidity, dissolved oxygen and 
temperature meters monitor raw water. Since the quality of incoming water varies widely, 
additional fac il ities exist at the head of the works (before pre-ozonation) to dose powdered 
activated carbon, bentonite and chlorine (as gas or as sodium hypochlorite) in order to deal with 
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3.1.1 P re-ozonation 
Ozone is produced on the premises by three 30 kglh Trailigaz ozonators. These ozonators are 
fed evaporated liquid oxygen. The liquid oxygen is supplied by Fedgas Ltd. and stored on the 
premises in two pressurised columns (approx. 70 t liquid oxygen) situated adjacent to the 
chemical house. The ozone is produced in the ozone generation plant and it is dosed at two 
points in the waterworks. The four pre-ozonation tanks are situated at the head of the works 
before chemical addition. The two intennediate ozonation tanks are situated after the filtration 
unit and before the storage reservoirs. The pre-ozonation tanks are fitted with static mixers at 
their inlets. These mixers diffuse the ozone in the water enhancing the mixing process. A 
thennal ozone destruction un it accompanies each ozonation unit. The manufacture and 
destruction of ozone and the functioni ng of the contact tanks is monitored and controlled by an 
array of in-line meters. These meters measure oxygen and ozone gas pressure, oxygen, ozone 
and cooling water flow rates, ozone concentration, oxygen dew point and ozone residual. Pre-
ozonation is used at Wiggins Waterworks mainly for the oxidation of iron, manganese, T HM 
(triha logenated methane) precursors and taste and odour compounds like geosmin and 2-
methylisobomeol. It also helps in removing algae, improving the colour of the final water and 
reducing coagulant demand (Thompson, 2000). 
3.1.2 Addition of Chemicals 
The addition of chemicals follows the pre-ozonation process. The dosage of powdered activated 
carbon, lime, chlorine (gas and sodium hypoch lori te), bentonite and polymeric coagulant is 
made possible through a series of pipes from the chemical house to the addition points situated 
just after the pre-ozonation tanks. In the chemical house, there are storage fac ilities and facilities 
for produci ng and pumping the solutions of these various chemicals. 
Po wderel/ activated carbon is used intermittently at Wiggins Watenvorks, depending on the 
quality of the incoming water. On average it is added to raw water for about 4 to 6 months per 
year. It is used for taste and odour control. The dosage during the period of use is not constant 
and it usually starts with 20 mgIL and decreases to 5 mglL (Mr. Thompson, personal 
communication, 1999). Pre-chlori/latiolt is the next step in the treatment of water and there are 
fac ilities for the addition of chlorine and sodium hypochlorite. These chemicals are used for 
disinfection of the water. Another substance used for disinfection is HTH (calcium hypochlorite 
- Ca(OCl)z )' however, it is used only ocasionally, mainly for the disinfection of tanks after 
maintanace works. Lime, more specificall y slaked lime Ca(OH)z' is used for pH control, and as 
with chlorine. it is a chemical dosed throughout the year in the treatment of water. The pH of the 
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raw water is measured by an in-line system and the dosage of lime is changed according to the 
pH readings. It is important to dose lime before the addition of the polymeric coagulant, since 
the effectiveness of the coagulation process is dependent on the pH. Polymeric coagulants were 
introduced by Umgeni Water in its various works in the mid 1980's (Nozaic el aI., 2000) 
because they proved to be more cost-effective than the inorganic ones used previously. The 
polymeric coagulant currently used consists of a blend of cationic polyamines, poly-
diallyldimethylammonium chloride (polyDADMAC) and some inorganic components (Nozaic 
et aI. , 2000). Bentonite is used as a coagulant aid because of its property to expand, increasing 
the size, density and strength of the Oocs formed. Channelling the water over a weir after the 
dosage points enhances mixing of the chemicals added. The increased shear in the water 
contributes not only towards better mixing of the coagulant and coagulant aid into the raw water 
and therefore towards better coagulation, but also towards better floccu lation. 
Coagulation and floccu lation are usually combined in a two-stage process applied in drinking 
water treatment 10 assist with Ihe removal of small, suspended particles (Nazaroffand Alvart:t.:-
Cohen, 200t). Most of the impurities in water are colloidal particles, electronegatively charged 
and in stable suspension. When positively charged ions are added to the suspension, these ions 
cause a destabilisation of the suspended particles and aggregation. The coagulation process is 
the aggregation of these suspended particles into larger entities. The flocculation process is the 
aggregation of these entities into even larger aggregates called flocs. The formation of these 
aggregates enables phase separation through sedimentation, clarification, floatation or filtration 
(van Duuren, 1997). Although similar in concept, coagulation and flocculation occur by 
separate mechanisms. Coagulation is based on electrochemical effects achieved through the 
addition of positively charged chemicals to the solution (i.e. the raw water). Flocculation further 
aggregates these destabilised particles primarily by collision, bridging and attachment. To 
facilitate collision there must be motion and a sufficient number of panicles. The rate at which 
collision can occur during floeculation is thus a function of the number of particles involved, 
their size and the rate of motion (van Duuren, 1997). 
The process of coagulation and subsequent flocculation starts just after the coagulant is added 
and continues in the clarifier vacuum chambers and tanks. Flocculation cont inues up to filtration 
(van Duuren, 1997). 
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3.1.3 Clarifiers 
At Wiggins Waterworks there are four Degremont sludge blanket pulsator type c larifiers. The 
surface area of each clarifier is 995 m2 and they allow for a rise rate of 4 mIh at a flow rate of 
350 MUd with a retention time of 1.09 h. The raw water enters the clari fier tanks through a 
series of perforated pipes situated near the bottom of each tank. Some of the incoming raw 
water is induced into two vacuum chambers. The vacuum causes the level of the raw water to 
rise in the vacuum chamber to about 0.6 to I m above the level of water in the clarifier tanks. At 
which level an air inlet valve is opened automatically and atmospheric pressure is applied to the 
water in the vacuum chamber. This causes the raw water to flow back into the pulsator. This 
design facilitates flocculation by promoting collision of the floes in the raw water and between 
the much larger floes already existing in the tank with the smaller incoming ones. The required 
duration of flocculation can be shortened substantially because of the presence of the 
macroflocs in the tanks. Still ing plates arc situated above the perforated pipes so that the 
entering water rises unifomlly, allowing settlement of the coagulation particles (or floes) and the 
formation of a sludge blanket at the bottom of each tank. At the top of ea\,;h tank a set of 
perforated channels collect the clarified water evenly and without any velocity disturbances to 
the other layers of the tank. The clarified water is directed to the filtration unit (Thompson, 
2000). 
Due to the sedimentation (or settling) process a sludge layer is fonned at the bottom of the 
clarifier tanks and the sludge then overflows into hoppers. The sludge blanket depth is about 2 
m and as the sludge reaches a concentration of ca. 0.3 % solids, it is automatically discharged 
into the homogenisation tank. 
Facilities for the dosage of chlorine and sodium hypochlorite to the clarified water are situated 
just after the clarifiers and before thc filtration unit. These facilities are used only ifneeded. 
3.1.4 F iltra tion 
There are 24 Degremont Aquazur "V" type gravity filters that make up the filtration unit at 
Wiggins Waterworks. Two cell s make up each filter and each cell has a surface area of 56 m2 
allowing for a maximum filtration rate of 6 mIh. This type of filte r has a suspended floor/nozzle 
system. The depth of filter sand (i.e. the filtering media) in the filter is 900 mm and the effective 
grain size of the sand is 0.95 to 1.35 mm. The watcr depth above the filter media reaches I to 
1.2 m depending on the flow ratc. Rapid gravity filtration, as employed by this type of filter, 
usually means deep bed filtration. This is the process by which suspended part icles penetrate in 
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the media (in this case sand) and are captured some dtstance below the media surface (van 
Duuren, 1997). To maintain efficiency of filtration in th is type of system, backwash is needed at 
regular intervals. A characteristic of this type of filter is the simultaneous air scour and 
backwash accompanied by surface sweep, followed by a water rinse of the filter during 
backwashing (Thompson, 2000). The backwash sequence is as follows: 
• ai r for scouring is blown in a reverse direction (after the level of the raw water was lowered 
accordingly) for 5 min. , 
• 
• 
simultaneous use of air and water for 3 min. and a 
water only backwash for 3 min. (Thompson, 2000). 
The backwash water is collected in a wash water recovery tank after it has passed a sand trap, 
which collects the sand which was washed out with the wash water. After settling, the resul ting 
sludge is pumped to the homogenisation tank and the recovered water is rentmed to the raw 
water stream just after the addition point of polymeric coagulant. 
3.1.5 Intermediate Ozonation 
Intennediate ozonation is carried out after filtration and the aim of thi s operation is di sinfection. 
The process occurs in two intermediate ozonation tanks where the ozone/oxygen mixture is 
introduced at the bottom of the tanks through porous carborundum diffusers (Mr. Thompson, 
personal communication, 2000). To make sure that the ozone which has not dissolved in the 
water does not leak into the environment, a thennal destruction unit accompanies the 
intermediate ozonation unit. This destruct ion unit is similar in design to the one employed in the 
pre-ozonation preocess. 
3.1 .6 Final Chlorination 
Final chlorination is used after intermediate ozonation and just before the treated water enters 
the storage tanks. At this point there are facilities for dos ing chlorine and sodium hypochlorite . 
The aim of th is operation is to desinfect the water and to introduce a residual chlori ne dose in 
the treated water in order to prevent re-inoculation with pathogens during storage and 
reti culation. The average chlorine residual in the reservoir tanks is about 0.5 mgIL as chlorine 
gas (Thompson, 2000). 
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3.1.8 Sludge Treatment 
The homogenisation tank collects sludge from the clarifiers and the wash water recovery tanks. 
From the homogenisation tank, the sludge may follow two routes prior to disposal. In the first 
route the sludge is pumped to the dissolved air floatation (DAF) unit. This unit uses "air 
pressurised" water (i.e. water in which air has been dissolved under high pressure) to create 
microbubbles which rise through the incoming sludge. Small particles of sludge adhere Lo the 
microbubbles and are transported to the surface from where they are continuously removed. 
These floating sc rapings are directed to the thickened sludge sump. Larger and heavier particles 
in the sludge, settle to the bottom of the DAF unit. This settl ed sludge is sc raped continuously 
and also pumped to the thickened sludge sump. The water recovered from the DAF is pumped 
to the wash water recovery tanks where it is mixed with the filtration wash water and follows 
the same recycle path. 
In the second route , sludge from the homogenisation tank is passed through a gravity thickener. 
From the thickened sludge tank thc sludgc can be either diluted and disposed of into the 
municipal sewer during off-peak periods (this method is employed most of the time). or it is 
passed through centrifuges and further concentrated (this me thod is seldomly used). The sludge 
has to be diluted in the case of disposal in the municipal sewer in order to obtain a solid 
concentration around I %. The cake resulting from centrifugation has a solid concentration of 
about 25 to 30 % and it is disposed to a land fi ll site. The water recovered through centrifugation 
is pumped to the wash waler recovery tanks and recycled. 
3.2 The Membrane Method for the Production of Potable Water 
In order to compare the environmenta l burdens resulting from the conventional process 
employed at Wiggins Waterworks with a membrane process producing the same quantity of 
potable waler of the same quality, a virtual membrane plant had to be designed. This design is 
based on a pilot membrane filtration unit used for research purposes. This pilot unit is run by 
staff and students from the Water Technology Group, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
ML Sultan Technikon under the leadership of Or. Lingam Pillay and is situated adjacent to the 
research facility at Wiggins Waterworks. The technology employed is entirely South African, 
the membranes used have been developed and produced by the research group of Dr. Ed Jacobs 
from the Institute for Polymer Science, University of Stellenbosch. All these role-players have 
been involved in the upscaling of the pilot plant to a virtual plant comparab le with Wiggins 
Waterworks, and several design possibilities were considered before agreeing on a final version, 
considered to be the best for the purpose of this study. 
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3.2.1 Membrane Technology 
There is increasing interest in the application of capillary membrane filtration for large scale 
water treatment plants because of recent developments in membrane technology. Such 
developments include: 
• the reduction of energy consumption by using dead- or semi dead-end filtration instead of 
cross-flow filtration , 
• the development of capillary membranes with high membrane surface in restricted volume, 
• decreasing membrane resistance, 
• prevention of fouling by backwashing and forward flushing with water as well as air and 
• the tendency towards interchangeable membranes (Oosterom et ai, 1998). 
The local capillary membrane technology involved in this project has been documented in a 
series of publications such as Jacobs and Leukes (1996), Jacobs et al. (1997) and Pryor et at 
(1998). So far th is technology has been employed only on a small scale and in pilot plants. In 
essence it is based on a low pressure (ultrafiltration) membrane operation. The main advantages 
of an ultndiltration plant is that it is able tu produr . .:e an acceptable quahty of potable water, thal 
it provides a means of disinfection of the water and at the same lime removes some of the 
organic contamination of surface waters. It therefore provides a process which is capable of 
limiting the formation of disinfection by-products duri ng subsequent chlorination (Pryor et al.. 
\ 998). 
The capillary membranes used for the ul trafiltration pilot plant were manufactured by 
researchers at the Institute for Polymer Science using a protocol documented by Jacobs and 
Leukes (1996). They are polysulfone membranes and as such they present a series of favorable 
characteristics like wide temperature limits (up to 75 and even 125 0c), wide pH tolerances , 
good resistance to a series of chemicals including chlorine, a\cohols, acids and aliphatic 
hydrocarbons and they are relatively easy to manufacture (Cheryan, 1998). The main 
shortcomings of these membranes are seen as the low pressure limits (l.7 bar for hollow fi bre 
membranes) and their hydrophobicity which makes them more prone to fouling (Cheryan. 
1998). The membranes produced for potable water filtration at the institute for Polymer Science 
in Stel lenbosch have a well defined internal skin , but they lack an external one. The microvoids 
in the membrane are narrow-bore and extend the full width of the membrane. The capillaries 
have an internal diameter of about 1.2 mm and an external diameter of about 1.9 mm. They have 
good mechanical strength, being able to withstand instantaneous burst-pressures of 1.8 MPa 
(Jacobs and Leukes, 1996). These membranes are cut to a given length, usually about 1.2 m and 
packed in bundles with the help of netting. The bundles are then inserted into a 90 mm PVC 
pipe forming a module. The ends of the modules are sealed off and at the same time the ends of 
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the membranes are fixed, with the help of a urethane-based epoxy which is poured into a mould 
and then centrifuged (Or. Jacobs, personal communication, 1999). The modules have seals for 
conne'?tion to the raw water supply. They also have a product outlet through which the filtered 
water exits the module. 
There have been three pilot plants around the country (Mon Villa - near Stellenbosch; Suurbraak 
in the Western Cape Province and Wiggins Waterworks - Durban) in which these modules were 
tested. In these pi lot plants up to 12 modules in parallel have been employed. The way the pilot 
plant at Wiggins Waterworks was run is documented by Pryor et a1. (1998) in the following few 
sentences. 
Feed water is pumped throllgh a strainer and presSure sand filter, which ill the absel1ce 0/ 
coagulatioll (Jlld flOCCillation. serve as grit traps ollly. Recycle pllmps circulate the water 
throllgh the capillaries. thereby maintainillg a maximum CroSS-flOIV \'elocity a/I 11I1s alld 
inducing s1lfficient shear to limit the depositioll 0/ material all the inside 0/ the membranes. 
During normal operation, a positive displacemellt (product) pump is used to dr(J1I" a 
constant flow 0/ permeare through the membranes. The trails-membrane pressure lI'as 
monitored alld reglllar flow reversallV(ls used liS (I back flush strategy to assisl ill limitillg 
the /ouling 0/ the lIIembrane sill/ace rp,),OI' el al., 1998)· 
The same authors mention the need for regular c1eaning-in-place operation and this is usually 
done when the trans-membrane pressure reaches levels of 80 to 100 kPa. For the membrane 
pilot plant at Wiggins, with water characterised by colloidal particles and low levels of organic 
carbon. a chlor-alkali (50 ppm sodium hypochlorite) solution is used for cleaning in place (CIP). 
3.2.2 The Layout orthc I\'Icmbranc Plant 
In the production of potable water by the membrane method three processes are considered as 
being necessary. They are the same three processes that are employed at the Wiggins membrane 
pilot plant, namely pre-filtration with the help of rapid sand filters, membrane filtration to 
eliminate undesired substances and chlorination to prevent the re-inocculation of pathogens. 
These processes can be represented as follows: 
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Raw Water 
Pre- f- Membrane -Filtration filtration 
Figure 3.3: Diagram of the Membrane Method 
Chlorination --...j Storage 
Water to 
Consumers 
For the filtration process it has been assumed that a filtrati on unit exactly the same as the 
filtrati on unit in the conventional method will be employed (see Section 3.2.4) . For the 
chlorination process a dosage similar to the final dosage in the conventional method has been 
ass umed . The storage of the potable water resulting frOIll this method was assumed to be 
identica l to the storage in the conventiona l method. 
3.2.3 Upscaling the Memb,'anc Pilot Pla nt 
Tile basic unit of design of a membrane plant is a module. There are severa l types of modules 
used for largc sca le watcr treatment a nd they vary in : module dimensions, membrane material , 
pore size, capillary diameter, position (horizonta l or ve rtica l), inside-out or out side-in filtration 
and other spec ific charactcristics like air-flushing, interchangeable membranes or submersible 
type membranes (Oosterol11 et al., 1998). The South African modules are vertical ones, with 
inside-out filtration and the me mbranes are not interchangeable. As presented above , the module 
llsed for this study consists of a PVC shroud , the membranes enclosed in a polyethylene netti ng, 
epoxy sea lers (at both ends of the modu le), nitrile lip sealers and a product connector. Each of 
these components has been we ighted for a 90 mm OD (outside diameter) shroud and upscaled to 
a 250 mm OD shroud , which is what wOldd be used for a large sca le plant. Data on how the 
membranes are produced and on how the modules are assembled have been collected from the 
Institute for Polymer Science, University of Stellenbosch. Data on ho\\' the modules are run in 
the pilot plant, as we ll as the different technical parameters for operation, have been collected 
from Mr. Nareshan Moodley, ML Sultan Tecllnikon. The technica l spec ifications of a single 
or iginal module used at the Wiggins Waterworks pilot plant are presented in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Technical Specifications of Original Membrane Filtration Modules 
Dimensions 
Number of capil laries per module 
Diameter of capillary 
Filtration length of capillary (excludes epoxy moulded part) 
Filtration area per capillary 
Filtration area per module 
Cross-sectional flow area per capillary 
Cross-sectional flow area per module 
Conditiolls (0,. ideal filtratiolt 
Cross now velocity through capillary 
Feed pressure 
Assumed nux 
Assumed water recovery 
Flowrates alld Clealtill!! ill Place (CIP) 
Permeate I product flowrate per module 
Raw feed fl owrate per module 
Reject flowrate per module 
Backflush flowrate per module· 
Downtime duration per ClP 
Assumed no. of CIF's over a 30 day period 
Other downtime per 30 day period 
Vol. of water required per module for ClP 
·Observatioll : rejeclj/olV eqlla/s bockj/llshj/ow for dead endft/trotion 
6500 




1. 13E-06 m2 
0.0073 m' 
I m/s 
1.5 Bar max 
50 Um'h 
95 % 








For the planned large scale plant a dead-end filtration process will be employed, therefore there 
will be no separate backflush line. To perform this operation at the same scale as Wiggins 
Waterworks (i.e. to purify about 200 000 kUday) I 620 to 4 740 modules are needed, 
depending on the size of the modules and the flux assumed during the operation stage. The 
modules can be arranged in different ways. For the purpose of this study batches of 30 and 60 
modules were considered. In total eight di ffe rent scenarios were used for calculation: 
• short modules (I 250 mm), low fl ux (50 Um'h), banks of 30 and 60 modules, 
• short modules (\ 250 mm), high flux (lOO Um2h), banks of30 and 60 modules, 
• long modules (\ 500 mm), low flux (50 Llm2h), banks of 30 and 60 modules, and 
• long modules (I 500 mm), high flux (100 Um'h ), banks of 30 and 60 modules. 
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New technical specificat ion sheets have been calculated for all four types of modules (see 
Appendix 5). 
Membrane filtration modules are arranged in banks of modules (30 and 60 modules) and each 
bank is serviced by a supply and a product (or penneate) line. The supply line consists of small 
pipes, intermediary pipes and two large pipes. The small pipes are directly connected to the 
modules and the average length of small pipes was considered to be 0.2 m. The small pipes 
connect to intermediary pipes, which for the raw water supply line branch of from two big 
incoming pipes. TIle length of the intermediary pipes was assumed to be 7.5 m. After membrane 
filtration, the permeatc is collected in another line namely the product line. This line also 
consists of small pipes, individual for each filtration module, and of modular intermediary pipes 
which then collect in two major pipes conduct ing the clean water to the storage facility. The 
same lengths were assumed for the small and intermediate pipes of the permeate li ne as for the 
pipes of the raw water supply line. For the large pipes (two for the supply line and two for the 
product line) an average length of 100 m was assumed. The sizes of the pipes were calculated 
using economical piping calculations based on the fl owrates in these lines. The flows were 
different for the different scenarios considered. The material consumpti on for constructing these 
pipes was calculated by using data from pipe manufacturers expressed as kilogram material per 
metre of pipe for the required pipe th ickness. Thickness is dependant on the pressure of the 
water in the pipes and standardised shedules were obtained from pipe manufacturers. 
Similar engineering design calculations were done for pumps. For pumps, in addition to the 
pressure and the flow needed, efficiency calculations were included in order to approximate 
electricity consumption. Calculations on the pipes and pumps needed are presented m 
Appendix 6. This append ix also presents a sample calculation for pipes and pumps. 
3.3 Conclusion 
This Chapter has introduced two methods of producing potable water. The conventional method, 
employed at Wiggins Waterworks since 1984, has been continously improved. The membrane 
method is more recent and it has been used in three pilot plants around the country. The 
operational data from the Wiggins Waterworks membrane pilot plant was used for thi s study, 
because the quality of the incoming water will be the same for this method as well as for the 
conventional method to which it is being compared. 
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For the membrane plant a series of assumptions had to be made, not only with regard to 
individual processes on the plant, but also with regard to the entire design of the plant, including 
the way it should be build, mater ials used, ctc. A part of these assumptions have been presented 
in this chapter, others wi1l be clearly stated in the methodology section (sec Chaptc.- 4) and the 
author is aware that they may introduce a margin of error for the membrane method of 
producing potable water. However, since there is no membrane facility of the size required for 
this study. one had to upscale to a virtual plant and make use of assumptions. 
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CHAPTER4 
THE DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE STUDY AND THE METHODOLOGY 
EMPLOYED 
This chapter defines the goal and scope of this study and presen ts the means and the slages used 
to achieve them. In general, the methodology of a s tudy comprises the construction of a logical 
and rigorous investigation process in order to achieve the goa\(s) of a study. In this cnse a 
combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods had to be employed in order to 
answer the research questions posed. Since LeAs are quantitative studies, the quantitative 
methods dominate and actual measured values were preferred. However, in the absence of 
various measurements for the different processes involved. calculations based on literature data 
and qualitative methods had to be used. The general methodology used in this study follows the 
ISO standards procedural framework. The methodology used for the impact assessment phase 
(or stage) uses the CML (Center for Environmental Science, University of Leiden) methodology 
for impact category definition , classification and characterisa tion . 
4.1 Literature Review 
A literature review was undertaken in order to establish the theoretical framework and the 
paradigm in which the concept and the methodologies of LCA were developed. Different 
readings about sustainabi lity and susta inable development provided the background to cleaner 
production and the need for developing tools like LCAs. In trying to relate these broad concepts 
to the functioning of industry the literature search was widened, and a body of literature relating 
to the responses by industry to environmental problems was accessed. 
An even morc extensive literature review was undertaken (as presented in Chapter 2) in order to 
collect information about LeA: definitions, history, development, methodologies, etc. Since this 
is a relatively new field to South Africa, there was not much information available locally. Most 
of the textbooks were ordered from overseas and a few were obtained through the interlibrary 
loan service. Internet searches and materials down loaded from various websites played a large 
role at this stage, because it allowed access to some of the more recent information pertaining to 
the LCA methodology. 
Another area where a literature search and consequent review was used was the search for 
technical information on the different water treatment processes. This search was more specific 
than the previous ones, targeting only the processes involved in the two case studies, i.e. the 
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conventional method and the membrane method. This literature search was undertaken in order 
to understand the two methods of producing potable water and subsequently to create the model 
used to establish the initial boundaries and determine where to start data collection. 
4.2 Goal and Scope Definition 
The goal and scope definition is one of the most important steps in performing an LeA. This 
step defines the system to be studied, the reasons for performing the study and the breadth and 
depth of the study in relation to the reasons stated (see Appendix I , Seelion 1.2.1) (Guinee et 
aI., 1998). This step also fixes the objectives of an LeA, determining the potential applications 
of an LeA study and assessing for what it can and cannot be used for (Wenzel et al., 1997). 
4.2.1. Defining the Goal of the Study 
The goal of the study (as presented in Chapter 1) is to generate environmental information on 
the life cycle of water treatment processes, to identify the improvement potentia Is for these 
processes and to compare the environmental burden of a conventional water treatment process 




present designers and owners of water and wastewater treatment facilities with the life cycle 
environmental consequences of selected treatment methods or processes, 
highlight areas for improvement of the environmental performance of selected water and 
wastewater treatment processes, and 
alert the water industry to the benefits of using full life cycle assessment in the selection of 
processes and methods. 




to conduct life cycle assessments for one conventional and one membrane water treatment 
method, 
to compare the environmental burdens associated with each process, and 
to make the results and the methodology available to designers and owners of wate r and 
wastewatcr treatment facilities and to the water industry in general. 
The intended audiellce or the target group for this study is made up of water authorities (in 
particular environmental and operational managers), engineers involved in designing new 
waterworks, scientists involved in the development of membrane technology, environmental 
authorities and environmental planners. In addition, LeA practitioners are expected to use thi s 
study since water is an input in most manufacturing processes. 
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The reasollS for carrying out this study are primar ily to generate LCA type of environmental 
infomlation on the production of potable water. There is an increased demand for this type of 
information from other LCA practitioners, because water is an input in most industrial processes 
and, therefore, it is important to know the environmental consequences of producing this water. 
Another reason for performing this study is to compare a conventional method for producing 
potable water with a membrane method. Since the membrane technology is in development, the 
results of thi s study may influence and guide new develoments in this area. These reasons 
explain why the Water Research Commission of South Afriea funded this study. 
4.2.2 Defining the Scope of the Study 
The scope of the study should be sufficiently well defined 10 ensure thal the breadth. the depth 
and Ihe detail oJthe study are compatible alld sufficient to address the stated goal (ISO 14040, 
1997). Issues to be considered when defin ing the scope of the study are: the system under study 
with its functions and boundaries, the functional unit, allocation procedures of the 
environmental burdens for products and by-products resulting from the same process, data 
requirements, assumptions, limitations, type of critica l review (if any) and type and format of 
the report for the study. 
The ~yslems under scrutiny in this study are the two methods (conventional and membrane) for 
producing potable water. These two methods have been described in Chapter 3. Both systems 
have one function, namely to produce potable water of a certain quality (see Appendix 2 for 
quality guidelines) starting with raw water of identica l quality. These quality specificat ions 
enable comparison on the base of the functional performance of the two systems. 
The JUlle/iollal fwit for this study is defined as follows: 1 000 kg (or I kL) of water at the 
quality stipulated in the Umgeni Water guidelines produced over the life period of a process 
unit. The func tional unit is the unit to which all data co llected in the inventory phase will be 
related and it will be the basis for comparison for the two methods of producing potable water. 
All impact scores produced in the impact assessment phase of this LeA study will be expressed 
referring to the functional unit. 
The bouudaries of the two systems are presented in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 . These figures 
show the processes included and also show the processes which have been excluded and 
considered to be unimportant to the comparison. Initially the transportion for all the processes 
was included, however, after collecting data for the first few processes (cement production and 
the production of sand and stone) it became obvious that transport was responsible for only a 
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very small (in these cases insignificant) proportion of the environmental impacts. As a result it 
was decided to exclude transport and to perfonn a sensitivity analysis at the end of the study to 
justify this decision. Should the sensit ivity analysis prove that for the overall system, transport 
is important, then it would be re·included. However, the sensitivity analyses proved that the 
exclusion was justified (see Section 5.5.1) for both systems. No other process was left out in the 
first iteration of this study and all direct inputs for both the methods have been included. 
However, due to the lack of data some second and third degree processes (i.e. processes used in 
production of the TaW materials used for producing the direct inputs) were left out. The 
exclusion of these processes was considered acceptable due to their small contribution to the 
function of the system, as expressed in tenns of the functional unit. In general, the contribution 
of these inputs was in the order of a few nanograms per kilolitre of potable water produced. 
Allocatioll of environmental burdens (resource consumption and emissions) to products and by· 
products resulting from the same industrial process is a debated issue in LeA (see Section 
2.3.6.1 and Appendix I). A series of methods have been used (LCA·NORDIC, Technical 
Reports No 1·9, 1995), but all of these methods have shortcomings. For this study, the 
production of potable water process does not need allocation, since there are no by·products; 
however, the production processes for many of the inputs (e.g. chlorine) require allocation, 
since a series of by-products result from the production process. In accordance to the 
precautionary princ iple, worst case scenarios have been used for these processes and the 
environmental burdens have been attributed in totality to the main product. The Author is aware 
that this may add an additional burden to the studied system. However, most of the allocation 
was needed at the secondary and tertiary level of data collection, where material amounts per 
kilolitre of potable water get smaller and smaller, and therefore, thi s additional burden is 
considered to be small. 




Direct measurements and first hand data on the processes involved were preferable. 
Mass and energy balances were employed where no direct measurements exist, but enough 
data must be obtained for the processes under scrutiny. 
Calculations based on the technical literature were used only if direct data could not be 
obtained. If such calculat ions were used, the results were checked against international data 
on the same process or the same technology. 
• Data collected for the operation stage of the two methods of producing potable water 
covered a period of28 months from 01 March 1998 to 30 July 2000. These data included 
monthly consumption of chemicals and electricity. The general timeframe for the data 
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collected on other processes was proposed to be up to 10 years, however, data based on 
older technology had to be accepted for a few of the processes involved. 
• The geographical area for data collection was South Africa. In cases where infonnation was 
lacking and could not be obtained, European or global data had to be used. 
• With regard to the nature of the technology involved, if no information was available an 
average of the actual technology (as opposed to best available technology or worst operating 
unit) was used. 
• Data quality indicators are needed in order to conform to the ISO 14041 standard. The 
methodology for data quality is stili under debate; therefore, one of the most accepted 
models· the data pedigree developed by Weidema (see Appendix 7) - is used. The 
following indicators are considered: data preCIsIOn, data completeness, data 
representativeness, data consistency and reproducibility. 
A series of assumptions had to be made for both methods of producing potable water. The main 
assumptions for the conventional method are related to what is planned for the 
decommissioning stage (see Section 4.3.1.3) and to the calculations of the inputs for the 
polymeric coagulant. In the case of these calculations, it was assumed that for the production of 
allyl chloride and dimethylamine (the chemicals used for producing the monomer) the processes 
and the yields documented in the literature were the ones used in the actual manufacture. For the 
inputs on which international data had to be used, it is assumed that similar technology and 
processes as overseas are used in South Africa. Another important assumption for the 
conventional technology was made with regard to the different life spans of the components of 
process units in a waterworks. It was assumed that civ il engineering structures (concrete tanks 
and buildings) have a life span of 30 years and that mechanical engineering structures (pumps 
and motors) have a life span of 10 years. The average life span for pipes was assumed to be 10 
years, with the exception of steel, stainless steel and copper pipes which were assumed to last 
30 years. 
For the membrane plant a series of assumptions had to be made, not only with regard to 
individual processes on the plant, but also with regard to the entire design of the plant including 
the way it should be build, materials used, etc. These assumptions are enumerated in the 
following paragraphs. 
• The membrane plant is housed in a warehouse type building with concrete foundations, 
steel structural frames and pillars and corrugated iron wa ll s and roof. Calculations on the 
bu ilding materials needed for this type of structure were done with the help of Prof. King, 
School of Civil Engineering, University of Natal. 
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• The filtration unit preceding membrane filtration is the same in size and design as the one 
used for the conventional method. 
• In the membrane plant, the pressure needed in the different lines for the transport of water 
and for actual filtration is as fo llows: filtration pressure 1.5 Bar, pressure loss 0.4 Bar, 
back flush pressure 2.2 Bar and permeate pressure I Bar. These pressures are important, 
since they are the basis for pumping requiremen ts and electricity consumption due to this 
method. 
• The arrangement of the pipes in the membrane plant was considered modular in accordance 
with current practice. Calculat ions have been done for different scenarios including 
different numbers of modules per bank (see Section 3.2.3 and 5.2). At this stage a series of 
assumption had to be made with regard to pipe lengths and thickness. These assumptions 
are based on chemical engineering design principles and are presented in Sect ion 3.2.3. 
Similar engineering design calculations were used for pumps. For pumps, in addition to the 
pressure and the flow needed, effic iency calculations were included in order to approximate 
electricity consumption (see Appendix 6). 
• 
• 
In the manufacture of the filtration membranes three chemicals (polysulphone, polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone and poly(ethylene glycol» are used on which no data could be obtained, 
therefore calculations had to be employed. It was assumed that processes and yields as 
presented in the literature are used in the actual production of these chemicals. 
In the case of overseas data, it is assumed that a similar technology is employed to produce 
the same substance in South Africa. 
Limitations to this study were expected in certain areas (see Section 2.3.6). A series of 
limitations specific to South Africa have emerged du ring the study (see Section 2.3.6.2). The 
limitations and problems experienced in this study are summerised below, more detail with 
regard to limitations of data obtained for individual processes is presented in the following 
section. 
• The quality of the data obtained from some South African companies (e.g. Eskom and 
Polifin) was low and, therefore, South African data could not be used in a few instances. 
• Some companies refused to release production data. As a result international data had to be 
used. 
• Some data was not available locally and the producers overseas did not co-operate. 
Calculations base on literature had to be employed in these cases. 
• In these calculations energy requirements are usually underestimated. due to the non~ 
existence of energy consumption data. 
• Data quality assessment is incomplete for two processes, since a combination of actual data 
and calculations had to be used. The two process are the production of the polymeric 
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coagulant for the conventional method and the production of membranes (i.e. three of the 
four chemicals used in the process) for the membrane method. 
• Validation of some data was impossible, since access to company records was not granted. 
• The lack of valuation methods for South Africa and the methodological uncertainties 
associated with this step prevented the Author from performing thi s optional step. 
With regard to a critical ret'iew process, this study will undergo two of them. The first one is 
through the Water Research Commission steering committee procedure and the second one 
through the examining process (internal and external) of the curren t thesis. The steering 
committee has a critical review function; however, in tenns of the ISO 14040 standards it may 
be considered as an internal review process, since it has been involved with the project from the 
beginning and had the opportunity to innuence the research. Publication according to ISO 
14040 standards is not possible without an external review process. The external and the 
interna l examiners may perform the external review process, since they are independent and 
have not innuenced the study in any way. 
Reporting is done m the form of this thesis and a final report for the Water Research 
Commiss ion. 
4.3 Collection of Data and the Inventory Analysis 
The inventory analysis is the second phase of an LCA study and it involves data collection and 
calculation procedures to quantify relevant inputs and outputs of the system studied. The 
co llection of data was the most difficult and time-consuming stage in the entire research projecl. 
Once the processes involved in the production of potable water were investigated for both 
methods, all the inputs to and outputs from each process became kno'nl. Data was collected for 
all the processes used to produce these inputs (including energy) and for all processes used to 
deal with the outputs. 
4 .3.1 Collection of Data for the Conventional Method 
For the conventional method, data collection started with the processes employed at Wiggins 
Waterworks (see Sect ion 3.1) and Figure 4.1 presents them in the context of the li fe cycle of 
the Wiggins Waterworks. In this fi gure the boundaries used for thi s study are illustrated and 
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(Conventional Method). 
The box represents the boundaries of the study, processes left out have not been 
included in the calculations. 
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The collection of data for the conventional potable water case proved to be one of the most time 
consuming steps. Most of the chemicals involved in the treatment of water were not included in 
the database purchased, nor were they in three other commercial data bases consulted, since 
they are considered to be spec ialty chemicals. Therefore, basic data on the processes involved 
were obtained initially from the li terature and then from different companies. Actual production 
data were requested from the suppliers and producers. This proved to be a challenging task 
because many of the companies involved, especially the small and medium enterprises and 
companies with perceived environmental problems, were not prepared to release this data . 
An important educational effort was needed to change the attitudes of the people involved. 
Several meetings and many phone calls were necessary until they were convinced that LCA is 
not a threat to their products or markets but can be quite the opposite. With one exception, the 
supplie r of bentonite, it was possible to gather local data for the production processes of the 
chemicals involved in the conventional method (calcium hypochlorite , molecular chlorine, 
sodium hypochlorite , polymeric coagulant, slaked lime and molecular oxygen). The situation 
was more complex with the polymeric coagulant, because many of the substances used in the 
blend are imported from overseas and Solvay (Belgium) and DuPont (Canada) had to be 
contac ted for manufacturing data. However, there is very little control over the quality of the 
production data obtained, since the figures given by companies can not be directly checked. 
Where available, international figures were used to check if the range of the data given was 
correct. Data sheets containing infonnation on the production process of each of the substances 
involved (excluding bentonite are included in Appendix 9. 
In addition to data problems with external suppliers there were problems experienced with 
obtaining data from Wiggins Waterworks. Delays were experienced in collecting data on 
electricity consumption and on motors and pumps. Partially these delays can be explained by 
the preoccupation of technical staff with Y2K problems in October, November and December 
1999 and partially by the nonexistence of data required. For example, there was no complete 
inventory of motors and pumps, and electricity consumption of individual processes is not 
measured. Special arrangements had to be made in order to obtain this data. 
The educational aspect of this work has to be highlighted, because through interaction in the 
data gathering phase, the concept of life cycle assessment and the basic methodology was 
introduced to a broad spectrum of people. This included technical staff at Wiggins Waterworks 
and in the following companies: Natal Portland Cement, ARCH Chemicals, Zetachem, Natal 
Plastics, Fedgas, Potitin, Eskom, Transnet, SM)( Explosives and Shell S.A. 
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4.3.1.1 Obtaining Data for the Construction Phase 
The mam inputs in the construction phase were: cement, sand, stones and steel for 
reinforcement (see Figure 4.1) . Data on the production of cement were obtained from Natal 
Portland Cement. This company had a proactive attitude and allowed data collec tion and 
verification; therefore the quality of the data is good. The results, as presented in the final report 
presented to the company, are shown in Appendix 9. Some data on the production of 
construction stone and sand had to be estimated. For example, measurement data on emission 
gases resulting from the blasting explosions are not available. Locally, some studies have been 
done on underground explosions and estimates for blasting emissions have been obtained for 
underground conditions. 
From the processes used in the construction phase, data collection problems have been 
experienced with regard to the production of steel and stainless steel, the production of copper 
and the production of PVC. The metals enumerated are produced in South Africa by ISCOR 
Ltd. and the company refused to release any data. It was motivated that the company is in the 
process of collecting thi s data to be aggregated in an international study initiated by the 
International Steel Manufacturer Association and at this stage their data set is incomplete and 
anyway the results will be published by the association. PVC manufacturers approached 
motivated that they do not measure data such as air and water emissions. Therefore, 
international data had to be used for these processes. It became ohvious in the assessment stage, 
that the construc tion stage is of secondary importance in the life cycle, since it accounts for less 
than 10 % of the environmental burden for most of the impact categories considered in the 
production of potable water. Therefore, further detailed time consuming investigations have not 
been carried out. 
4.3.1.2 Obtaining Data for the Production Phase 
In the production of potable water, the main inputs are electricity and the chemicals used (see 
Figure 4.1). These chemicals are calcium hypochlorite, molecular chlorine, sodium 
hypochlorite, polymeric coagulant, slaked lime, activated carbon and molecular oxygen. 
Complete infonnation on individual production processes has been obtained (see Appendix 9) 
with four exceptions: bentonite, electricity, chlorine and the polymeric coagulant. Data on 
bentonite had to be obtained from international sources (Denmark, Gennany) since the South 
African company involved did not forward the relevant infonnation, e\'en after several attempts 
and months of waiting. Data fo r the production of electric ity has been obtained from Eskom; 
however, since electricity proved to be very important in the assessment phase, similar data on 
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electricity production were used from a Gennan coal plant. This was necessary because the data 
released by Eskom lacked detailed infonnation, such as the trace elements emitted when 
burning coal and the complete list of inputs in the production of electricity. Eskom release only 
data on the amount of coal and water used and other inputs arc not made public. It was 
particulary disappointing with regard to the Eskom data, since the company sponsored a study at 
VeT (University of Cape Town) to obtain a life cycle inventory for the production of electricity 
and the Author agreed to a confidentiality agreement in order to access that data. For the 
production of chlorine the same situation occurred. South African data on chlorine production 
was obtained from Potifin Ltd., however, detailed measurements on the inputs and outputs were 
not available and average international data had to be used. As ment ioned in the previous 
chapter, the polymeric coagulant used is a blend of a variety of chemicals, most of them being 
imported and as a result South African data were not available. Solvay (Europe) and DuPont 
(Canada) were contacted, however, there were no LCA data available from these companies. 
Therefore, calculated data has been used. These calculations have been confirmed by Prof. 
Michael Overcash, Department of Chemical Engineering, North Carolina State University, 
USA Prof. Ovcrcash and his research group are doing extensive calculations for gate·to·gate 
life cycles on different chemicals based on chemical engineering process design (Overcash et 
ai. ,2000). 
4.3.1.3 Obtaining Data for the Decommissioning Phase 
Data for the decommissiong phase was obtained from the existing information on 
decommissioning of waterworks by Umgeni Water. Particular attention was paid to what is 
recycled and what is disposed of and how. Since no waterworks of this size has been 
decommisioned by Umgeni Water, some assumptions had to be made. The two major 
assumptions were that all materials which can be recycled will be recycled and that if tanks can 
not be used for other purposes (for example fi sh farming) they will be filled in with soil and the 
area revegetated. 
4.3.2 Collection of Data for the Membrane Case 
The collection of data for the membrane case proceeded in the same fash ion and presented 
similar problems as the conventional case. However, as it can be seen from Figure 4.2 in the 
production of water by the membrane method, there are some identical processes (production of 
cement, sand, stone, steel, copper and PVC) to the conventional method, so separate collection 
of data for these processes was not repeated. The collection of data started with the production 
of the membranes and the production of filt ration modules . It continued with the collection of 
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data on how potable water is produced at the membrane pilot plant. An upscaling exerc ise 
followed whereby a large-scale membrane filtrat ion plant was des igned to produce the same 
quantity of potable water at the same quality as the conventional plant at Wiggins Waterworks. 
This was necessary to enable comparison between the two methods using the LCA 
methodology, where a functional unit of I k.L of water ofa stipulated quality was used. 
As can be seen from Figu re 4.2 there are only three new processes in the membrane case as 
compared with the conventional case. These are the production of epoxy resin , the production 
of polyethylene and the production of membranes. South African data for the production of 
epoxy res ins and polyethylene was incomplete and therefore European data (contained in the 
GaBi 3 database) had to be used. The chemicals involved in the manufacture of membranes are: 
polysulphone, polyvinylpyrrolidone, poly(elhylene glycol) and N,N-dimethylformamide. 
Manufaciuring data on the latter chemical was obtained form Prof. Overcash, University of 
North Carolina. Data on the production of membranes had to be calculated for three chemicals 
(polysulphone, polyvinylpyrrolidone, poly(cthylene glycol)) since the manufacturing company 
BASF Europe, was not prepared to co-operate. From the product ion data in the literature it was 
impossible to calculate complete energy figures, thus energy figures for these three chemicals 
are underestimated. 
4.3.3 Validation of Data 
Validation of data has been done for each of the processes presented in Figure 4.1 and for those 
presented in Figure 4.2 . For processes on which data was collected directly from the 
manufacturing company validation was done by comparing this data with similar South African 
and/or international data. For example, data on cement production was compared with partial 
data (only greenhouse gases) from the South African Cement and Concre te Institute and with 
complete Danish data on the manufacture of a similar type of cement. For processes on which 
data could not be obtained or was incomplete, international data were used. The international 
data were obtained from the GaBi 3 LCA tool and for a few specialty chemicals (not included in 
the GaBi database) from Prof. Overcash, University of North Carolina. These data were 
validated overseas and therefore they were used as such. Checking the calculations and the 
parameters was the technique used to validate calculated data. 
4.3.4 Relating Data to Unit Processes and Functional Unit 
The data for each process was scaled for the production of I kg of product when mass was used, 
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Figure 4.2: Life Stages and Processes Involved in the Production of Potable Water 
(Membrane Method). 
The box represents the boundaries of the study, processes left out have not been included 
in the calculations. 
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calculations. In this form it was entered into the GaBi 3 LeA tool as new individual processes. 
A new flowsheet for each method of producing potable water (conventional and membrane) had 
to be drawn in this programme. Since they are the bases for the following calculations, these 
flowsheets had to be configured according to the requirements of the LeA tool, and mass was 
used as reference flow from one process to the other. All the processes on each flowsheet were 
then scaled for the production of the functional unit (1 kL of potable water). This is another 
simple calculation perfonned by the program. 
4.3.5 Data Aggregation and the Inventory 
Data aggregation leads to the production of the inventory table, which is a collection of all 
nomlalised (or scaled) values for all inputs and outputs for all processes involved in a system. 
Two inventory tables have been produced, one for the conventional method of producing 
potable water and one for the membrane method. These inventory tables are presented in 
Appendix 8. To produce an inventory, the individual processes have to be entered with their 
inputs and outputs in the GaBi 3 tool, and the flowsheet (also called process plan in the GaBi 
tool) has to be designed. The program then allows a system balance to be calculated and the 
inventory is automatically produced. Once the inventory is produced, the relative importance of 
the inputs and outputs from the different processes in relation to each other and the functional 
unit become evident. At this stage some of the processes may be excluded because of their small 
contribution and some additional processes may be required. By thi s the boundaries of the 
system under study are refined (see Figure 2.3). However, for this study, for both systems 
(conventional and membrane) no process was excluded or included at this stage. The inventory 
table enables further calculations for the next phase of the LeA, namely the impact assessment. 
4.4 T he Impact Assessment and the Use of the GaBi 3 Electronic LeA Tool 
The impact assessment (see Section 2.3.3.3 and Appendix 1 for theoretica l background) is the 
third phase of an LeA study. It has been defined as the phase of the LeA aimed at evaluating 
the significance of potential environmental impacts using the results of the life cycle inventory 
analysis (ISO 14040, 1997). In other words, it is the phase in which all the inputs and outputs 
from a system are related to potential environmental impacts and effects. These impacts and 
effects are quantified, allowing for comparison between two systems. For this phase the ISO 
14042 standard (2000) stipulates three mandatory elements (category definition, classification 
and characterisation) and four optional elements (normalisation, valuation, grouping and data 
quality analysis) to be carried out. In this study the mandatory elements were believed to be 
sufficient and only these elements were performed on both systems (conventional and 
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membrane). Sensitivity analyses, which are part of the optional data quality step, were also 
performed. The other optional steps were left out because they involve value choices and 
introduce a high degree of subjectivity without enhancing the value of the study. 
The GaBi 3 LeA tool influences the way the three optional elements were performed. For the 
category definition step, this tool has a list of predefined categori es and for the classification 
step the calculation tool of GaBi 3 is based on the CML (Center of Environmental Science, 
University of Leiden, The Netherlands) methodology. 
4.4.1 Category Definition 
A number of environmental impact categories have been defined and used in LeA studies. 
These impact categories are selec ted in order to describe the environmental impacts caused by 
the system under study (see Section 2.3.3.3) and most of the current studies will select from the 
categories already dcveloped. It is important that the impact categories selec ted are consistent 
with the goal and scope of the study (Jensen et al., 1997). 
Ca tegories developed so far in the literature have been grouped in to two major classes: 
• 
• 
impacts due to depletion of resources (renewable and nonrenewable or sometimes biotic, 
abiotic and land use) and 
impacts due to pollution (grecnhouse effect, depletion of the ozone layer, photochemical 
oxidant formation, acidification, eutrophication, terrestrial and aquatic ecotoxicity, human 
toxicity, working environment or occupational hea lth, rad iation. waste heat , noise and 
odour). 
These impacts cause direct or indirect environmental degradation and sometimes human 
casualt ies. 
In this study the impact categories predefined by the GaBi 3 tool were used. These categories 
are resource consumption (biotic and abiotic expressed together) , energy consumption, global 
warming, ozone depletion, acidification, eutrophication (or nutrification), photochemical 
oxidant formation , radioactivity, aquatic ecotoxicity, terrestrial ecotoxicity and human toxic ity. 
In addit ion to these categories, two separate ones considered important to the South African 
environment are discussed. These are water consumption and salination. These categories and 
some background infonnation on their characterisation models, as described by the CML 
methodology, will be presented in the follow ing paragraphs. 
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4.4.1.1 Global 'Warming 
Global wanning is the impact caused by the emission of certain substances (e.g. carbon dioxide) 
which absorb infrared radiation emitted by the earth, upsetting the earth's natural radiation 
balance. They cause an increase of the temperature of the atmosphere due to an additional 
greenhouse effect. Global wanning is predicted to have far reaching consequences like rises of 
the sea level (due to the melting of icecaps and glaciers, as well as due to heat expansion of the 
oceans), regional climatic changes and other indirect negative impacts on ecosystems and the 
society (spreading deserts, floods, loss of arable land and loss of habitats and species). The most 
important man-made greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and 
halocarbons (I-Iauschild and Wenzel, 1998). 
In the order of causality in the global warming effect chain, the man-made greenhouse effect is 
the primary effect, the change in temperature (i.e. global wanning) is the secondary effect and 
the rises in sea level would be a tertiary effect. The ease of predicting these effects and the 
accuracy of the prediction decreases as the order of the effect increases and therefore it is best to 
link the inputs and outputs of a system with the lowest order of effect (Forbes, 1999). 
The characterisation model for global warming is based on the above causality and global 
warming characterisation factors have been developed through the work of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climatic Change (IPCC). This is an international panel of 
researchers estab li shed by the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) and the 
World Meteorological Organisation (WMO). The reference substance is carbon dioxide and 
through modelling, characterisation (or equivalency) factors were developed for a number of 
greenhouse gases (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998). The characterisat ion factors are sometimes 
called global warming potentials (OWP) and arc expressed as kg carbon dioxide equivalents per 
kg of gas. A li st of the characterisation factors for global warming is presented in Appendix 10 
and it includes different time horizons (20, 100 and 500 years) for degradation. These are the 
values used by GaBi 3 in th is study and a global warming potential can be calculated for all 
three time frames. For comparison of the different methods of producing potable water, in thi s 
study, the toO years timeframe was used since it is the one most frequently selected by studies 
in the literature. 
4.4.1.2 Stratospheric Ozone Depletion 
The thinning of the ozone layer in the stratosphere is allowing increased levels of ultraviolet 
radiation to reach the earth, leading to impacts on humans (skin cancer and cataracts) and on 
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ecosystems (plants and animals - e.g. effects on the phytoplankton around the South Pole) 
(Jensen el al. 1997). The concentration of ozone in this part of the atmosphere is a result of 
natural processes which break down and regenerate ozone. These processes are based on 
complicated reaction systems, including both solid phase and gaseous phase reactions, and a 
limited number of substances are involved (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998). Most notably 
methane, nitrous oxide, water vapour, chlorine and bromine compounds (like methyl chloride 
and methyl bromide) are responsible for the breakdown of ozone molecules. 
Human activities have increased the amount of substances involved in the breakdown of ozone 
and especially stable, l ong~lived chlorine and bromine conta ining hydrocarbons (i.c. 
chlorofluorocarbons or CFCs, tetrachloromethane, trichloroethane, etc. ) are believed to 
contribute considerably. As a result a seasonal reduction of up to 50% of the ozone quantity 
above the South Pole has been observed since 1985. Less dramatic seasonal reductions (shorter 
and with less ozone depletion) were observed also over the northern hemisphere. As a result an 
international initiative called the Global Ozone Research and Monitoring Project was launched 
by UNEP (United Nations Environmental Programme) in co-operation with WMO (World 
Meteorological Organisation), NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, USA), 
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admistration. USA) and the UKDoE (United 
Kingdom Department of Environment). This initiative developed models on ozone depietion 
mechanisms and calculated consecutive characterisation (or equivalency) factors for the major 
substances involved in ozone depletion (Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998). The reference substance 
for calculating characterisation factors is trichlorofluoromethane - CFC~11 (with the chemical 
formula CFCb). Appendix 11 presents a list of characterisat ion (equivalency) factors for ozone 
depletion and these are the ones used in the GaBi 3 tool in this study. 
4.4.1.3 Acidification 
Acidification is the environmental impact caused by the build~up of protons in soils and lakes 
or, according to Hauschi ld and Wenzel (1998), it is a fall in the system's acid neutralisation 
capacity. Higher acidity in certain types of soils cause the mobilisation of different fixed ions, 
which are then absorbed by plants and damage them. Run-offs from acidic soils can harm 
aquatic ecosystems in the different lakes and rivers and in worst cases render them lifeless 
(Mannion and Bowlby. 1995). Acidification can be caused directly by acids and indirectly by 
acidic anhydrides (sulphur dioxide and trioxide and oxides of nitrogen) and ammonia. For the 
indirect mechanism, ac idic anhydrides form the relevant acid after the contact with water (e .g. 
moisture in the atmosphere and in the soil). In the case of ammonia, hydrogen ions are released 
upon bacterial mineralisation. 
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The reference substance in the calculation of characterisation factors (or equivalency factors -
EF) is sulphur dioxide and these factors are calculated based on the maximum quantity of 
hydrogen ions which can be released to the environment by an acidifying substance (Hauschild 
and Wenzel, 1998). Appendix 12 presents a list with the equivalency factors used in this study. 
4.4.1.4 Eutrophicatioll or Nutrification 
Eutrophication or nutrification is an "overferilisation" of soils and waterbodies. In waters it 
causes excessive algal growth and negative modification of the aquatic ecosystems involved 
(oxygen depletion and death of certain species). In soi ls it promotes monocultures and loss of 
biodiversity (Miller, 1995). Since nitrogen and phosphorus are the limiting nutrients for most of 
the aquatic systems, leaching of these nutrients into waterbodies results in eutrophicat ion. 
The calculation of characterisation (or equivalency) factors takes into account the amounts of 
phosphorus and nitrogen a substance can release into the environment when degraded and the 
reference substance used by GaBi 3 is phosphate. The equivalency factors for this category are 
listed in Appendix 13. 
4.4.1.5 Photochemical Oxidant Formation 
This environmental impact is caused by the presence of nitrogen oxides and volatile 
hydrocarbons in air in combination with sunlight. This combination results in the photochemical 
oxidation of hydrocarbons and the formation of smog. Smog is harmful to people, flora and 
fauna. Different photo-oxidants (some more stable than others) are the constituents of smog, the 
most important ones being ozone and peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) (Hauschild and Wenzel, 
1998). The so-called winter smog occurs during cold conditions and is made up mainly by small 
particulate matter and sulphur dioxide. It causes respiratory problems (Miller, 1995). 
The capacity to contribute to photochemical oxidant formation varies greatly benveen the 
different volatile organic compounds (VOC) and in the literature it is described by the 
Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POep) (see Hauschild and Wenzel, 1998, for a 
detailed discussion of POCPs) for individual substances. The reference substance for 
photochemical oxidant formation is ethene (C2H4). The equivalency (or characterisation) factors 
are calculate by using POCPs and the list of characterisation factors used for this impact 
category in this study is presented in Appendix 14. 
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For the four impact categories presented above there is a high degree of agreement within the 
LeA community about the mechanisms of causality and the characterisation (or equivalence) 
factors derived. However, for the following impact categories assoc iated with toxicity there is 
no consensus, and different methods of quantifying toxicity are used in the literature. Debate on 
methodology to quantifying toxicity (especially ecotoxicity) is expected to continue, because of 
the complexity of the mechanisms involved where emmissions, fale, exposure, bioaccumulation 
and biodegradation have to be considered. 
4.4.1.6 Aquatic and Terrestrial Ecotoxicity and Human Toxicity 
Toxicity to humans, flora and fauna is caused by a variety of substances, rangmg from 
carcmogens to persistent toxins such as heavy metals. Some act directly by poisoning 
organisms, others are more insidious, causing indirect hann to ecosystems. 
In the GaBi 3 tool, the reference substance is 1, 4 dichlorobenzene (OCR). The characterisation 
(or equivalency) factors have been calculated based on the Ulliform System/or the Evaluation 0/ 
Substances (USES), of the Leiden University (The Netherlands) and the Netherlands National 
Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection. The model is described in detail in the 
publication LeA Impact Assessmeflf 0/ Toxic Releases (Publication No.1996112 of the Dutch 
Ministry of Housing, Spat ial Planning and Environment Industry; Building. Manufacture and 
Consumers Directorate). 
In calculating equivalency factors for toxicity, the following issues have been incorporated: 
lethal concentration for 50 % of a population (LCso), no observed effect concentration (NOEC), 
equi librium partitioning factors (soil - water, water - air and air - soi l) and a bioaccumulation 
factor. However, it must be underlined again that biological processes involving toxicity are 
very complex and simplifications, as expressed by the equivalency factors, have to be regarded 
with caution. Some shortcomings of the methodology involved in the calculation of equivalency 
factors are: 
• for some chemicals there are no experimental LCso and NOEC values, approximations are 
used. 
• the LCso and NOEC values derived experimentally are determined by testing chemicals on 
one or sometimes up to three species, however, for other species these values are totally 
different, 
• for heavy metals and pesticides background levels are important, however, in thi s method 
they are not considered. 
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There are international initiatives to reduce these shortcomings (most notably work done at the 
Universities of Leiden and Amsterdam - The Netherlands) and probably in the future 
equivalency factors for ecotoxic ity and human toxicity will be perfected. The ones used in this 
study are presented in Appendix 15. 
4.4.1.7 Resource and Energy Consumption 
In thi s study resource and energy consumption are taken into account with regard to total 
material consumption for a process and total energy consumption for a process. Since in this 
study the amounts of non-renewable substances per functional unit are small for both methods 
of producing potable water, these resources have not been treated separately and were included 
in the overall material consumption of the two methods. 
4.4.1.8 Water Consumption and Water Intens ity of Processes 
Water consumption should be included as an impact category because South Africa is a water 
scarce country. It is a semi-arid country with an average rainfall of ca. 500 mm p.a. This is well 
below the world average of 860 mm. There is also a problem with the geographical distribution 
of the water supplies in relation to the demand, in the sense that the demand is greatest in the 
interior of the country, whilst untapped water resources are si tuated along the coast (Middleton, 
1998). 
With planned industrial growth and increasing demand for water, every possible step should be 
taken towards the optimum use and recovery of water. The South African industry accounts for 
about 7% of the consumption of fresh water in South Africa, however, the volume and nature of 
wastewater generated in industry has a substantial effect on the quality of water in the country 
(Middleton, 1998). 
The consumption of water expressed as litres of water per kilogram of product for each process 
was initially calculated. In a next step the water consumption for each method of producing 
potable water (conventional and membrane) was calculated as !iter of water per functional unit 
(1 kL of potable water). It was thought that these consumption figures should give a measure of 
the water intensity of the processes considered. However, for many of the processes on which 
data from overseas was used, water consumption figures were lacking. As a result the calculated 
water consumption for each method was incomplete and a comparison between methods was 
not possible. This shortcoming highlights the need for developing a South African methodology 
for assessing the importance of water consumption and the water intensity of processes. 
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4.4.1.9 Salination 
Salination is another impact category of particular importance for the South African 
environmental context. Salination is listed as one of the key pol lut ion areas in thi s country 
(Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, 2000) and has important economical and 
financial implications (Urban Econ, 2000). Salination is the increased concentration of 
dissolved inorganic compounds in waterbodies and it causes a decrease of the quality of water. 
The effects on the users are known and in most cases pre-treatment of water is necessary due 10 
the decreased quality of water. However, little is known on the effects of saJination on aquatic 
ecosystems. 
There is no developed impact assessment methodology for salination and this problem has to be 
addressed urgently by initiating research on the topic. or special interest are the chemical 
species which play an important role in this process, the development of equivalency factors and 
the choice of a reference substance. In this study salination was not used as a quantitative 
impact category. 
4.4.2 Classifica tion 
Classification is the second step in an LCA impact assessment. This is the step in whieh all the 
inputs and the outputs from an inventory list are assigned to the impact categories chosen (see 
Section 2.3.3.3). In this study this step was done automatically by the GaBi 3 LCA tool. The 
database created for each inventory has a search field which enables thi s funct ion. Therefore, it 
is important when entering data about processes to check that all inputs and outputs have this 
field correctly entered. 
4.4.3 C haracterisa tion 
Characterisation is the third step in an impact assessment in an LCA study and it entails 
mathematical calculat ion procedures in order to obtain one score for each impact category (see 
Section 2.3.3.3). The characterisation (or equivalency) factors used for this study for each 
category are presented in Appendices 10 to 15. The mathematical calculations whereby the 
amount of a substance is multiplyed by its equivalency factor and the adding of scores for each 
impact category, are done automatically by the GaBi 3 tool. Contributions of each substance 
group (like heavy metals to air) to the overall score of an impact category can be delimited by 
using the GaBi 3 tool, and the results can be displayed in the form of tables or in the form of 
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graphs. The tables produced by the GaBi 3 tool are of limited use since they are highly 
aggregated, however, graphs are more explicit, as can be seen in the following chapter. 
The last stage in conducting an LeA according to ISO 14040 is the interpretation stage. In this 
thesis the interpretation stage is presented as two different chapters, since, from an academic 
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The interpretation is the fourth phase in an LeA study and according to the ISO standards the 
objectives of this stage are to analyse results, explain limitations, reach conclusions and provide 
recommendations. In this thesis the interpretat ion phase is presented in two chap ters. The 
curren t chapter will be concerned with the first two objectives, namely the analysis of results 
and the explanation of limitations, and the Ilex! chapter will present the conclusions and 
recommendations. 
This chapter presents the environmental profiles of tbe two systems studied for the production 
of potable water. Indiv idual contributions to each impact category wi ll be di scussed and the 
major contributors underl ined. The environmental profiles (with scores for each impact 
category) are used to comparc the environmental performance of the IwO methods for producing 
potable water, based on the processes and the conceptual framework presented in Figure 3.1. 
This c ha pter also compares the results of this study with those of similar internat ional stud ies 
and presents the sensi tivity analyses undertaken. 
5.1 Results fOI" the Conventional Method for Producing Potable ,Vater 
As presented in Figure 3.1 and in Figure 4.1 , the life cycle stages considered for the 
conventional method of producing potable water are the construction stage, the operation stage 
and the decommissioning stage. Individual processes assoc iated with each of these stages are 
presented in Figure 4.1 and data were collected on these processes (see Appendix 9), tracing 
each input and each output to the system - environment interface. With regard to the inputs, the 
first two impact categories considered are resource consumption and energy consumption and 
the values for these two categories are presented in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Material and Energy Co nsumption for the Conventional ~Iethod 
Stage Material Consumption (kg/kL) Energy Consumption (l\'I J /kL) 
Construction 0.0515 0.0873 
Operation 2.7000 2.0670 
Decommissioning 0.0002 0.0015 
The operation stage carries the highest burden with regard to material and energy consumption 
and the decommissioning stage the lowest. 
With regard to the outputs, by using the data gathered and the LCA methodology as presented in 
the previous chapter, the environmental profile for the conventional method was calculated. 
This environmental profile is presented in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: The Overall Environmental Profile for the Production of ))otable \Va te,· by 
the Co nventional Method (\Varst Case Scenario) 
Impact Categor), Score Un it 
I. Global Wanning Potential 1.85E-01 kg CO
2 
equivalents 
2. Ozone Depletion Potential 3.61 E-09 kg CFC~1 1 equivalents 
3. Acidification Potential 1.10E-03 kg SOl equivalents 
4. Eutrophication Potential 7.40E-05 kg Phosphate equivalents 
5. Photo-oxidant Formation Potential 1.57E-05 kg Ethene equivalents 
6. Aquatic Ecotoxic ity Potential 2.73E-03 kg DCS'" equivalents 
7. Terrestrial Ecotoxicity Potential 2.59E-01 kg DCS equivalents 
8. Human Toxicity Potential 4.09E-03 kg DCS equivalents 
DeB IS J, 4 dichlorobenzene 
For the construction phase there were two sets of data for the volume of concrete poured when 
constructing the process units in 1983 and 1984. The one set of data was collected from civil 
engineering plans, however, plans for some units were missing and therefore tanks had to be 
measured and the concrete volume estimated. This was problematic for tanks which are totally 
or partially underground and/or are filled with water. The other figure for total concrete 
consumption was taken from an Umgeni Water publication and it represents the total concrete 
used for Wiggins Waterworks, including the concrete ducts from the dam to the waterworks and 
the storage reservoirs. This figure includes buildings not used directly in the production of 
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potable water (e .g. the control center and the research facility) and therefore it is higher. It was 
used for the worst case scenario - the scenario presented in the table above. To put it in 
perspective it must be mentioned that the volume of concrete for the worst case scenario is 
about 4 times larger than the volume estimated through calculations. 
The overall score is made up by the summation of the scores for the individua l life cycle stages, 
i.c. construction of operation units, production of potable water and decommissioning of 
operation units. Table 5.3 presents the scores fo r these stages and their proportion to the overall 
score. Note that the units for the impac t categories are the same as in Table 5.2 and are 
therefore not repeated. 
Table 5.3: E nvironmental Profiles for the Construction , Operation and 
Decommissioning fOl· the Conventional Method (worst case scenario) 
Impact Category Construction Operation Decommissioning 
I. Global Warming Potential 1.14E-02 (6.J8)' 1.73E-OI (93. 74) 1.48E-04 (0.08) 
2. Ozone Depletion Potent ia l 3.90E-10 (]O.81 ) 3.21 E-09 (88.94) 9.16E-12 (0.25) 
3. Acidification Potential 7.8 IE-05 (7.09) 1.02E-03 (92.87) 4.92E-07 (0.04) 
4. Eutroph ication Potential 8.47E-06 (11.44) 6.55E-05 (88.50) 4.30E-08 (0.06) 
5. Photo~oxidant Formation Potentia l 2.48E-06 (J 5.75) 1.32E-05 (83.89) 5 .67E-08 (0.36) 
6. Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential 6.25E-05 (2.29) 2.66E-03 (97.65) 1.52E-06 (0.06) 
7. Terrestrial Ecotoxicity Potential 2.73E-02 (10.55) 2.3IE-01 (89.22) 5.85E-04 (0.23) 
8. Human Toxicity Poten tial 7.39E-04 (18.08) 3.31 E-03 (8/.00) 3.75E-05 (0.92 ) 
• fhe WIllies '" bracAefs represe1lt the pel cel/wge value of th e total !Jcore for t/tat category 
From the percentage va lues presented in brackets, it is obvious that for the conventional method 
the operation stage (the stage in which potable water is produced) has the most significant 
contribution for the overall environmental profile. For all of the categories considered the 
contribution from thi s stage is greater than 80 %, with some of the categories such as aquati c 
toxicity, global warming and acid ification be ing greater than 90 %. Since this stage is 
predominant, the major contributors to the environmental scores for each impact category were 
deaggregated. The flow diagram used to model thi s stage in the GaBi 3 software tool is 
presented In Figure 5.1. All the processes presented In this fi gure have been 
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Figure 5.1: GaBi 3 Process Plan for the Conventional Method for the Production of 
Potable Water - Operation Stage 
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traced to the interface between the system and the environment (see Appendix 9), i.e. the inputs 
have been followed to raw materials extracted and the outputs have been c lassified as usable 
products and emissions to water, air and soil. The thickness of the arrows in the diagram is 
proportional to the quantity of mass transferred from one process to another (with the exception 
of e lectricity and steam where energy units (MJ) are used). As can be seen, some of the inputs 
(e.g . chlorine) are used directly in the production of water but also indirectly for the prcx:luction 
of other chemicals which enter the production process. Note that in the case of aluminium 
production, data on the production of aluminium sheets was chosen to be closest to those of 
aluminium chips which a re used in the production process for aJuminium chJoride hydrate. The 
abbreviation in the process boxes identify the origin of the data used (i .e. EU stands for 
European Union, APME for Association of Plastic Manufacturers in Europe, etc., please see the 
list of abbreviations) . 
For the impact category of global warming the major contribution in the operation stage is 
traced back to the production of electricity from coal. Electric ity production accounts for about 
93 % of a ll the contributions to global wanning from the operation stage and, as shown in 
Figure 5.2, the inorganic emissions to air resulting from this process are the main contributors. 
The chemicals with the highest contributions arc carbon dioxide and methane. For the operation 
stage, carbon dioxide accounts for about 85 % of the score and methane for about 8 %. 
Figure 5.2: 
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Contributors to Global Warming for the Operation Stage 
(Conventional Method) 
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For the construction stage (which accounts for 6.18 % of the overall. see Table 5.2) the two 
main contributing processes are the production of steel, accounting for 49.80 % (of the 6.18 % 
overall), and the production of cement, which accounts for 49.32 % (of the 6.18 % overall). For 
the decommissioning stage the main contribution to global warming (96.67 % of the 0.08 % 
overall) comes from the recycling ofstee! from pipes and pumps. 
The recycling of steel has an environmental burden, however for thi s system the burden is 
small. It must be noted that besides thi s burden, stee l recycling has positive environmental 
consequences because it replaces a virgin non-renewablc resource. In thi s study, thi s positive 
spin-off is taken into account only with regard to the mass flow (i.e . the amount of virgin steel 
which does not have to be produced) and not with regard to emissions (i.e. the emissions which 
are not produced due to the replacement of virgin steel with recycled steel). Therefore, the 
environmental burdens are not completely compensated for by the benefits. In this case, because 
of the small amounts involved, thi s shortcoming is considered to be of minor importance. 
However, in other studies it may be important, and thi s aspect should nOI be neglected . 
For the impact category of ozone depletion the same pattern is observed, with electricity 
generatIon being the main contributor. For the operation stage 95.24 % (of the 88.94 % overall, 
see Table 5.2) come from vac (volatile organic compounds) emissions due to the generation 
of electricity from coal. The remaining 4.76 % of the overall are traced to the production of 
aluminium. For the construction stage (which accounts for 10.81% of the overall) the two 
contribut ing processes are steel production (94.95 % of the 10.8 1 % overall) and aluminium 
production (the rest). For the decommissioning stage the recycling of steel has the highest 
contribution (9\ .85 % of the 0.25 % overall). 
For the impact category of acidificatiOlI , of the 92.87 % (see Table 5.3) contribution due to the 
operation stage about 84 % is attributed to the generation of electricity, specifically to the 
inorganic emissions to air due to this process. Figure 5.3 illustrates these contributions. When 
deaggregat ing fUl1her it becomes evident that sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are the 
dominant inorganic contributors. About 59 % of the acidification potential of the operation 
stage is attributed to sulphur dioxide and about 26 % to nitrogen oxides due to the generation of 
electricity. 
In the construct ion stage, the main contributor to acidification comes rrom the production of 
cement (76.6 % of the 7.09 % overall). The main contributor in the decommissioning stage 
(representing 0.04 % of the overall) is steel recycling (accounting for 94.88 % of the 0.04 % 
overa ll). 
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Figure 5.3: Contributors to Acidification for the Operation Stage (Conventional Method) 
A similar pattern of contributions is observed with regard to eutrophication (or nutrification). In 
the operation stage 9 1. 87 % of the 88.50 % overall (see Table S.2) is traced to the generation of 
electricity in hard coal power plants as shown in Figure 5.4. In the construction stage the 
production of cement has the highest contribution (82.68 % of the 15.75 % overall) and in the 
dccommissioning stage the recycling of steel contributes the most (92.16 % of the 0.06 % 
overall). 
For the dominating stage (i .e. the operation stage) the main contributors to this impact category 
are the inorganic emissions to air (responsible for about 84 % of the overall 88.50 %) and 
inorganic emissions to water. Nitrogen oxides to air account for about 75 % of the 88.50 % 
overall and phosphates emissions to water account for about 13 % of the overall. These 
emissions are traced back to the generation of electricity. 
For the environmentaJ impact category of photo-oxidant formation (or smog fonnation) the 
main contributor in the operation stage (which accounts for 83.89 % of the overall) is the 
generation of electricity. responsible for 87 % of the 83.89 % overall. For the construction stage 
90.3 % of the 15 .75 % overall is traced to steel production and for the decommissioning stage 
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Figure 5.4: Contributors to Eutrophication for the Operation Stage 
(Conventional Method) 
For the three toxicity impact categories (terrestrial, aquatic and human) the major contributers 
and in the different stages are presented in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4: Scores and Contributions for Toxicity (Conventional Method) 
Toxicity Contribution and Dominant Process 
Construction Operation Decommissioning 
Aquatic 6.2SE-OS* (2.29)** of 2.66E-03 (9Z65) of I.S2E-06 (0.06) of 
which 99.45 % from which 97,03% from which 96.47 % from 
steell'_roduction electricity generation recycling of steel 
Terrestrial 2.73E-02 (10.55) of 2.31E-Ol (89.22) of S.8SE-04 (0.23) of 
which 98.92 % from which 94.3 1% from which 97.84 % from 
steel production electricity generation recycling of steel 
Human 7.39E-04 (18.08) of 3.3 1E-03 (8/.00) of 3.7SE-OS (0.92) of 
which 97.53 % from which 97.04% from which 99.84 % from 
steel production electricity generation recycling of steel 
• . . . . the uniisfor al/ tOXK'iIy values are kg DCB (I, <I dIChlorobenzene) equivalents. 
"'. the values in brackets repre~ .. entlhe percentage value from the total score for that category 
From Table 5.4 it can be observed that in each of the life stages of the waterworks these three 
toxicity categories are dominated by the same processes. In the construction stage the dominant 
process is steel production, in the operation stage it is electricity generation in hard coaJ power 
plants and in the decommissioning stage it is the recycling of steel. For these three toxicity 
categories, terrestrial toxicity (notably in the operation stage) has the highest absolute value. 
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For all three toxicity categories the main contributors are heavy metal s. In the operation stage 
(which dominates for all three categories) aquatic ccotoxicity is due to nickel emissions to water 
(accounts for about 75 % of the 97.65 % overall). For the same stage terrestial ecotoxicity is due 
to cadmium (40 % of the overall) , mercury (33 %), zinc (15 %) and nickel (8%) to air. For 
human toxicity the main contributors are lead to air (56 % of the overall for the operation stage) 
and nickel to air (21 % of the overall for the operation stage). All these heavy metal s are traced 
back to the generation of electricity. 
5.2 Interp retat ion of the Results for the Conventional Method 
From the scores presented in the above section it becomes evident that electricity generation is 
the dominant overall process for all impact categories considered. Therefore, it is important to 
look at how elec tricity is consumed in the system and to identify processes which have the 
highest consumption. However. electricity consumption has to be considered together with 
electrici ty generation and both processes are an integral part of the energy balance of the 
system. Table 5.5 presents an overview of the energy values of the system investigated in the 
production of potable water by the conventional method. 
With regard to the electricity uscd in thi s system, two types of situations have to he 
disti nguished and clearl y delimited. In the first situation electricity generation is presented as a 
separate process, which is subsequently linked to the processes which consume electricity (see 
Figure 5.1 - red line). In this section this is referred to as direct electricity. An example of a 
process which needs direct electricity is the production of sodium hypochlorite (see Figure 5.1) 
In the second situation electricity consumption and generation are followed up to the interface 
system-environment and the inputs and outputs are inc luded with the inputs and outputs of a 
particular process. Examples of processes in which electricity consumption and generation have 
been included are the production of ammonia, propene and chlorine. For these processes a li nk 
to the process of electricity generation (see Figure 5.1) would be double coun ting and a mistake 
in the inventory. 
From this table it is obvious that the process with the highest energy consumption in the system 
is the generation of electricity. To produce the 0.544 MJIkL direct electricity needed for the 
processes presented in Figure 5.1 (see red line) 1.813 MJIkL energy is needed. This represents 
an energy efficiency of 30 % (for generation and transmission), close to the value of 34 % 
achieved by Eskom in South Africa (Eskom Environmental Report, 1999). 
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Table 5.5: Energy Values for the Operation Stage (Conventional Method) 
Process I Substance Energy Input - Calorific Value Percentage 
(MJ/kL) 
Electricity generat ion 1.813 87.72 
Potable water production·· 0.306 N/A 
Sodium hypochlorite prod.·· 0.233 direct N/A 
Ozone product ion** 0.004 electricity N/A 
Methanol production·· 0.019 (0.001 as direct electricity) 0.88 
HTH production" 2.27E-05 N/A 
Propene production 0.065 3.15 
Chlorine production 0.059 2.86 
Natural gas 0.053 2.57 
Light o il - fue l 0.015 0.73 
Crude oi l 0.011 0.53 
AILllllinium production 0.009 0.45 
Quicklime production 0.008 0.39 
Ammonia production 0.008 0.39 
Caustic soda production 0.006 0.29 
PAC production 2.55E-04 0.02 
Steam conversion \.23E-04 0.00 
Diesel fuel I. 75 E-04 0.01 
Total 2.067 99.99 
.. The electricity consumed by Ihe:"e processes lotals lip 10 0.544 MJlkL d,rect eleCII'IClty. which needs to 
be generated. To generate these 0.544 MJlkL about 1.813 MJlkL are needed. Dllt afthe 0.019 MJlkL 
energy inpllls for the production of me/hanol 0.018 MJlkL are added towards the loral and only 0.001 
MJlkL are direct electricity. 
Direct electricity is used in the system as follows: for the on-si te production of potable water 
(excluding ozone product ion) 0.306 MJ/kL, for sodiu m hypochlorite production 0.233 MJ/kL, 
for ozone production 0.004 MJ/kL, for methanol production 0.001 MJ/kL and for HTH 
production 2.27E-05 MJ/kL (see Table 5.5). From these consumption va lues at the waterworks, 
the electricity consumed on-site for the product ion of potable water and for the production of 
ozone totals 0.310 MJ/kL and it represents about 57 % of the direct e lectricity demand. 
However, to produce this direct electricity about 1.033 MJ/kL are needed, which means tbat out 
of the 2.067 MJ/kL energy needed in the operation stage (see Table 5.1) 50 % are used at the 
waterworks and are under the conlrol of water authorities. Therefore, it is useful 10 look at the 
electricity consumpt ion of individual processes employed at Wiggins Waterworks. 
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Table 5.6 presents the electric ity consumption for individual process used in the production of 
potable water at Wiggins Waterworks and Appendix 16 shows in detail how these values have 
been obtained. 
Table 5.6: Electricity Used by Individual Processcs at \Viggins Watcrworks 
•• rocess e lcctrlclty t'crccntage 
Consumption 
(kWh/d) 
~lLlage plant LLIL.J I •. U 
I"ltral,on (MaChme l'lall) '"40.V ,I.> 
Llanllers 
• pulsators 1108.0 8.8 
• compressors 26·1.0 2.1 
I....-nemlca aamtlon OLJ.O 0.) 
I'A\.- l' lanl 16.3 V.I 
U zonatiOn: 
• pre~ozonation thermal destruction unit (TDU) 1610.9 12.8 
• intermediate ozonation thermal destruction unit (TDU) 1530.5 12.1 
• ozonators 1200.0 9.5 
M iscellaneous: 
- wash water recovery 1242.0 9.9 
- mixers and pumps for homogenisat ion 660.0 5.2 
- sample pumps 66.0 0.5 
- res outlets 312.0 2.5 
- pre~chlor sample pumps (post clarifiers) 26.4 0.2 
- sodium hypo pump station 52.9 0.4 
lotal ' 40 ' 4.' 9'9T 
From this table it can be seen that the process with the highest electricity consumption is 
ozonation (totals 4341.4 kWhld), a process which includes the production of ozone and the 
thennal destruction of ozone emiss ions. The second highest electricity consumer is the sludge 
plant and the third highest the filtration unit. These processes should be a priority for energy 
efficiency measures in order to improve the total environmental perfonnance of the Wiggins 
Waterworks. 
The electric ity values for the production of various chemicals used in the production of potable 
water could be manipulated indirectly by using chemicals which need less electricity for their 
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production instead of chemicals which need more electricity. The overall reduction of the 
electricity llsed in the system will reduce the environmental burdens of the system and will 
result in an improved environmental perfonnanee as measured by the LeA. 
5.3 Results for the Membrane Method for Producing Potable \Vater 
The life cycle stages considered for the membrane method of producing potable water are the 
same as for the conventional method, namely the construction stage, the operation stage and the 
decommissioning stage. For this method eight different scenarios were considered (as presented 
in Section 3.2 .2). Calculations were done for each of these scenarios with regard to inputs and 
outputs and also environmental profiles have been produced for all eight scena rios. For a better 
understanding of the presentation of the results the scenarios are defined in Table 5.7. Details 
on the technical specification of the membrane filtration modules are presented in Appendix 5. 
Table 5.7: Scenarios for the Membrane Method 
~ccnartO l<lltratlOll "ux (L/m ' h) Modules per Tota'modu'es 
length (m) bank needed 
lA I.VL, 'V JV 4 14V 
It, LVD 'U OU 4 14U 
LA I.VL) IVV J V L J IV 
LJj LUD IVU OU lJ/U 
JA I.OVV 'v J V J L"V 
JJj I.OVV ' U DU J L4U 
qA I.OVV IVV JV • OLV 
4Jj UUU 'UU DU • 6LU 
The first part of this sec tion presents the environmental scores for each of the impact categories 
considered. Since environmental scores are very simi lar for some of the eight scenarios, an 
average value may be presented together with the highest and the lowest contribution. The 
second part of this section will present an analysis of the environmentnl scores in relation 10 the 
di fferent scenarios. Finally, the third part of this section will present an interpretation of the 
environmental scores in relation to the processes identified as having the highest environmental 
contribution . 
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5.3 .1 Environmental Scores for the Membrane Case 
As with the conventional method, the first two parameters on the input side are material 
consumption and energy consumption. Table 5.8 presents the material consumption and in 
Table 5.9 the energy consumption for the eight scenarios considered is presented. 
Table 5.8 Material Consu mption for the Membrane Method (kglkL) 
I .:scenanos lolal ::stages 
<.;o nstru ctlO n vperatlOll ucconllnlsslOnlng 
l A loJ4J V.V4J I Lovv v. 
It> ".OqO V.VqJ I ".JVV V. 
I LA L.JL" V.VL4 I loJVV V. 
I"" Lq,," vm" I "-4VV V. 
IJA "-"JL V.VJL I lo4VV I V.VVV41 
I jll LJJl v.vo" I ".JVV V. 
14A ".JI 0 V.VI. I L.JVV IV. 
1
4Jj loJI/ V.VI I I LJVV v.' 
Table 5.9 Energy Consumption for th e Membrane Method (MJ /kL) 
! ~ccnanos lolal ;::,tagcs 
Lonstl"UctlO11 uperatlOll ueeomnusslOnlng 
lA L.VJJ V.V6" I.Y6V I v. '"'0' 
'" I." , V.Vbl I.' ''b I V. ' 
LA I.Y66 V.uJ" l.n, I v.' 
III ".4bq vmo ".QU I V. ' 
JA L.04Y vm, DYV I V' 
j Jj ".voo V.VOQ ".0.<0 I V.VVJ" 
4A loVOI V.VJI Lvll I V.VV"O) 
" t> 1.0JO V.V'" l.ovO I V.VVLV) 
There are two important observations to be made from Table 5.8 and Table 5.9. Firstly, for all 
membrane scenarios the operation stage carries the highest burdens with regard to the materials 
and the energy consumed to produce potable water. The decommissioning stage carries the 
smallest burdens. Secondly, from the eight scenarios considered, scenario 4B (long, high flux 
modules arranged in larger banks) needs the smallest amounts of materials and energy. Scenario 
3A (long, low flux modules arranged in smaller banks) the highest. Therefore, from an material 
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and energy point of view the flux and the arrangement in banks is morc important than the 
module length. 
From Table 5.7 and 5.8 it can be sccn that the scenarios needing the greatest number of 
modules are the scenar ios with the largest material consumption per volume o f water produced. 
However, the arrangement of modules in the banks also plays a role, albeit a small one, since 
scenarios with the same number of modules may have slightly different material consumptions 
pcr volume of potable water produced. 
A summary of all cigh t environmental profiles is presented in Table 5.10. The scores arc based 
on the outputs, in the form of emiss ions to air, water and soi l, contribut ing to different 
environmental impacts. An environmental profile was calculated for all eight scenarios 
presented. The calculations were based on individual inventories produced for each of these 
scenarios. For a beller overview, the environrncnlal scores were normalised by dividing all the 
scores of an impact category by the smallest score (see Table 5.10). This normalisation should 
not be confused with the LeA step with the same name, since the procedure is different. 
From the eight scenarios for which environmental profiles have been produced, scenario 48 has 
the lowest scores for all the impact categories considered and scenario 3A the highest. For the 
outputs, as reOected in the different categories. the operation stage carries the highest scores for 
all the impact categories and for all the scenarios considered. 
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Table 5.1 0: Environmental Profiles for the Membrane Method Scenarios 
Impact Category Unit Scenario 
lA 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B 
Global Warming kg C02 Equiv. 0.22117 0.L16)41 0.LI4~1) 0.L70OJL 0.2~9)ll 0.2270)9 0.2L)~19 O.LOIQj~ 
Nonnalised Value* 1.100 1.077 1.069 lJ4J 1.440 l.l29 1.12) 1.000 
% from Operation Stage 9~.07 n.ol n,7) 99.00 9~ .7) n.44 n.94 9~.91 
Ozone Depletion kg CFC·II Equiv. 7,6)E·IO 7.4)E·IO 7.12E·I0 ~.7)E·IO 9j)E·IO 7j8E·IO 7.40E·IO 6.64E·IO 
Nonnalised Value 1.14~ 1.119 1.0n IJI~ 1.4J~ 1.141 1.lB 1.000 
% from Operation Stage 812) 8189 87j8 ~9.89 88.17 86.72 88,81 87.92 
Acidification kg S02 Equiv, 1.39E·Qj 1.36E·0) 1.35E·03 1.70E·03 1 , ~2E·03 1.4)E·03 1.42E·03 1,26E·03 
Nonnalised Value 1,099 1.079 1.070 lJ4L 1.4)9 1.Ul 1.124 1,000 
% from Operation Stage 97,93 97,90 98,69 98,94 98,66 98.36 98,89 98.92 
Eutrophication kg Phosphate Equiv, 4.41E·05 4.34E·0) 4,26E·05 5,30E·05 5,69E·05 4.51E·05 4.46E·05 197E·0) 
Nonnalised Value 1,109 1.091 1.071 1.334 1.433 1.136 1.121 1,000 
% from Operation Stage 94,93 94,~) 96j6 97,18 96,65 95,~1 97,04 97,10 
Photo-oxidant Formation kg Ethene Equiv, 4,06E·06 199E·06 162E·06 4.40E·06 4,~7E·06 3,96E·06 3,72E·06 3,34E·06 
Nonnalised Value 1,216 1.19) 1.084 Ul7 1.4)8 1,184 1.112 1,000 
% from Operation Stage 75.12 75.22 82,74 ~5.74 ~2 , ~0 79,~1 ~4,92 ~4,12 
Aquatic Ecotoxicity kg DCB Equiv, 1.66E·04 1.64E·04 Ij7E·04 1,95E·04 2,IIE·04 1.6~E·04 1. 64E·04 1.47E·04 
Nonnalised Value l.D5 1.116 1,072 IJ)) 1.441 1.145 1.119 1.000 
% from Operation Stage 88.46 88,38 91.97 9140 92.40 90,~O 92.80 92.36 
Terrestrial Ecotoxicity kg DCB Equiv, 0.59064 0.58024 0.57709 0,721096 0,779177 0,60931 0,607395 0.540368 
Normalised Value 1.09J 1.074 1,068 1.346 1.442 I,ILS 1.124 1.000 
% from Operation Stage 98.54 98j4 99.02 99.22 99,06 9~,85 99.14 99.0~ 
Human Ecotoxicity kg DCB Equiv. 0,001445 0,001409 0,001332 0,0016)9 O,OOln3 0,001427 O,00B92 0,0012)5 
Normalised Value 1.170 1.141 1.078 lJ27 1.444 1.1)) 1.lL7 1,000 
% from Operation Stage ~103 ~lOL ~~,04 90,27 ~~,74 ~6,62 ~~,76 ~~.99 
* Normalised value in tltis table mealls the ratio hetweell the score value and the lowest vallle for each impact category 
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A similar analysis to the conventional case was produced for the membrane method with regard 
to the outputs. For the environmental impact category global warming the scores, the 




Per centage Contribution and Domina nt Processes for Global Warming 
(Memb r ane Mcthod) 
cr centagc ontn ullon an omma nt rocess 
onstructlOll 
o 
which 22.24 % from 
steel production 
o 
which 22.01 % from 
steel produc tion 
o 
which 27.40 % from 
steel production 
o 
whic h 27.23% from steel 
production 
o 
which 23.18 % from 
steel production 
o 
which 22.86 % from 
steel production 
o 
which 28.82 % from 
steel production 
o 




which 99. 16% from 
electricity generation 
o 
which 99.14 % from 
electricity generation 
o 
which 99.14 % from 
electric ity generation 
o w le 
99.32 % from electricity 
generation 
o 
wh ich 99.37 % from 
electricity generation 
o W IC 
99. 19 % from electric ity 
generation 
o 
which 99. 18% from 
electric ity generation 
o 
which 99.09% from 
electricity generation 
ecom nllsSlO lltng 
o 
which 97.95 % from 
recycli ng of steel 
o 
which 97.83 % from 
recycling of steel 
o 
which 97.4 7 % from 
recycling of steel 
o 
which 97.84 % from 
recycl ing of steel 
o 
which 97.49 % from 
recycling of steel 
. , 0 
which 97.68 % from 
recycling of steel 
o 
which 97.57 % from 
recycling of steel 
o 
which 96.39 % from 
recycling of steel 
* lit e twits for all global warming scores are kg C0 1 equivalents. 
** rite values in brackets represent rite percelltage \lalue from lit e lotal, o l'era fl score f or t"at scenllrio 
From this table it is clear that for each scenario the scores lie with in a narrow range. For global 
wanning all scenarios have the same dominant process for the construction, operat ion and 
decommissioning stage. For the construction stage, the production of steel carries the highest 
environmental burdens, however, methanol production, electricity production, cement 
production and epoxy production also contribute. For the operation stage, electricity production 
dominates and for the decommissioning stage the recycling of stcel is the dominant process with 
regard to environmenta l scores for global wanning. Since the operation stage is the stage with 
the highest contribution (more than 98 %) it is clear that the generation o f electricity is the 
process which carries the highest envi ronmental burden for the overall global wanning impac t 
category for the membrane method. 
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For the impact category of ozone depletion electricity generation was found to be the main 
contributor, although the operation stage had a slightly smaller contribution to the overall score 
when compared to other impact categories. This contribution ranged from 83.23 % (scenario 
lA) to 89.89 % (scenario 28) as can be seen in Table 5.JO. On average, the proportion which is 
due to electricity generation is 99 % of the scores of the operation stage. For the construction 
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Figure 5.5: Ozone Depletion in the Construction Stage (Membrane Method) 
The construction stage accounts, on average, for about 10.41 % of the total overall ozone 
depletion scores (scenario lA with the highest of 13.04 % and scenario 28 with the lowest of 
8.30 %). The decommissioning stage has the lowest contribution with an average of 2.57 % of 
the overall score (scenario lA with the highest of 3.73 % and scenario 28 with the lowest, 
namely 1.80 %). The dominant process for the decommissioning stage for this impact category 
is steel recycling, accounting on average for about 97 % of the contribution of the 
decommissioning stage. 
For the environmental impact category of acidification a similar pattern emerged. The dominant 
overall process is electricity generation, accounting on average for about 98 % of the 
contribution of the operation stage (see Table 5.10 for percentage contribution of the operation 
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stage for each scenario). For the construction stage which accounts on average for 1.39 % of the 
overaJl number (scenario lA with the highest of 1.96 % and scenario 28 with the lowest, 
namely 1,0 1 %), the process with the highest contribution is methanol production. However, as 
can be observed in Figure 5.6, other processes like cement production and the production of 
PVC also have significant contributions. 
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Figure 5.6 Contributions to Acidification in the Construction Stage (Membrane Method) 
For the decommissioning stage which accounts on average for 0.07 % (scenario I A with the 
highest 0.11 % and scenario 28 with the lowest 0.05 %) of the overall burden for acidification, 
the dominant processes is steel recycling (aprox. 97 % of the 0.07 % overall). 
For the environmental impact category of eutrophication the same pattern is repeated with 
electricity generation dominating the operation stage and, due to the prominence of this stage, 
the entire life cycle. The generation of electricity accounts for about 96 % of the contribution to 
this impact by the operation stage. The main contributions from the construction stage are 
presented in Figure S.7. 
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Figure 5.7 Eutrophication in the Construction Stage (Membrane Method) 
As can be seen, the production of cement carries the highest burdens for this stage. For the 
decommissioning stage (which accounts on average for 0.25 % of the overall) the main 
contribution towards acidification comes from the rccycling of steel (about 97 %). 
For the environmental category of photo-oxidant formation (or smog formation) the generation 
of electricity is the dominant overa11 process, since it accounts for more than 98.4 % of the 
environmental burdens of all scenarios in the operation stage. The operation stage accounts for 
more than 75 % of the overall burdens for all scenarios studied (see Table 5.10). For the 
construction stage, the dominant process is steel production (accounts for 37.69 % of the 
environmental burdens of this stage for this category), followed by the production of dimethyl-
formamide (20. 10 %) and the production of dimethyl amine (14.34 %). The last two chemicrus 
are used in the production of the filtration membranes; dimethylformamide being a co-polymer 
and dimethylamine being used to produce this co-polymer. The construction stage is 
responsible, on average, for about 15 .56 % (scenario lA being the highest with 20.47% and 
scenario 28 the lowest with 11.98 %) of the overall burdens for photo-ox.idant formation. The 
smallest contribution to this impact category comes from the dccommissioning stage, which, on 
average. accounts for 3.13 % of the overrul. Scenario I A has the highest contribution from this 
stage with 4.42 % and scenario 28 has the lowest with 2.27 %. The dominant process of this 
stage is steel recycling, accounting for about 89 % of the burdens of this stage for this category. 
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Toxicity (aquatic, terrestrial alld hUlllall) scores were produced in a similar fashion as for the 
other environmental impact categories presented. Table 5.10 presents the contributions for each 
scenario and Table 5.12 presents the dominant processes for each stage fo r thi s environmental 
impact category. 
Table 5.12: Average Percentage Contributions and Dominant Processes for Toxicity 
I OXIClty r erccntage L.ontnouhon a na uomlllant YI'ocess 
Construchon uperatlOn u ecommlssloolng 
Aquatic MO "/0 "J.jL% L.LL 70 
steel production electricity generation recycling of steel 
(sce Figure 5.8) responsible for 100 % responsible for 87 % 
I crrcstnal v.oo 70 "O."j "'0 V.LL 70 
steel production electricity generation recycling of steel 
(see Figure 5.8) responsible for 100 % responsible for 95 % 
Human 1.1l % 1 . ~.I.IO-IO . O.IV -10 
steel production c ectnc lly gencratlOn recycling of steel 
(see Figure 5.8) responsible for 99.6 % responsible for 99 % 
It is important to note that the genera tion of elec trici ty is the overall dominant process, 
accounting for almost all toxicity environmental burdens in the operation stage, which is the 
predominant stage. Heavy metals into air and water are the main polluters causing this toxicity. 
For the construction stage, individual contributions are presented in Figure 5.8 and heavy 
metals feature predominan tly. For the decommissioning stage, the recycling of steel has the 
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Aquatic, Terrestrial and Human Toxicity in the Construction Stage 
(Membrane Method) 
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In conclusion, for the environmental scores for the membrane method of producing potable 
water, the generation of electricity is the process which carries the highest environmental 
burdens for all the impact categories examined. It is also the process which dominates the 
operating stage in the life cycle of a membrane plant. In the construction stage, the production 
of steel is of importance and in the decommissioning stage the recycling of steel. However, the 
last two life cycle stages account only for little of the overall environmental burdens. 
5.3.2 Environmental Scores and the Different Scenarios 
For a better view of the different scenario scores for the different impact categories and to 
enable a comparison against each other, a ranking procedure was performed. By using the 
normalised values presented in Table 5.10, scores were ranked for each impact category. The 
results are presented in Table 5.13 . Since the electricity consumed per volume of water 
produced was found to be important , figures for direct electricity consumption in the operation 
stage have been added to this table in order to assess the relationship between the overall 
ranking and the approximate amount of electricity consumed. 
Table 5.13: Ranking of Envi ronmental Scores for the Different Scenarios 
mpact L.ategory ;:,ccn3nos 
l A Iij lA lH ;A '" 4A 4H Electricity Consumed (kWh/kL) 0.143 0.140 0.140 0.179 0.192 0.148 0. 148 0.1 3 1 
1. Global Warming 4 3 2 7 8 6 5 1 
2. Ozone Depletion 6 4 2 7 8 5 3 1 
3. Acidificat ion 4 3 2 7 8 6 5 1 
4. Eutrophication 4 3 2 7 8 6 5 1 
5. Photo-oxidant Formation 6 5 2 7 8 4 3 1 
6. Aquat ic Ecotoxicity 5 3 2 7 8 6 4 1 
7. Terrestrial Ecotoxicity 4 3 2 7 8 6 5 1 
8. Human Toxic ity 6 4 2 7 8 5 3 1 
Overall Ranking 5 3 2 7 8 6 4 1 
The overall ranking order presented in the above table reinforces the figures presented in T able 
5.7 (normalised value) by showing that scenario 4B has the lowest scores for all categories and 
scenario 3A the highest. These two scenarios (4B and 3A) together with scenarios 2A and 2B 
show consistency in ranking for all environmental categori es considered. For the other four 
scenarios this consistency is lacking. 
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Since most of the environmental burdens are traced back to the generation of electricity, it was 
expected that the scenarios using the highest amount of electricity per vo lume of water produced 
would have the highest environmental scores. This hypothesis is con finned and Figure 5.9 
presents this correlation for the impact category of global wanning. 
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Figure 5.9: Global Warming and Electricity (or the Membrane Case 
Similar correlation have been found for all the other environmental impact categories, with 
some exceptions like scenario lA (sce Table 5.13). Table 5.10 and Table 5.13 also show that if 
figures for electricity consumption are the same or very similar for the scenarios considered, 
other factors differentiate environmental scores and subsequent ranking. 
The electricity consumption calcu lated for the eight scenarios for a membrane plant is due to 
pumping. Scenario 48 has the lowest electricity needs per volume of potable water, because of 
the way the banks of modules are grouped together. The grouping of 60 high flux modules 
needs large pumps and large pumps have higher efficicncies than smaJler ones. Scenario 4A 
uses the same type and numbers of modules and the same flux, but a different grouping (banks 
of30 as opposed to 60 modules) and needs more electricity for pumping. 
5.3.3 Interpretation o(the Environmental Scores in Relation to the Contributing Processes 
As in the case of the conventional method, for the membrane method the dominant process for 
all eight scenarios investigated proved to be the generation of electricity. Therefore, it is 
important to look at how electricity is consumed and generated, and, in general to analyse the 
energy flows in the system. This was done for one of the eight scenarios investigated, namely 
for scenario 3A, which is the worst case scenario for the membrane method. 
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From the energy inputs used in thi s scenario (see Table 5.9 scenario 3A) the operation stage 
accounts for 2.590 MJIkL or 97.75 % of the total. Out of this 2.560 MJIkL energy (or 96.62 % 
of the total) is needed to produce the 0.751 MJIkL direct electricity needed in the system. For 
electricity generation an energy efficiency of about 30 % was used in the calculation. It is 
evident that the bulk of the energy inputs go towards electrici ty generation and therefore it is 
important to follow up how the electricity is used in the system. 
The elec tricity requirements [or thi s scenario have been calculated based on the pumpmg 
needed in this system (see Appendix 6 for pumps needed for scenario 3A). As can be seen from 
the calculations in Appendix 6 the highest electricity consumption for pumping is required by 
the raw feed line (23 96 1.72 kWh/d or 62.9 %), followed by the permeate line (12 751.40 
kWh/d or 33 .5%), the reject line (1145.71 kWhld or 3.0 %) and the backnush line (203.38 
kWhld or 0.5 %). Therefore, the highest contribution to the environmental burdens of this 
method is traced back to the pumping of raw feed to the filtration modules. 
In the case of the membrane method, another interesting aspect from a design point of view is to 
look at the burdens of producing the filtration modules and in particular the burdens of 
producing the filtration membranes. Since these are small components in the overall burdens of 
the system, a separate GaBi 3 model had 10 be made in order to calculate these burdens per 
kilogram of module produced for scenario 3A. The technical specifications of this module are 
presented in Appendix 5, (sect ion 3). The materials needed to build these module have been 
calculated by upscaling the module which is currently be ing produced by the group of Dr. Ed 
Jacobs, Institute for Polymer Sc ience, University of Stellenbosch. The type of materials and the 
amounts involved are presented in Table 5.14. It must be noted that data on the production of 
the nitri le lipseal is a major data gap for the production of filtration modules and for the 
membrane method in general. However, per kg of module, the nitrile lipseal has the lowest 
material contribution (6 g nitrile I kg module). 
The polymer filtrat ion membrane is made up by co·polymerising four chemicals (polysulphone, 
dimethylformamide, polyvinylpyrrolidone and poly(ethylene glycol». The GaBi 3 process plan 
for modelling this production process, as well as the overall production of filtra tion modules is 
presen ted in Figure 5.10, and Tablc 5.15 presents the envi ronmental scores for the overall 
process. 
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Table 5.14: Quantities Needed for Onc Modulc (250/ 1500mm, low flux , 3240 modules) 
lL.omponent IVlatenal IAmount I UDlt I Matenal Matenal Total Total Kg 
per unit per material material matcrial 
module for all per kg of per k.L 
(kg) modules module water 
Shroud PVC 1.6 m 8.93 kg 14.288 46293.1 0.396 1.34E-04 
Nett ing PE 234.6 g 0.235 760.1 0.007 2.20E-06 
Lipsea l Nitrile 21 3.3 g 0.213 691.1 0.006 2.00E-06 
Endings Epoxy 4742 g 4.742 15364.1 0.131 4.44E-05 
Outlet Saddle PVC 55 g 0.055 178.2 0.002 5. 15E-07 
Membranes Polymer 10350 pcs. 1.603 g 16.591 53755.0 0.459 1.55E-04 
From Table 5.15 it can be seen that the production of the membranes has a significant 
contribution to the overall burdens of the fi ltration module. For some environmental impact 
categories (i .e. ozone depletion and aquatic ecotoxic ity) it is the only contributor. 
T .. blc 5.15 Environmental Scores for the Production of Filtration Modules (per kg) 
I!. nVlronmental L.ategory ~core IOr tne ~corc lor tne uommant processes lor tne 
production of production of production of modules 
modules membranes 
I (jlobal Warming I'olenllal I ;.6» ~M' IVletnanOJ proouctlOn 
(kg CO,-Equiv.) (67.75 %)' Elecrricity generation 
I u zone u epJ etlOn t'otentml J." 4"--" J."41O-" t'ropene production {through 
(kg RI I-Equiv.) (/00.00 %) he release o f halon 130 I) 
I ACIOlIlcatJOn l'otentlaJ v.v"' V.V"' IVletnanOI proouctlon 
(kg SO,-Equiv.) (60.00 %) (through emiss ion of S02) 
t:.urrophlcatlon t'oten tl al U.UUJ U.UUI I've produc"on (' hrough 
(kg Phosphate- Equiv.) (33.33 %) emission of NO ) , 
, ~notocnemlcal UXloan' V.VVI V .VVV~ PrOduct ion or dlmethylamme 
Potential (kg Ethene-Equiv_) (90.00%) and dime thylformamide 
i f\quatlc l:.COtOXIClty l~otentlaJ v.v.v v.v.v i tl enzene proauctlOn ~tnrougn 
(kg DCB-Equiv.) (100.00 %) emission of mercury) 
I errestTlal l:.CotOX IClty :>.>qO ' .0>, l:.lectnclty generatIOn 
Potential (kg DCB-Equiv.) (99.83 %) (through Cd emiss ion) 
I Human ECOtOX IClty Potential U.UJl U.Ul ~ I Ulmethylamme prOduction 
(kg DC B-Equiv.) (87.50 %) Benzene production 
• , . . Tlte percelttaJ;es presellted are tile COlltnblltlO1I of tile membra"e productlOfI proceH to til e total 
score oftllat category. 
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Figure 5.10: Process Plan for the Production of Filtration Modules 
From a design point of view, for the filtration modules, this life cycle assessment exercise does 
not provide straight forward answers, since it does not identify onc overall dominant contributor 
which can be targeted for improvement. Different processes dominate different environmental 
impact categories, and if environmental improvement for a category is targeted, then those 
processes contributing to that category should be addressed. 
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5.4 Comparison of the Two Methods for Producing Potable \Vater 
For the comparison of the two methods of producing potable water the worst case scenarios for 
both methods have been lIsed. For the conventional method thi s meant the scenario with the 
highest concrete requirements in the construct ion stage, and for the membrane method it is 
scenario 3A as presented in the previous section. 
With regard to inputs, the two methods ofprodueing potable water are compared in Table 5.16. 
Table 5.16: Material a nd Energy Consumption for the Two Methods 
~.agc IV"SS ("., .~, .t.nergy . 
L.onventlOnaJ IVl cmorane \.....onvcntlOlla l IVlcmorane 
Method Method Method Method 
construc tion UU) i 4 U.UJ"" U.O" /J 0 .0» I 
- Operation £.ovvv £.'vvv £.vo IV £.'"VV 
u ecommlsslonlng U.UUUi U.UUU4 U.UUU" U.UUJ" 
'0'" £.0'" £ . ,,,~ £."" £.0'" 
For both methods, the operat ion stage is the most energy and material intensive stage in the life 
cycle. The figures for material and energy consumpt ion for both methods are comparable, with 
the convent ional method having a sl ightly higher mass consumption and the membrane method 
having a higher energy consumption. 
With regard to the outputs, the two methods of producing potable water were compared by 
using the environmental profiles for the scenarios considered. Table 5.17 presents this 
companson. 
As this table above shows, for some impact categories (global warming, acidification and 
terrestrial ecotoxicity) the conventional method scores better; for the rest of the categories the 
membrane method has better scores. The environmental impact category with the closest scores 
for both methods is eutrophication, and the impact category fo r which the scores vary most is 
aquatic ecotoxicity. 
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Table 5.1 7: Comparison of the Environmeutal Profil es for the Two Methods 
nVl ronmenta mpact 
Category 
o a armmg otenha 
zone ep etlon otentJa 
Cl I IcatlOn otent!a 
utrop IcatlOn otentm 
otoe emlca Xl ant otentm 
quatlc COtOXIClty otenlla 
errcstna "COtOXIClty otentla 
" uman OXIClty otentJa 
"'DeB is I. 4 dichlorobel1zel1e· 
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A senes of sensitivity analyses have been performed in order to assess the sensitivity of the 
environmental scores to the omission of certain processes, most notable being transport. The 
sensitivity analyses were performed using the two worst case scenarios as defined in the 
previous section. 
5.5.1 Sensitivity Analysis for T ranspor l 
The transportation of inputs and outputs for the two methods of producing potable water has 
environmental consequences due to the consumption of fuels and the emissions of combustion 
gases. To see how important these emissions are to the overall scores a series of sensitivity 
analyses were perfonned. For local manufacttlrers an average distance of 50 km by road was 
assumed and an average load of 13 1. It was assumed that once the load was delivered, the truck 
would relum empty to the supplier. For regional South African manufacturers an average 
distance of700 km by road was used for calculations. An average capacity of 30 t was assumed. 
It was assumed that the truck would not return empty. For overseas suppliers a distance of 10 
000 km by ship was assumed. These assumptions were based on local and international 
statistical data on the transportation of goods. This information was obtained telephonically 
from the Department of Transport (Mr. van der Merwe, personal communication, 2000). 
To enable the GaBi 3 tool to use this data, as well as to incorporate individual distances, the 
process plans for all three stages (construction, operation and decommissioning) for both 
methods had to be remodelled. Table 5.18 and Table 5.19 present the impact assessment data, 
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i.e. the environmental profiles for each method (worst case scenarios) includ ing and excluding 
transport. 
Data on fuel consumption and emissions per kg of goods transported (by road, rai l, ship and 
plane) are availab le in the GaBi 3 tool. For transportation by road it includes eight types of 
trucks and lorries. Th is data is of European origin and there will be minor differe nces in the 
amount of emission gases due to engine combustion when applied to South Africa . These 
di fferences are expected because of a different average for the ambient temperatures. and also 
due to the fact that in Europe a higher proport ion of the car pool uses catalyt ic converte rs. 
However, these differences are not expected to be high and to influence this LCA study. A 
South African study on emissions due to transportation (the Vehicle Emission Project) is almost 
complete (May 2001) and local data on transport wi ll be avai lable in the future from the 
Department of Minerals and Energy Affa irs . 
T a ble 5. 18: T he Sensiti vity of the Conventiona l M ethod Sco res for T r ansport 
i:nvlronnlcnta ll mpact .t:nvlronme nta l E nVironmenta l Scorc Ditlcr ence 
C atego ry Score E xcluding Including Tra nsport % 
Transport 
I Uloba l arming PotentIal 1.~4~E-O I U52E-OI 0.25 
(kg CO,-Equiv.) 
!ITzone-Uepret lon-Votenttm J.bU."-UY J .bY I"-UY LAJ 
(kg RII -Equiv.) 
I Acid LtlcatLOn J= otentlal 1.099E-03 1.104E-03 0 .44 
(kg SO,-Equiv.) 
I Eutroph lcatlon Potential 7.400E-05 7.431 E-O, 1.02 
(kg Phosphate- Equi v.) 
I l"' hotochemlcal UXldant I.)/UE-U5 1.572E-05 O.lU 
Potential (kg Ethene-Equiv.) 
!XquatlcTcotoxlcl ty l-'otenUa l L. flb " -UJ L.1l1 b -UJ U.U4 
(kg DCB*-Eqll iv.) 
T errestn aT"Fcotoxlclty 2.586E-0 1 L.5YL"-UI U.JJ 
Potential (kg DCB*-Equiv.) 
I H uman EcotOX1Clty Potential 4 .090E-03 4. 127E-03 0.5 1 
(kg DCB*-Eqlliv.) 
*DCB IS I, 4 dIchlorobenzene 
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For the membrane method there are similarities with the conventional case and Table 5.19 
presents the results. 
Table 5.19: The Sensitivity of the Membrane Method Scores for Transport 
J!. l1 vlronmentallmpact l' ... nvlronmentuJ envlronmentm ~core UlIlcrence 
Category Score Excluding Including Transport % 
Transport 
,-,WDal warming ,'ctent .. 1 L.o>ooo-v' ".o>ooo-v, v.v" 
(kg CO,-Equiv.) 
u zone uepletlon t'otenhal ".'4"c-IV Y.>4ye-IV V.VV 
(kg RII-Equi v.) 
ACIOIIlcahon l~otenhaJ 1.010c-VJ 1.01 "I;-VJ V.V4 
(kg SO,-Equiv.) 
cutrophlcatlon Potential 5.0>"oo-vo J.lllt-VJ V."V 
(kg Phcsphate- Equiv.) 
t'hotochemlcal UXldant 4.olJc-VD 4."4Jc-VD IAI 
Potential (kg Ethene-Equiv.) 
Aquat ic J::.CotOXIClty l~otentlaJ L I Ut-V" L I Ut-V4 v.vv 
(kg DCB*-Equiv.) 
t errestnal ccotOX1Clty 1.1>"oo-v' I./'''OO-V I v.vv 
Potential (kg DCS*-Equiv.) 
l"1uman bcotOX1Clty t'otentlal I. IOJc-VJ I. "J c-VJ V.VV 
(kg DCB*-Equiv .) 
• DeB IS J, 4 dlchlolobenzel/e 
As can be observed from Table 5.18 for the conventional method, the environmental impact 
category most sensitive to the inclusion of transport is ozone depletion. The least sensit ive 
impact category is aquatic toxicity. The changes were less than 3 % and therefore not 
considered to be significant to the overall results. For the membrane method the most sensit ive 
environmental impact category is photochemical oxidant fonnation (or smog fonnation) (see 
Table 5.19). Ozone depletion, aquatic, terrestrial and human toxicity show no change. In 
general, the changes were less than 1.5 %. 
For both methods changes due to the inclusion of transport are less than 5 % and therefore are 
not considered significant. As a result, the exclusion of transport was proven to be a valid 
assumption. 
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5.4.2 Scnsiti vity Analysis for Filtration Nozzels (Co nventional Mcthod) 
At Wiggins Waterworks plastic (PVC) nozzels arc used for the filtrat ion units and the amount of 
plastic used in producing them was not included in the inventory. It was assumed that the 
amount of plastic is not s ignificant and to prove thi s a sensiti vi ty analysis was perfonned. Table 
5.20 presents the results of this analysis . 
Table 5.20: T he Sensit ivity of the Conventional Method Scores for Fi lt ration Nozzels 
I!; nvlronmen lal Impact EnVironmental t:nv lronmental :Score % 
Category Score Excluding Including Nozzcls Difference 
Nozzels 
lilobal wannlng " olcnlial 1.04>1,,-V 1 1.040c-VI V.VV 
(kg CO,-Equiv.) 
vzone ueplet lon I~otenttal J.ovOt-v> J.ov>t-v> vm 
(kg R II -Equiv.) 
ACldlllcatton j"otenttal I.v»t-VJ I.IV.t-VJ V.JV 
(kg SO,-Equiv.) 
butropnlcatlon t'otentlal I.4VVc-V) I.4V I C-V) V. IV 
(kg Phosphate-Equiv.) 
rnolocnemlcal vXlOanl I. " vt-V) I.)OOt-v) I.VV 
Potential (kg Ethene· Equiv.) 
AquatIC t:.CotOXIClty I~otent]al l.Il"c-UJ l.ll""--UJ U.UU 
(kg DCB'-Equiv.) 
1 errestnal bcotOXIClty L ,."c-U 1 DO""--U 1 U.UU 
Potential (kg DCS*-Equiv.) 
Muman t'.COtOXIClty Yotenttal 4.V>Vt-vJ 4 .V>VC-V J v.vv 
(kg DCB'-Equiv.) 
IS "q OIcOIorooenzene 
As can be observed from this table, the percentage difference between the two s ituat ions is 
minimal and therefore the exclusion of filtration nozzels for the conventional method of 
producing potable water is considered justified. 
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5.6 Comparison with International Studies 
This is onc ofthc first published LCA studies in South Africa and the first onc in the local water 
industry. Because of this the results of this study could not be compared with simi lar local or 
regional results. In the water industry, internationally, LeA has been employed in a few studies, 
mainly in Europe (UK, Sweden, Switzerland and the Netherlands) and mainly for wastewater 
treatment. There is only one published LeA study investigating the production of potable water 
by membrane filtration. 
Unfortunately, even these few studies use different methodologies and because of that 
comparisons of results are limited and even impossible. The latter is true in the case of the 
Swiss study (Grabski et al., 1996). In this study the environmental burdens of treating 
wastewatcr are balanced against the burdens which would have been incurred if that water had 
not been treated. Therefore, a comparison with the current study is not applicable, since this 
study does not address the environmental burdens of not producing potable wuter. 
Emmerson et al. (1995) investigated a British small-scale sewage treatment plant by lIsing LCA. 
They concluded that operational energy is one of the important contributors in the overall li fe 
cycle of the plant and that the operation stage has the highest contribution. This is a similar 
result to those emerging from the current study. 
Meijers et al. (1998) reach a similar conclusion by investigating a membrane filtration process 
in The Netherlands. The operation stage was found to dominate the life cycle, and energy 
consumption in thi s stage proved to be the highest contributor. In addition to energy 
consumption the use of acids for cleaning in place (er?) proved to be environmentally 
important for the ir system. It must be mentioned that a totally different membrane filtration 
process to the one in thi s study was investigated (i .e. high pressure, low flux and different e rP). 
In summary, the comparison of the results of this study with those of similar studies undertaken 
internationally is limited due to the different objectives and methodologies and also due to the 
fact that different processes were investigated. In spite of these differences, a similar result 
pattern emerged for two international studies. Energy consumption in the operation stage was 
identified as having a major environmental burden for the treatment of water and the operation 
stage was seen as the most important stage. This is in accordance with the results of the current 
study. 
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5.7 Summary of Results 
For both methods of producing potable water the life cycle of the waterworks is dominated by 
the operation stage. This stage has the highest material and energy consumption and the highest 
environmental scores for all the impact categories considered. The decommissioning stage is the 
least important one and the construct ion stage has an intermediate, but minor position. 
The most important process to which most of the environmental burdens for producing potable 
water are traced is the generation of electricity. This process dominates all environmental 
categories for the operation stage and, because of the predominance of this stage, it dominates 
the entire !tfe cycle for the waterworks, for both methods considered. 
When comparing the environmental scores for the two methods of producing potable water, the 
figures involved are of the same magnitude and therefore, from an environmental point of view, 
the two methods are comparablc. When comparing the results of this study with other similar 
studies some common trends have been observed, i.e . the importance of energy consumption in 
the operation stage and the importance of the operation stage to the life cycle of the waterworks. 
The exclusion of transport was proven to be a valid assumption for both methods investigated. 
The same is valid for the exclusion of filtration nozzels for the conventional method. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter is the second part of the in terpretation phase as set by the ISO 14040 standard. The 
first part presents the conclusion of this study and the second part the recommendations. In the 
conclusion section , the researched mate rial is drawn together and the main points of the research 
lllldertaken arc summeriscd. The recommendat ions section relates the analys is and the theory 
used back to reality and tries to give relevance 10 thi s research, nO! on ly in academic circles, but 
in the practical world too. 
6.1 Conclusion 
This is one of the first studies in which an LeA has been perfonned on the production of 
potable waleI', and it has to be seen in the contex t of the current environmental status quo. Over 
the last few decades environmental degradation has become an issue of public concern. Onc of 
the contributing factors to environmental degradation is the expansion of industnal activities, 
which besides creating economic growth , cmployment and wealth , also causes resource 
depletion, pollut ion and ecological disruption. In response to these envi ronmental problems the 
concept of sus tainable development was born. Susta inable de velopment should guide towards 
another development path with less environmental problems and di sruption. Consecutive 
international treaties, most noteworthy Agenda 21 , endorse cleaner production as the way to 
implement sLls tainable development in industry and business. A series of environmental tools 
emerged as means to achieve cleaner production in companies and one of these tools is LCA. 
LCA is unique in its cradle-to-grave approach, taking in to account the entire system necessary 
for the manufacture of a product (service or activity). There are different degrees of 
sophisti cation in the application of LeA methodologies, ranging from the conceptual, to the 
simplified, to the detailed LeA. The applications of LeA are growing internationally and in 
South Africa there is growing demand for LeA studies. The greatest limitations to LeA are 
linked to the availability of data and to the some of the methodological steps in the impact 
assessment phase. [n thi s study, due to the non-availability of local data, European data had to 
be used for many inputs, the most important one being electri city generallon. In addition, South 
African users arc faced with a set of problems special to the local application of LeA, like the 
relevance of the impact categori es to the local environment and the lack of external review 
capacity for LeA studies. However, these problems have to be overcome and they give the 
opportunity for relevant input in the development of a methodology suited for South Africa; a 
methodology which should reflect local environmental concerns and values. 
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This research should be seen as a LeA base-line study for the production of potable water and it 
has investigated, by using LeA methodology, two methods of producing such water. The 
conventional method has been employed at Wiggins Waterworks, Durban since 1984. It is a 
tried and tested method which has been continuously improved. For this study operational data 
from a period of 28 months was used. The membrane method is based on a more recent 
techno logy and so far it has been used in three pilot plants around the country. One of these 
pilot plant s is situated at the Wiggins Waterworks research facility. This location gave the 
unique opportunity for a LeA compari son of the two methods, since the quality of the incoming 
water is the same. However, thcre is no membrane facility of the s ize required for a comparison 
and a virt ual plant had to be upscaled, and in this process various assumptions had to be made. 
Thc author is aware that these assumptions may introduce a higher margin of error for the 
membrane method of producing potable water. For this method there was no design 
optimisation undertaken during the upscaling. 
The LeA methodology employed in this study follows the ISO 14040 series of standards which 
prescribe 4 phases: goal and scope definition, inventory analysis, impact assessment and 
in tcrpreta tion . For the impact assessment phase the CML (Center for Environmental Science, 
University of Leiden) methodology was used. In conduct ing this study the GaBi 3 software tool 
played an impol1ant role and partially pre-empted the methodological choices, since it is 
programmed to use the above mentioned methodology in the impact assessment phase. 
When looking at the results it must be underlined that for both methods of producing potable 
water the li fe cycle of the waterworks is dominated by the operational stage. This stage has the 
highest material and energy consumption and the highest env ironmental scores for all the 
impact categories considered. The decommissioning stage is the least important one and the 
construction stage has an intennediate, but minor position. T here fore, for future waterworks, if 
any environmental trade-ofr between life stages is possible, it shou ld be encouraged towards 
decreasing the environmental burdens of the operation stage. For example. the building of an 
addit ional tank in the construction phase should be encouraged, provided It decreases the overall 
energy consumption in the operation stage. 
The most irnp0l1ant process to which most of the environmental burdens for producing potable 
water are traced is the generation of electricity. This process dominates all environmental 
impact categories for the operation stage, for both methods considered. Because of the 
predominance of the operation stage it dominates the entire li fe cycle fo r the waterworks. The 
focusing capacities of this environmental tool are highlighted by these resul ts, LeA being able 
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to identify major envi ronmental contributors in a complex, interconnected system. By target ing 
these major con tributors, the overall environmental perfonnance of the system can be improvcd 
in the most efficient manner. 
When comparing the environmental scores for the two methods of producing potable water, the 
figures involved are of the same magnitude and therefore, from an env ironmental point of view. 
the two methods are comparable. 
The sensi tivity anal yses perfonned proved that the exc lusion Of transport at the beginning of the 
study was a valid assumption for both methods investigated. The exclusion of filt ration nozzels 
for the conventional method was also proven to be val id . 
When comparing the results of this study with those of similar intemational studies, a common 
pa ttem can been observed. The operational stage is the dominant stage of a waterworks and 
energy (or electricity) consumption in this stage is seen as having a majur con tribution to the 
en vironmental burdens of the overall water treatment processes. 
In this study the main difficulties were experienced in the data gathering stage and they have 
been overcome by employing overseas data and by using calculations. These di fficulties were 
related to the lack of availability of local data; however, with more demand for LeA studies in 
South Africa more data wilt became available and further LeA studies should be easier to 
undel1a ke. There is a strong movement within the LCA community towards s implification of 
the LCA methodology. This will make LeA studies more accessible for South African 
companies and more LCA studies will be in itiated. In creating this demand and increasing 
awareness about LCA as an environmenta l tool , the Pollution Research Group and thi s study 
play an important role through the educational outcomes of thi s project. As a result of thi s 
study, to date , two companies have introduced LCA. Natal Portland Cement are updating and 
completing the initial calculations done for them In 1999 during the data collection for cement 
production. The results will be presented in the Cement and Concrete Institute newsletter. which 
is due to be published in October 2001. Umgeni Water will take over this study and they plan to 
replicate and expand it for other waterworks under their control. 
Finally, it must be emphasised that LCA studies will not solve the environmental problems tha t 
face an organisation or the country as a whole. However, these studies have the capacity to give 
focus to environmental erforts, and this is important for South Africa where financial resources 




There are (WO types of recommendations pertinent to this study, namely recommendat ions for 
environmental improvement based on the results obtained and recommendations for further 
research in the field. 
6.2.1 Recommendations for Environmental Improvement 
The majority of environmental burdens for producing potable water arc traced back to the 
consumption of electricity for the operation of waterworks. Therefore , the malO 
recommenda tion emerging from this study is the need to increase electri city efficiency during 
operation. 
For Wiggins Waterworks, a first step towards better use of electricity would be monitoring and 
targeting electricity consumption. This can be achieved on the site by installing simple 
electricity measuring dev ices (starting with high consumers of the electricity) and by keeping 
record of consumption values. The next step would be 10 optimise all processes (starting with 
the most electricity consuming ones) and make them more energy efficient. 
For the membrane plant, choosing a design option which has the lowest elcctri ci ty consumption 
is the IllOSt important step which should be undertaken. Efficiency of pumping is an issue which 
should be followed , since it impacts the most on the overall electricity consumption. Further 
research applications of membrane processes in the production of potable water should be 
encouraged, as the membrane processes involved in this study compare favorably with 
conventional water treatment processes. 
6.2.2 Recommendations fo r Further Rescarch 
Further research is needed to make the impact assessment of the LCA more relevant to the local 
environmental conditions. As mentioned in the methodology chapter, there is a need to develop 
environmental impact ca tegories to reflect local environmental problems. such as scarcity of 
water and sa li nation. Therefore, the recommendations in thi s area focus on an array of measures 
aimed to develop these impact categories in a simi lar fashion to the ones already established in 
the LCA methodology (e.g. global wanning, acidification and eutrophication). With regard to 
the scarcity of water, the measurement of watcr consumed by processes may be used as an 
initial rough assessment of the water intensity of processes. However, one must be aware that 
imported goods may be manufactured in countries where water is plentiful , therefore a 
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geographical distinction between the waler consumed may prove important. For salini ty, 
however. existing research needs to be reviewed and the chemical species contributing to this 
envi ronmental problem have 10 be identified. In a next step characterisation (or equivalency) 
factors should be developed. 
A last remark with regard to future research is about the use of LCA tools (in this case the GaBi 
3 tool) in modelling water treatment processes. LCA tools aggregate a large number of data to 
produce environmental scores. When constructing the model for aggregation onc must be very 
careful because thi s model will influence the way the results may be de-aggregated and 
interpreted. Useful research would be the investigation of how different ways of aggregation 
influence the interpretation of the results for the same water treatment method. 
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APPENDIX 1 
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR LCA 
A REVIEW OF THE ISO 14040 STANDARDS 
A I - I 
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT-
REVIEW OFTHE ISO 14040 STANDARDS 
The development of methods for conducting Le A para llels the historical evolution of thi s tool as 
presented in Section 2.4.2 and a series of guidelines have been developed. These guidelines and 
methodologies aimed to develop a consistent approach in an emerging field like LeA. This 
consistent approach was further consolidated with the work of the ISO Le A committee which 
developed a series of s tandards on how to conduct an LeA. Another historically important 
guideline which preceded the ISO standards and which set the scene for such developments is the 
SETAe's guideline. The SETAe guideline will be presented briefly, since it played an important 
rol e in the development of LeA methodology, and it still is one of the most accepted guidelines to 
date. The methodological framework for this LeA is centered around the ISO documents because 
these documents are based on widespread consensus within the LeA fraternity. 
AI.1 T he SETAe Guideline 
Most of the LeA methodologies are based on a common framework first introduced by SETAe 
(1991 and 1992) and which gained consensus in 1993 at the SETAe workshop held in Sesimbra, 
Portugal . This workshop resulted in a widely accepted conceptual framework and tenninology for 
LCAs. This framework was later changed through the ISO work; however, many important aspects 
have been adopted by the ISO standards. According to the SETAC framework there are four 
important components in the stmcture of an LCA: goal defin ition and seoping, inventory analysis, 
impact a ssessment and improvement assessment. The goal definition and scoping is the firs t phase 
in an LeA and consists of defining the study purpose, its scope, establi shing the functional unit, and 
establishing a procedure for quality assurance of the study (Conso!i et al. . 1993). The inventory 
analys is is the second phase in an LeA and involves the compilation of all inputs and outputs of the 
system under study. Inputs should be traced down to the extraction of raw materials from the earth 
and outputs should be fol lowed to the release into the environment. The impact assessment stage is 
a technical , quantitative, and/or qualitative process to characterise and assess the effects of the 
environmental burdens identified in the inventory component (Consoii et al., 1993). According to 
thi s framework, the impact assessment involves three steps: classification, characterisation, and 
valuation . Some authors include a fourth step: the nonnali sation. More detail s on these steps wi ll be 
presented in the next section. The last component of an LCA is the improvement assessment phase, 
which deals with the identification, evaluation, and selection of options for environmental 
AI - 2 
improvements (Consoli et aI., 1993, 26). The interrelationship of these four phases has been 
















(Source: Co nsoli et aI., 1993) 
Figure ALl: Technical Framework for Life-Cycle Assessment 
At that stage (1993), the state of the methodological development for these four steps of an LCA 
were assessed as presented in Table ALL 
From this table it can be seen that some phases (or components) of the LeA methodology were 
better deve loped than others. The early LCA studies have/oellsed on the quantification of energy 
aI/cl materials used alld wastes released into the environment (Consoii et aI., 1993, 10). Therefore, 
the methodologies assoc iated with the inventory are more advanced and established than those 
associated with impact assessments, which are relatively new. Since 1993 progress has been made 
on almost all Olltstanding issues, however, the presented pattern is st ill va lid and the impact and 
improvement assessment phases are the LCA components which most need further research efforts. 
Al - 3 
Table AI.I. The State of Development ofLCA Methodology (1993) 
LCA Components or Phases 
Goal Definit ion and Scoping 
Inventory Analys is 
Impact Assessment 





State-of-the-Art of \Vrittcn 
Documents 
Defined and understood; needs some further work . 
Defined; requires further work 
Conceptually defined and partially developed 
Conceptuall y defined; different methods and approaches 
currently be ing used. 
Not yet documented. 
(Source: Consoli et aI., 1993) 
As earl y as 1993 it was clear that there IS no single way to LeA and that different degrees of 
soph istication in LeA studies requirc different applications of the available techniques. This, 
together with the fact that the impact and improvement assessment phases of the LeA are sti ll under 
development, are the impediments against the definition of rigid methodological rules. Therefore, 
the SETAe framework is not a detailed methodological reference and it underlines that for 
valuation there are different approaches and methods. However, it lays out the genera l principles 
and a framework for the conduct, rev iew, presentat ion, and use of LeA findings (Consoli et al., 
1993,). The ISO series of standards follow the same loose approach and do not prescribe rigid 
methodologies. 
Al.2 The I SO Methodological F.-amework 
Another important seri es of guide li nes in setting a common framework for LeA methodology are 
the ISO LeA standards. These are as follows: 
ISO 14040 - Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Principles and framework 
( 1997), 
ISO 14041 - Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Goal and scope definition and 
inventory analysis ( 1999) 
ISO 14042 - Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Life cycle impact assessment 
(2000) 
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ISO 14043 - Environmenta l management - Life cycle assessment - Life cycle interpretation 
(2000). 
The fOllr components of LeA according to ISO are goal and scope definition, inventory analysis, 
impact assessment and interpretation. As can be seen from the titles of the ISO documents for each 
of the phases presented above, there are further standardised gu idelines and a defined tenninology. 
The phases of an LeA as defined by ISO are slightly different to those of SETAe. The main 
d iffe rence is that an improvement slage is left out and instead an interpretation stage is included. 
The interre lationships between the ISO LCA phases are presented graphically in Figure A1.2 : 
Goal & scope 
~ definition 
T Direct app lication 
I-Inventory Interpretation e.g. product development analysis marketing 
T ccolabelling 
Impact ~ 
public policy making 
assessment 
Figure A1.2: Thc General Framework of Life Cycle Assessmc nt According to ISO 14040. 
The ISO standards do not directly prescribe a step by step procedure, but as is the case with the 
SETAC guide lines, steps can be derived from the ISO documents (Gu inee, 1998). Therefore, in 
presenting this methodologica l framework, a sequential (stepwise) approach will be used for each of 
the four phases of LCA. 
AI.2 .• Goal and Scope Definition 
There is no formal defini tion in the ISO standards for this first phase of an LCA. Guinee ( 1998) 
proposes the fo llowing definition as deri ving from the ISO work: the Goal and Scope Definition is 
the first phase of an LeA stat ing the reasons for performing the LCA and stating the functional unit, 
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the system alternatives considered, and the breadth and depth of an LeA study in relation to the 
stated reasons for perfonning the study (Guinee, 1998). 
For the first phase of the ISO LeA methodology, the following succession of procedures are 
presented in Chapter 5 ofISO 14040: defi ni ng the goal of the study and defin ing the scope of the 
study, taking into account a series of listed issues. 
A 1.2.1. 1 G oal Definiti on 
The ISO 14040 document states that the goal 0/ allY LeA study shall unambiguollsly state the 
intellded application, the reasons/or canying out the study alld the intel/ded audience, i.e. to whom 
the results 0/ the study are intended to be communicated (ISO 14040, 1997. 5) and th is is seen as 
one single step. Wenzel et al. (1997) also distinguish one single step for goal definition. They 
believe that the goal definit ion fixes the objectives o f an LCA and therefore determines the IIse to 
which the environmental aI/a lysis will be put and at the same lime assessing whal if can and callnol 
be //Sed/or (Wenze l et al., 1997). However, Heijungs et al. (1992) in the guidel ine which fonned 
the core of the CML method, subdivide the goal definition step into two main sub-steps, each with a 
number of other sub-steps: 




defining the goal 
defining the target group 
defining the initiator 






defining the product group 
de fin ing spatial representat iveness 
defining temporal representativeness 
defining the functional unit 
defining the product or products 
Lindfors et al. (1995) also distingu ishes two steps under the heading Goal Definition but these steps 
are different to the prev ious ones: 
• p lanning of LCA 
• improving credibility through reference panels, validation or external crit ical review 
• case specific goals 
• purpose and intended applications 
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• function(s) of the studied system(s). 
In addition, Guinee (1998) mentions the margirwl-average discussion and its reason for inclusion in 
the goal definition phase. He argues that at the goal definition stage it is important to distinguish 
between descriptive and change-oriented applications, because these applications require different 
modes of analysis and hence different methodologies for the following LeA phases. Some of the 
issues mentioned by different authors under goal definition are included by the ISO documents 
under the heading of Scope Definition and the boundaries between these two steps shift from author 
to author. 
A 1.2.1.2 Definition of the Scope 
The scope of the study should be sufficiently lVell defined to ellSl/re that Ihe breadth, the depth al/d 
the detail oJ the slUdy are compatible al/d sufficient to address rhe staled goal (ISO 14040, 1997). 
Furthermore, according to the same document, under the scope of the study the followin g list of 
items should be considered and clearly defined. 
• The function of the product system, or, in the case of comparative studies, the systems. 
• The functional unit. 
• The product system to be studied. 
• The product systems boundaries. 
• Allocation procedures. 
• Types of impact and methodology of impact assessment, and subsequent interpretation to be 
used. 
• Data requirements. 
• Assumptions. 
• Limitations. 
• Initial data quality requirements. 
• Type of critical review, if any. 
• Type and format of the report required for the study. 
According to Lindfors et aI., 1995, the scope definition should include following items: 
• product group or type of service, 
• studied alternatives, 
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• system boundaries (technical system) i.e. a schematic process tree describing the whole 
system, independently of whether or not all nows will be quantified, 
• impact assessment boundaries, and 
• data quality goals. 
Wenzel et al. (1997) believe that scope definition should include the following li st of items. 
• Defining the object of the study and expressing it as the service it provides, including defining 
the functional unit. 
• Selecting one or more reference products or reference systems to represent the object of the 
study. 
• Designating the environmental assessment parameters which are important for the goal of the 
LeA. 
• Identifying the environmentally signi fi cant processes in the product system, paying respect to 
the goal of the LCA; setting up a model for tht: product system on the basis of the references 
selected, which will include the most significant and exclude other processes; detennining the 
geographic framework for the product system. 
• Defining the time horizon for which the decisions based on the LeA are to apply, includ ing 
defining the technological level which should be represented in the product system which is 
assessed; projecting the LeA of the reference product(s) to apply to the relevant time period; 
defining the time horizon under which the environmental impact should be seen. 
• Allocating the environmental exchanges occurring in the product system between the object 
studied and other users' services to which the product system 's process contribute, because they 
also are part of other product systems. 
When looking at the different ways to define the scope of an LeA study, it is clear that the issues 
considered by the different research groups are quite different and that the ISO documents 
compromise all the aspects involved. Because of that. some authors consider that the ISO 
documents are not yet clear and precise enough with respect to: 
• issues and/or possible steps which should be distinguished in the scope definition, 
• what should be stated about these issues and/or steps in the scope definition alld what in the 
inventory analysis and impact assessment (Guinee, 1998). 
The depth or the study as mentioned in the ISO documents represents the different degrees of 
sophistication to which the LeA techniques can be applied, and it ranges fTom streamlined or 
scanning LCA studies to the very detailed ones. According to Guinee (1998) the scope delinition 
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step should comprise both the choice between a scanning or a detailed LeA, and a first, short 
review 0/ all principle choices, asslImpliolls alld limitations/or each methodological step (Guinee, 
1998) including all three other phases of LCA (inventory, impact assessment and interpretation). 
A1.2.I.3 Functional Unit 
Defining the functional unit is one of the most important steps in performing an LeA because the 
/utlctional IIl1it sets the scale for comparisoll o/ two or more products (systems) including 
improvemellt 011 Olle product (system) (Jensen et aI., 1997). The functional unit is used to relate al l 
data collected in the inventory phase to one or more functions of the system under consideration. 
It has particular importance in comparative LCA studies where products or systems fulfilling the 
same function are evaluated against each other. The ISO 14041 document states: 
The fUl/ctiol/al,mil defines the qualllijicatioll of the idelltified functiolls . The fimctional u/lit shall be 
consistent with the goal and scope of the study. Ol/e of the primary plllposes of a fimclionalltflil is 10 
provide a reference to which Ihe illPllt and Olllpllt rima are normalised (ill (I mathematical sellse). 
Therefore Ihe fimcliollalllllif should be clearly defined and measllrable. Havil/g defil/ed th e f"l/ctiol/al 
ullit. the omOlll/t of product which is necessary to flllfil! the fimCfioll l'hall be qllal/lified. The result of 
this qllallfificatioll is the reference flow. The reference flow is thell /lsed to calculate the inputs mId 
outputs of the system. Comparisons between systems shall be made Oil the basis of the same fimclioll , 
qual/tified by tile same fimcliollalllllit ill the form of fh eir reference flow (ISO 14041, 1998). 
In addition to these issues Lindfors et a1. (1995) highlight three other aspects which have to be 
taken into account when defining the functional unit. These aspects are the efficiency of the 
product, the durability of the product and the performance quality standard. Wenzel et al. (1997) 
and Guinee (1998) introduce two more dimensions to the functional unit i,e, the duration (or 
temporal context) and the geographical location (or spatial context), The duration of a service or 
function is considered to be very important especially for comparisons of alternatives, Some 
examples of functional units as given by Wenzel et al. (1997) are presented in Table A 1.2. 
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Table Al.2: Examples of Functional Units 
Product Quantity Duration Qualities 
Egg tray Egg packing equi valent to 1 y Average maximum broken 
the average consumption of eggs 
eggs per inhabitant in 
Denmark 
Television Reception of TV programs in 6 ! d for Sharpness of image, 
colour on a 28" screen 
10 y quality of sound, number 
of chanels, remote control 
Pump Delivering 5 mJ water per 5000 h of Dry running protection and 
hour with an output pressure operation self-priming 
of 1.5 bar, or a similar during 10 y 
combination according to the 
pump characteristics 
Refrigerator 200 I volume cooled to 5 GC J3y Accuracy in temperature 
with an ambient temperature control, re-evaporation of 
of25 GC melt water from defrosting, 
shelves, boxes, etc. 
Elec trohydraulic Controlling a hydraulic 5y Error monitoring, response 
control unit for a proportional valve in a time, accuracy in control 
hydraulic valve hydraulic plant 
Paint Protection of I m2 fir surface 10 y Non-dripp ing, colour, 
on an outdoor fa9ade, facing durability in closed 
west and exposed to sun and container 
ram 
Source: \VenzCT et al .. I 'PJ 
With regard to the functional unit Lindfors et al. (1995) warn against introducing a fuzzy 
denominator in the definition of a functional unit. He gives the example of a functional unit for 
washing powder, specified as I kg afwhite washed clothes, Because the term white is not strictly 
defined, using such a functional unit may introduce variability in the results. 
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A1.2.1.4 System Boundaries 
In a detailed LCA study all input flows should be traced back to the extraction from the 
environment for inputs and to the discharge into the environment for outputs. However, this 
approach could lead to endless regression since some inputs could be the result of several 
processes and the products and by·products of a system may be used as inputs for another series of 
processes. Therefore. it is important to define the boundaries of a system. The system boundaries 
specify which of the processes contributing towards a system will be included within an LCA 
study of that system. According to ISO 14040 several factors determine the system boundaries, 
ineluding the intended application of the study, the assumptions made. Cllt.Ojf criteria. data and 
cos/ cOllstraims. and the intended audience. Also tlte criteria lIsed ill eSlClblishing the system 
boul/daries shall be identified al/d justified ill the scope of the study (ISO 14040. 1997). 
Some authors like Heijungs et a1. (1992) and Guince (1998) include a separate preliminary step 
called drawing lip the initial process tree in the definit ion of boundaries. Their argument for 
including this step is that a process tree gives an overview of the system in which the processes 
are directly linked la each other: each input into a process comes either from another process or 
directly from the envirOl/ment and similarly each process output flows either to allot her process or 
to the environment (Heijungs et al. 1992). The ISO 14041 document only states that it is help/Ill to 
describe the system using a process flow diagram showillg the unit processes and their 
illlerrelatiollships. 
Lindfors et al. (1995) acknowledge that the definition of the system boundaries is a subjective 
process and the following boundaries should be considered: geographical boundari es (i.e. the area 
for which the study should be representative), life cycle boundaries (i.e . limItations in the li fe 
cycle due to cut-off) and boundaries between the technosphere and biosphere. Three different 
principles are stated for up·stream cut-offs: a certain fixed up·stream stage, a fixed mass fraction 
for each individual process and a certa in percentage of product fl ows from up-stream subsytems. 
All of these cut·off ndes include a certain degree of subjectivity. Because subjectivity is a major 
concern, it is important to ensure transparency of the boundaries defining process and to state all 
the assumptions made. Therefore, the following two paragraphs from ISO 14041 (1999) 
summeri se very well the issues, including transparency, associated with boundaries definition. 
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The initial system bo/mdmy defines Ihe UI/il processes which will be included in Ihe system to be 
modelled. Ideally, the prodllct s),slem shol/M be modelled in such a mal/ller that Ihe inputs alld ou/pllls 
at its boundaries are elemelltmy flows. However. as a practical matler. there typically will 1I0t be 
sujficielll lime, data or resources to cOl/duct sI/ch a comprehensive smdy. Decisions must be made 
regardillg which IIlIit processes will be modelled by fhe sludy and lite level of detail to which these ullit 
processes will be studied. ResO!lrce~' need IIOt (0 be expended 01/ the qualltification of millor or 
negligible inpuls and OlltPllts that will not significllntly change the overall conc/usions of the study. 
Decisions must also be made regarding which releases to the environment will be evaluated and Ihe 
level of detail of tltis evaluation. The decisioll rules used to assist ill the choice of inpws and Olltpuls 
should be clearly understood alld described. 
AllY omissions of life cyc/e stages. processes or data needs shollld be cle(;r/y stated and justified. 
Ultimately, ,he sole criterion used ill sellillg 'he system boundaries is the degree of confidence tlulf the 
refilll,s of Ih e study have 1101 been compromised and that Ihe goal of a given sll/dy has been met. 
A1.2.1.S Data Quality 
Data quality is an important issue in LeA studies, since the quality of the data used is reflected in 
the quali ty of the result s obtained. However, Guinee (1998) argues that even when the quality of the 
data is high, it can still lead to erroneous results if these data are used to answer questions for which 
these data are irrelevant. Therefore. the representativeness of the data for a particular study is 
equally important. The ISO 14040 (1997) document states that data quality requirements should be 
defined to enable the goals and scope of the LCA study to be met. The data quality requirements 
should address: 
• time-related coverage; 
• geographical coverage; 
• technology coverage; 
• precision, completeness and representativeness of the data; 
• consistency and reproducibility of the methods used throughout the LeA; 
• sources of the data and their representativeness; 
• uncertainty of the infonnation. 
ISO 14041 (1999) elaborates on each of the data quality requirements presented above and states 
that where a study is used to support a comparative assertion thal is disclosed 10 the public, all data 
quality requirements described shall be included in Ihe study. Similar data quality requirements are 
mentioned by Lindfors and his colegues from the Nordic Council (LCA Nordic Technical Report 
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No. 5, 1994) and by Wenzel et al. (1997). Furthermore, Weidema (l997) proposes the use of data 
quality indicators in the form of a pedigree matrix. He uses a scale from I to 5, where I is the 
highest quality and 5 the lowest and the fo llowing assessment issues: reliability, completeness, 
temporal correlation, geographical correlation and technical correlation. An example of such a 
matri x is presented in Append ix 9. 
Jensen et al. (1997) point out that the methodology to describe data quality systematically is quite 
new and in the process of being further developed. 
A1.2.1.6 Criti cal Review Consideration 
The aim of a critical review process is to ensure the quality of an LeA, facil itate understanding and 
enhance the credibility of LeA studies. ISO 14040 (J 997) defines it as a techniqlle to verify 
whether an LeA study has met the reqllirements of this International Stalldard for methodology, 
data alld reporting. It also specifies that whether and how to conduct a critical review, as well as 
who conducts the review, shall be defined in the scope of the study. The review can be internal, 
external or it may involve interested parties and the ISO 14040 (1997) document gives more 
specifications for each of these types as well as for the whole review process. 
Jensen et a1. (1997) dist inguish two types of critical revIew processes. The in-process critical 
review is that type of critical review, which is undertaken in parallel to the LeA study, and 
corrections can be made continuously. The end-of-process critical review is the critical review on 
the fina l draft which gives the possib ility to make corrections before finishing the report. The same 
authors suggest that in some cases it may be relevant to publish the cri tical review report along with 
the LeA study. 
A1.2.2 Inventory Ana lysis 
The inventory analysis is the second phase of an LCA study and it involves data collection and 
calculation procedures to quantify re levant inputs and outputs of the system studied. Usually the 
inventory produced in this phase is used as input for the next phases of the life cycle impact 
assessment. There are some simp li fied LCA studies where an inventory analys is is enough to draw 
conclusions, however, this has to be specified in the goal and scope of the study. 
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Jensen et al. (1997) distinguish six main issues to be considered for this phase: data collection, 
refining system boundaries, calculation, validat ion of da ta, relating data to the specific system and 
allocation of inputs and outputs when more then one product results from a process. Lindfors et al. 
(1995) believe that the inventory analysis phase comprises a detailed description of the product 
system (flll/ctions and boundaries), data collectioll anti calcl/lations as well as sensitivity and 
uncertainty assessment (Lindfors et al., 1995, 40). It is obvious that different authors include 
different issues under the heading of Inventory A nalysis. Therefore, the ISO 14041 document 
becomes important since it presents a detailed and stepwise procedure as showll in Figure A2.2. 
The first procedure of the inventory analysis is to prepare for data collection. From the goal and 
scope phase at the beginning of the study, an initial set of unit processes and associated data can be 
defined. The ISO 14041 sets five steps for this procedure as follows: 
• Drawing of specific process diagrams that Our/ill€ afl IIl1i( processes to be modelled, inclllding 
i 1/ terre/at iOlls hips, 
• Descriptioll of each IIl1il process in detail and lisling 0/ data categories msociated with each Imil 
process 
• Development 0/ a lislthar specifies lite tlllilS 0/ meaSl/remel/1 
• Descriptioll 0/ data col/ectioll techniques alld ca/clI/alioll lechlliq/les for each data categO/),. to 
assist personnel at the reporting localiolls to IInderstand what ill/ormalioll is needed for the LeA 
study: and 
• Provision 0/ i"SfrllClions to reporting loca/ions /0 document clearly any special cases, irregularities 
or other items associated lVith the data provided (ISO 1404 I, 1999). 
Data collection is the next step and this step requires good knowledge about each process included 
in the system, since inputs and outputs for each process have to be collected. In most cases this step 
is the most work intensive part of the whole LCA study. In accordance to the goal and scope of the 
study, different data from different sources should be co ll ected. These data can be quantitative 
(preferably) and quali tative (when quantitative data are not available) and site specific or general. 
Site specific data, i.e. data from a specific company, area or country are needed for very detailed 
studies. More average or general data can be obtained from trade organisations, public surveys, 
manufacturers associations, etc, In reality most of the studies published so far use a combination of 
site specific and general data. Jensen et a1. (1997) suggest that average data can be used in the 
conceptual or simplified LCA to get a first impression of the potential inputs and outputs from 
producing specific materials. The ISO 14041 (1999) document recommends to avoid double 
counting or gaps, a description of each unit process shall be recorded. This involves the quantitative 
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and qualitative description of the inputs and outputs nceded to determine where the process starts 
and ends, and the function of the un it process. Where the unit process has multiple inputs (e.g. 
multiple efnuent streams into a water treatment plant) or multiple outputs, data relevant for 
allocation procedures shall be documented and reported. Energy inputs and outputs shall be 
quantified in energy units. Where applicable the mass and volume of the fuel should also be 
recorded. 
In the last rew years a series of academic and commercial databases have been developed (see 
Appendix 3 for a list). In addition to input and output data for a seri es of processes unique to each 
database, all these databases do have calculation facilities for the nex t phases of an LeA - the 
inventory analysis and the impact assessment. Therefore, it may be appropriate to refer to them as 
LeA tools. Wcnzel et a1. (1997) underline the importance of data checks when electronic databases 
are used. In the Environmental Design of Industria l Products (EDIP) method which they developed, 
a distinction is made between the different types of processes on the basis of the possible suppliers 
of data like: 
• raw material extraction and material production - associations of material producers and private 
companies, 
• product manufacturing processes and use processes - private companies, 
• disposal processes - authorities, research institutes, and 
• transport processes and energy systems - specialised information centers. 
The same authors stress the need to move from static data bases 10 data networks, in which each 
individual expert body must update the data entered for their product system. This would be viable 
if each participant has a commercial interest in taking part in such networks. 
The third step according to Figure A2.2 is data validation and this may involve mass balances, 
energy balances and/or comparative analysis of emission factors. In case of obvious anomalies 
alternative data values have to be collected in order to fulfil! the data quality requirements 
established. With regard to missing data, the ISO 14041 (1999) document specifies as follows: 
For each data category andfor each reporting location where missing data is idemiJied. the treatmem 
of the missing data and data gaps should result in: 
• a "lIoll-zero" data value which isjllsrijied. 
• a "zero" data value ifjllstified. or 
• a calculated value based on the reported values from unit processes employing similar technology. 
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Two steps follow the validation of data: relating data to a unit process and relating data to the 
functional unit. Usually these steps involve simple mathematical calculations. Firstly, to relate data 
to a unit process a reference flow is established for each unit process and the inputs and outputs fo r 
that particular process are calculated in rela ti on to that re ference flow. Usually mass or energy units 
are used like, for example, input (and output) per kg (or ton) of material or input (and output) per 
MJ of energy. Relating data to the functional unit involves normalising the flows of all unit 
processes in the system to the funct ional unit. For this step the flow chart of the system is important , 
since it shows how the different unit processes are interconnected. Finally, all the nonnalised values 
for inputs and outputs for all unit processes involved in the system are aggregated in an inventory 
table. 
Refining the system boundaries is the lasl step in an inventory analysis and at this stage all the unit 
processes of the system are reviewed in light of the infonnation collected. This refining process 
mClY entail exclusion of unit processes or material flows considered unimportant, or inclusion of 
new unit processes which have became significant. These exclusion or inclusion processes are 
based on sensitivity analysis. The ISO 1404 1 makes the following statement with regard to this 
Issue. 
Reflecting the iteratil'e nall/re of LCA, decisions regarding the data to be included shall be based 011 (I 
semiriviry analysis to determine their significal/ce, thereby verifying the initial lInalysis (...). The initial 
product system boundaries shall be revised as appropriate i ll accordance with the cut-off criteria 
established ill the scope definitioll. This sensitivity analysis may result ill : 
• exclllsion of life cycle stages or IInit processes when lack of significallce can be shown by the 
sensitivity analysis; 
• exclusion of inpUlS and outputs which lack significance to 'he results of tite sllldy; 
• inelusion of new ullit processes, inputs and Oil/puts that are shown 10 be signijica1ll in the sensitivity 
analysis. 
The reSlllts of this refining process alld the sensitivity analysis shall be documented. This analysis 
serves to Urn it rile subsequent dat(l handling to those illput and outpw data which are determined to be 
sigllijicant to the goal of the LCA study (ISO 14041. 1999). 
In Curran (1996) it is argued that an historical review of a few LCI studies shows that the basic 
system approach to Le! methodology has remained consistent for the past 20 years. Most of these 
methodologies are based on material and energy balances for each of the processes making up the 
system and this LeA phase is considered to be one of the most established with regard to LeA 
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methodologies employed and developed. In spite of this consistency there are three areas where 
variabili ty of the methodology was reported and these are: 
• allocat ion of inputs and outputs from an industrial operation to the various products tha t are 
produced, 
• analysis of recycling systems, and 
• reporting of energy that is embodied in products entering or exiting the LCI system (Curran, 
1996). 
Allocation is the process of splitting the environmental burdens (inputs and outputs) for a process, 
which besides the main product also has one or more co-products of economical value. Allocation is 
defined by the Nordic Counci l (1994) as the act of partitioning (in some proport ionate shares) the 
responsibility for environmental impacts caused by processes in the life cycle and it is recognised 
that it is a traditional problem in LCA. They distinguish two situations with regard to allocation: 
• multi input/output processes - e.g. processes with coproducts of economic value and 
• open-loop recycling - e.g. products with no va lue for the producer but used as a raw material in 
another product system. 
The same h>TOUP suggests that allocation should be based on three guiding principles to be applied 
in the given descending order of priority: 
• natural causality 
• economic/social causality - fo r example expected gain or gross sales value 
• physical parameters (al location parameters) such as mass, energy content, exergy content, 
volume, molar content or even an arbitrary frac tion like the SO/SO alloca tion. 
The SO/50 allocation rule is recommended for simplified LCAs because this me thod of allocation 
ensures that infonnation on key issues is not lost (Lindfors (1995) and Jensen (1997)). 
The ISO 14041 document states that most industrial processes yield more than one product and 
they recycle intennediate or discarded products as raw materials. Therefore, the material and energy 
flows as well as associated environmental releases shall be allocated to the different products 
according to clearly defined procedures (ISO 14041, 1998, 11). This standard states three pri nciples 
for allocat ion. 
J. The sludy shall idelllify the process shared with other product systems and deal with them according 10 
the procedures presented; 
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2. The sum of the allocated inputs and outputs of a unit process shall equal the Ill/allocated inputs and 
outputs of the IIllit process; 
3. Whenever several alternative allocation procedures seem applicable, a sensitivity analysis shall be 
conducted to illustrate the cOl/sequences of the deparfllreJrom the selected approach. 
For the actual allocation procedures, the ISO 14041 standard suggests the follow ing stepwise 
successIon. 
/. Whenever pos:.-ible (llIocation should be avoided by: 
• dividing the Illlit processes to be allocated illfo two or more sllbprocesses and collecting the inplll (llld 
Olltput data related to these subprocesses 
• expanding the producl system 10 include /he additional functions related to coproducls. wking illto 
account the requiremenrs oflliefimctiollal llnit of the system 
2. Where allocation callnot be m 'oided, the illpllls and OlllpUIS of tlte sy:item should be partitioned between 
its differelll products or fill/cliollS ill 1I way which reflects the underlying physical relationship between 
th em; i.e. they shall reflect the w(lY il/ which the inpws (lnd the OlllplllS are ch(lnged by qU(ll/titative 
changes ill the products orfilflctiolls delivered by the :.ystem. The re~· lIltillg allocatioll wil! flo/necessarily 
be ill proportioll to allY simple measurements, SI/ch as the lIIas:.· or lIIolar flow of coproducts. 
3. Where physical relationship alolle canl/ot be established or used as the basis fOl" allocatiOll, the illPIflS 
should be allocated between the pI"oducls (llId fill/ctio"s ill a way which reflect other relatiol/ships 
between them. For example, inpllt alld output data might be allocated between coproducts in proportion 
to the economic value of the products. 
In Curran (1996) two main scenarios with regard to allocation are emphasised: coproduct allocation 
and recycling. For coproduct allocat ion the main methods are on a mass basis; however, in some 
cases other methods like stoichiometry (preferred for complex chemical react ions) or heat of 
reaction (preferred for the manufacture of hydrocarbons) may be more appropriate. Allocation on 
basis of economical value is discouraged, since economical value is not a physical parameter. With 
regard to recycling, two types are distinguished: industrial scrap and trim recycling and post 
consumer waste recycl ing. For both of these types ofrecycJing there are two variations as presented 
in Table Al.3. 
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Table Al.3: Allocat ion fo r the Different Types of Recyc ling 
Typ e of Recycling 
Industrial scrap and/or 
trim 











Assumes that the scrap/trim is waste 
None of the inputs/outputs to make this scrape 
are included 
Scrap/trim is viewed as a coproduct and 
allocation is made 
Inputs/outputs considered may be higher than 
virgin material due to additional 
(re)processing and transport. 
Assumes permanent recycling and reuse, 
therefore permanently dIverti ng materials 
from disposal and because of that the burdens 
of the initial virgin material used becomes 
negl igible. 
In reality there is no 100% recycling. 
Two possible scenarios are considered: 
• Materials recovered through recycling 
are used to manufacture a new product 
which is not recycled 
• Materials recovcred through recycling 
are considered to be waste and no 
burdens are attached to them. 
According to Curran ( \ 996) embodied energy can be defined in two ways in an inventory. The one 
option takes into consideration the energies of material resources as the energy content (higher 
heating value) of raw materials entering the system that are also commercial fuel sources for that 
spec ific area. The other opt ion defi nes embodied energy as the energy content of raw materials 
entering the system regardless of whether the materials are commercial fuel sources. 
In summary, for the inventory analysi s phase of an LCA study, methodologies have been 
established and are used. Standards have been set through the ISO 14041 document on the 
procedures of an LCA inventory analysis. 
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A 1.2.3 The Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) 
The impact assessment is the third phase of an Le A study and it has been defin ed as the phase of 
the LCA aimed at evaluating the significance ofpolential environmental impacts lIs ing the results of 
the life cycle inventory analys is (I SO 14040, 1997). The life cyc le impac t assessment uses se lected 
environmental issues (defin ed as impact categories) and indicators fo r each of these issues to model 
the data from the inventory. In genera l, th is process invo lves associat ing inventory data with 
spec ific env ironmental impacts and attempting to understand those impacts (I SO 14040, 1997). In 
most of the LCA studies publisbed so far the impact assessment phase had four steps: category 
definition, c lass ification, characteri sation and va luation (or we ighting) (see Figure AI.3). 
LIFE C YCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
1\.'I:u1(llllory elements 
I Se lection of impact categories. category ind icators and characterisation models I 
[ Assignment of LCI ~esu!ts (classification) [ 
I 
I Calculation ofcatcgory i ndica tor~esul t s (characterisation) I 
Category indicator rtsults (LCIA promc) 
Optional elements 
Calculation of the magni tude of category indicators results relative to reference information 
Category f"d;mdblu.t~).Ilts (LCIA profile) 
Grouping 
Weighti ng 
Data quali ty analysis 
Source: ISO 14042, 2000 
Figure Al.3: Elements of the Life Cycle Impact Assessment Phase 
As seen in the above fi gure the ISO 14042 document describes procedures and not specific 
methodologies or models for the life-cycle impact assessment phase. Therefore , all the impact 
assessment methods and methodologies are acceptable as long as they meet the ISO procedural 
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requirements. In the literature there are different methods which have been proposed for 
undertaking the characterisation and the valuation steps. With regard to characterisation there is 
consensus on the methods used for some of the impact categories developed. However, for 
valuation there are about 24 different methods which have been developed so far. Some authors 
include a fifth step called nonnalisation in their impact assessment, which usually takes place 
between the characteri sation and the valuation step. The ISO documents also consider normalisation 
as an optional element. 
The methodology developed by the Center for Environmental Science, Leiden University in The 
Netherlands (also known as the CML methodology) is one of the methodologies most used in 
Europe. This methodology is employed in this study and more practical details are presented In 
ChalHcT 4. This chapter includes infonnation about impact categories, category indicator and 
characterisation models as well as about the mandatory and the optional elements used in this study. 
Se/ectioll of impact categories, category indicators and classification models 
Selection of impact categories, category indicators and classification models is the first mandatory 
step required. The impact categories are selected in order to describe the impacts caused by the 
inputs and outputs of the studied product system, and this step should be a follow up of the 
decisions made in the goal and scope definition stage. Since several categories have been developed 
so far in the literature, there is very little need for developing new categories. An exception are the 
environmental issues which are important at a regional or local level, like salination and water 
shortage in South Africa. Therefore, this step is an exercise to best match the scope and goal of the 
study with the data collected and the categories available. 
ISO 14042 (2000) sets the a list of requirements for thi s step. 
• The selection 0/ impact categories, category indicators and characterisation models shall be COIISiStellf 
with the goal alld the scope 0/ the study 
• The sources 0/ impact categories, categOIY illdicators and characterisation models !I'hall be referenced 
• The selection o/impact calegories, categolY indicators alld characterisation models shall bejllstified 
• Accurate and descriptive names shall be provided/or the impact categories and category indicators 
• The selection 0/ impact categories shall reflect a comprehensive set 0/ environmental isslles related to 
the product system being studied, taki"g the goal alld scope ill consideration 
• The environmental mechanism alld char(lcter;Salion model which re/ale the LCI results to the category 
indicator and provide a basis/or characterisation/actors shall be described 
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• The appropriateness of /he charac/erisalion model IIsed for deriving /he category indicator ill the 
cOlZlext of/he goal and scope of the s/udy sh(lll be described. 
III additiOt) the followillg recolIJmenda/iolls apply for the selectioll of impact categories, category indicators 
and characterisation models: 
• the impact categories. categolY indica/ors and characterisation models )"hollld be internationally 
acceptf!d. i.e. based 011 all ill/emational agreement or approved by (I competelll illlernation(ll body 
• the impact categories sho/lld represent the aggregated emissions or resource /(se of the product ),ystem 
011 the category erulpoint(s) through the categO/y indicators 
• value choices and assumptions made during the selection of impact categorie),·. categOlJI indicators and 
characterisation models should be minimised 
• the impact categories. calegOly indicators and characterisatiOIl models should avoid double counting 
Ill/less required by rhe goal alld )"cope definition, for example. when fhe study includes both humall 
health and carc;nogellity 
• the clwmcterisatioll model for each categOIJI indicator should be SCientifically and technically valid, 
and based upon a distillct idenrifiable environmental mechanism and/or reproducible empirical 
observation 
• rhe e:(/ellt to which the characterisatiOIl model and the characterisation factors are scientifically and 
technically valid should be idelllified 
• the cDtegoly indicators should be environmentally relevtlrJI. 
The impact categories considered are: abiotic resources, biotic resources, global wannmg, 
stratospheric ozone depletion, ac idification, eutrophication, photochemical oxidant fonnation , 
ecotoxicological impacts, human toxico logical impacts, land use and work environment. Some of 
these impact categories are presented in more detail in C hapter 4. 
In add ition to the ISO requirements and recommendations, Lindfors et al (1995) suggest other 
issues to be considered when performing this step. These are enumerated as follows: completeness 
(all problems of relevance should be covered), pract icality (the li st should not contain an excessive 
number of categories), independence (double counting should be avoided by choosing mutually 
independent categories) and relation to characterisation step. 
For some of the impact categories enumerated above, there is general consensus about the impact 
categories, their category indicators and characterisation models. Such categories are global 
wanning, acidification and stratospheric ozone depletion. However, for other categories there are 
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differences and different research groups have developed unique category indicators and 
characterisation models. Such an example are the ecotoxicologicai impacts. 
Classijicat ion 
Classifica tion is the process by which inventory results are assigned to the impact categories chosen 
in the previous step. This is a qualitative step based on a sc ientific analysis of the relevant 
environmcntal processes. This sc ientific analysis makes up the characterisation model and 
determines the category indicator as in the ISO tenninology. ISO 14042 states: 
Wh en LCI results are aHigl1ed to impact categories, environmental is.n/es associated lVith the LCI call 
be highlighted. 
Assignment of LCI results to impact categorie!>· sholllrl consider the follolVing, lInless olher wise 
required by the goal and scope: 
• assignmenl of LCI resulls which are exclusive to olle impact c(l1egolY 
• itientific(l1ioll of LCI results which relate to more t/um olle impact category. includi'lg 
• distinction betll'eel/ parallel mechanisms, e.g. SO_, is allocated between lit!: impact categories of 
hllman health and acidification, alld 
• allocMioll among serial mechanisms. e.g. NOx may be assigned to both grollnd level o=one 
fOl"matioll (/lid acidijicalioll. 
If LCI results are unavailable or of insufficient data quality for the LCIA /0 achieve the goal alld scope 
of the swdy, either an iterMive riMa collection or an adjustment of the goal alld scope is required. 
Lindfors cl 01. (1995), Udo de Haes (1996) , Wenzel el al. (1997) and Guinee (1998) draw attenlion 
to the problems associated with multiple impacts and they give some examples: 
• parallel impacts; c.g. the toxic and the acidifying impacts of sulphur dioxide, 
• seria l impacts; e.g. heavy metals which first cause ecotoxicological impacts followed by 
impacts on human health. 
• indirect impacts; e.g. aluminium toxicity induced by acidification, 
• combined impacts; e.g. synergistic or antagonistic impacts of toxic substances. 
In dealing with these types of impacts two approaches are used. For parallel impacts. double 
counting is avoided by a division in the intervention. i.e. sulphur dioxide will contribute either 
towards ac idification or towards toxicity. However. there are no guidelines on how this division 
should be perfonned. For the serial and indirect impacts it is advised to consider all serial impact 
categories to the full extent (Guinee, 1998, 65), that means worst case scenarios for all of the 
impacts involved. 
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Onc of the latcst proposals for further development of the classification stage is forwarded by 
Chevalier and Rousseaux (1999) and it consists of building a coherent family of environmental 
criteria based on multicriterial decision-making tools. It is suggested that the classification stage is 
not just a sorting of impacts il/to categories, but the assignment oJ inventory flail's (0 impact 
categories which will form a coherent family of criteria (Chevalier and Rousseaux, 1999). They 
also introduce the concept of a cascade of effects to deal w ith parallel and indirect impacts and the 
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Source: Chevalier and Rousscaux, 1999 
Figure AI.4: Part of Ihe Sulphur Dioxide Cascade of Effects 
Characterisation or calculalion of category indicator results 
This is the third mandatory step according to the ISO procedures, and it involves the conversion of 
Lel results to common units and the aggregation of the converted results within an impact category. 
The result is one score for each impact category taken into consideration, a score which should 
reflect the loading for that particular category. In order to perform the conversion, characterisation 
(or equiva lency) factors are used. The characterisation factors used in this study, for each of the 
impact categories are presented in more detai l in the methodology section (see Chapter 4) and in 
Appendices 10 to 15. With regard to this step ISO 14042 specifies the following. 
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The method for calcl/laring indicator results shall be identified and dOCllmented, including the value-
choices find fls,mmpriolls used. 
The IIsefllblel's of the indicator reslIlts for a given goal alld scope depends all fh e accuracy, validity 
alld characteristics of the c!wracteril'ation models alld characterisation factors. The number (lnd kind 
of simplifying assumptions and vallle-choices used ill the characterisation model for fhe category 
indicator also V(lIY between impact categories. A trade-off often exists betll'een characterisatioll model 
simplicity (lnd accuracy. Variation ill the quality of category indiC(l/ors among impact categories may 
influence tlse DI'emll accuracy of the LCA study. for example: 
• the complexity of the elll'iron m(!/IUil mechanism between the system boundmy and the categolJI 
endpoint 
• the spatial and temporal characteristics. for example. the persistence of n substance ill the 
environment, and 
• the dose-response characteristics 
C(i1CII/atiOIl ofilldicator results involves two steps: 
• selecrioll and use of c/llIrtlcterisatioll factors to cOl/verttlte assignetl LCI results to common IInits; 
• aggregatioll o/ the cOllverted Lel results illlo the illdicator result , 
For some or the impact categories, there is consensus regarding the characteri sation factors or 
equivalency factors to be used. Such categories are global warming. acidificat ion and ozone 
depletion. However, for other impact categori es, like human and ecological toxic ity, biotic 
resources or land lIse, there is no consensus about characteri sation fac tors and different methods 
have been used. 
As can be seen from Figure A 1.3, characterisa tion, classification and selection of impact categories 
(with indicators and models) are the three mandatory steps according to ISO 14042. In addition to 
these mandatory steps this standard presents a series of optional steps, specifica ll y normalisation , 
grouping, weighting and data quality analys is (gravity analysis, uncertainty analysis and sensitivity 
analysis). The rollowing paragraphs brieny introduce these optional elements. 
Normalisation 
The normalisation step is the procedure by which the indicator (or score) for each impact category 
is compared in relation to baseline and/or reference information. ISO 14042 states that: 
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This procedure tram/arms all illdicator result by dividing it by a selected reference value. Some 
examples a/reference values are 
• the total emissiOlls or resource IIse for a given area. which may be global. regional. national or 
local. 
• the fOraf emissions or resource use for a given area on a per capita basis or similar measurements. 
and 
• a baseline scenario, sI/ch as given alternative prodllct systems. 
The selection of fhe reference system should consider the consistency 0/ the spatial and femporal 
l'cales of the enrichment mecll(mism alld Ihe reference value. 
The normalisation of the indicator results changes tile outcome a/the mandatory elements of the LCIA 
phase. Ir may be desirable to lIse several reference systems to show the consequences 01/ the outcome 
of mandalolY elemellts of the LCIA phase. A l'elll'itivity al/alysis lIIay provide additiollal illformalioll 
abolll the choice of reference. Tile collectioll of normalised indicalOr results represents a lIormalised 
[CIA profile. 
Grouping 
Grouping is the process by which impact categories are assigned together in one set. According to 
ISO 14042: 
Groupillg is all optiollal elemellt with two possible procedures: 
• to sort the impact categories on a Ilominal basis. e.g. by characteristics SI/ch as emissiom' alld 
resources or global. regiol/al and local spatial sCllles: 
• to rallk the impact categories ill (I given hierarchy. e.g. high. met/ium. lInd low priority. 
Rallking is based all value-choices. 
The application and use of grouping methods shaft be consistent with the goal and scope of the LCA 
study al/d it shall be /ully lrallsparent. 
Differellf illdividuals, olgallisatiolls, alld sociefies may have different preferences. therefore il is 
possible that different parties will reach differellt rankillg results based 011 the same indiClllor results 
01' normalised illdicator results. 
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Weightillg 
In order to deduce the relative importance of the indicator results or scores obtained for each of the 
impact categories another optional element, the weighting or valuation step, is introduced. This step 
is seldom based on natural science but on political or ethical va lues. ISO 14042 states the following 
regarding this step. 
H'eighling is an optional element with two possible procedl/res: 
I . fa COl/vert tile indicator results 01' I/ormalised results willl ~'elected weighting/actors; 
2. 10 possibly aggregate Ihese cOl/verted indiealor reslt"s or normalised resltlts across impact 
categories. 
Weightillg sleps are based 011 I'alue-choices alld are not based on na/ural science. 
rhe applicatiolllll/d l/l'e of weighting methods shall be COl/sisletJI IVilh th e goal mul scope of the LCA 
study and ;1 shall be flllly transparent. Differellt individuals. organisations and societies may have 
different preferences. therefore it is possible tllal different parties will reach diJlerellt weighting results 
based on the same jlldiCa/or results or normalised indicator resu/ls. III tul LCA study il may be 
desimble /0 use sel'cral diJlerem weighting factors ami wejgJuing me/hods. and (0 conduct sensitivity 
allalysis to assess the cOl/sequellces of different value-choices ami weighrillg methods. 
All weighlillg methods alld operations used shall be documellted to provide lrallsparellCY. Data and 
;1Ir1iCOlor results or lIormalised il/dicafor results reached prior 10 weighting ~' I/01I1d be made available 
together with the weighting results, rhi!>' enSl/res thal: 
• trade-off al/d other informatioll remain available to decision-makers alld to otherJ. and 
• IIsers call appreciale thefllli extelll and ramificlIIiofls a/the results. 
Different research groups developed different methods for weighting (or valuation). Lindeijer 
(1996) differentiated five different principles on which about 24 different methodologies are based. 
These arc: proxy approach, technology abatement approach, monetarisation, authorised goals or 
standards (also called "distance to target") approach and authoritative panels (also called "societal") 
approach. 
A1.2.4 Interp retation 
The interpretation is the fourth phase in life cycle assessment. The aim of th is phase is to reduce the 
number of quantitative and qualitative data gathered during an LeA study to a number of key 
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issues, which will be usable in a dccision-making process. However, this reduction should give an 
acceptable coverage and representation of the previous phases in an LeA. 
The objectives of life cycle illterpretation are 10 analyse results. reach cOl/cll/sions. explain limitations 
alld provide recommendations based on thejindillgs of the preceding phases of the LCA or LCI sllldy 
(llId to report the results of the life cycle interpretation ill a tral/sparel/t mal/I/er. 
Life cycle illterpretation is also intended to provide a readily IIl1der~· talldable. complete alld consistent 
presentation of the results of al/ LCA 01' LCI study. ill accordance with tile goal and scope of the study 
(ISO 14043,2000,2). 
As illustrated in Figure A 1.2, interpretation is performed in interaction with the three olher phases 
of the LeA. Jfthe resu lts of these previous phases are nol good enough to match the goal and scope 
as set at the beginning of the study, then improvements are needed . This includes improving the 
inventory analysis by e.g. further data collection, changing the bOlmdaries or improving the quality 
of data. As a result, the impact assessmen t would have to be repeated. These iterative processes 
must be repeated until the requirements ill the goal and seoping phase are fulfilled (Jenssen et al., 
1997) as described by the interpretation steps. The three principal steps of the interpretation 
according to the ISO 14043 standard are: identification of the significant issues based on the Lel 
and LCIA phases of the LCA, evaluation (completeness, sensitivity and consistency checks) and 
conclusions, recommendations and reporting. The interrelationship between these steps, the 
interpretat ion phase and the other phases is presented in Figure A 1.5: 
Significant issues to be identified include inventory data categories (energy, emissions, waste, etc.), 
impact categories (global warming potential , ac idification potential , etc) or essential contributions 
from life cycle stages such as individual unit processes or groups of processes (e.g. transportation or 
energy production). 
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Life Cycle Assessment Framework 
Int erpreta ti on phase - Goa l a nd scope de fi nit ion 
I. Identifica tion o f 2. Eva lua tion by : 
sig nificant iss ues - completeness check sensitivity check 
H Inve ntory a na lysis - consistency check other checks 
~ 
C onclusions. 
reco mm enda ti ons 
~ Impac t assess ment ~ and reporti ng 
Sou r ce: modifi ed after ISO 14043 
Figure A 1.5: Relationships of the E lements within t he Inte rpretat ion P hase with the O ther 
P hases o f LeA 
The sensiti vity check is a sc ient ific proced ure by which the effects of variations in the different 
parameters of the study are calculated . The objective of such a check is to assess the re liabi li ty of 
the fi nal res ults and conclus ions by determi ning whether they are affected by uncertaint ies in the 
data, al location methods or calculat ion of category indicator results. etc. (ISO 14042, 2000). 
Different "what if' scenarios are used in sensitivity ana lysis. 
The consistency check is a qllalitative procedllre determining "whether the assumptions, me/hods and 
dalo are consislent with the goal and scope" (ISO 14043, 2000, 6). Four main questions must be asked 
with regard to checking/or consistency, and these are: 
I. Are differences in data qualify along a product system life cycle and between different 
product systems consistentlYilh the goal and scope o/the stlldy? 
2. Have Ihe regional and/or lemporal differences. if any. been consislenlly applied? 
3. Have Ihe allocation rules and the syslem bOllndaries been consistently applied to all prodllcl 
systems? 
4. Have the elements of impact assessment been consistently applied? ( ISO 14043,2000) 
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In addition to completeness, sensitivity and consistency checks other checks like uncertainty 
analysis and data quality assessments may be perfonned. 
The final steps of the interpretation phase are the conclusions, recommendations and reporting. 
These steps are more or less similar to the traditional concluding and recommending part of a 
scientific and technical assessment or investigation (Jensen et al., 1997). Lindfors et a!. (1997) give 
strict requirements on the information that should be included in a LeA report. Furthermore, they 
give a list of headings and the conten t for what each heading should include. 
AI.4 C onclusion 
The main conclusion to thi s section is that there is no sing le correct way to conduct a LeA and to 
develop a consistent approach in the emerging field of LeA several guidelines have been 
developed. Two of the initi atives which gained widespread consensus in the LCA fraternity are the 
SETAC guideline produced in the early 1990s and more recently the LeA ISO series of standards. 
These guidelines do not prescribe rigid methodologies but a seri es of procedures to fo llow in order 
to cover all areas considered important. 
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APPENDIX 2 
UMGENI WATER GUIDELINES FOR WATER 
QUALITY 
A2 - I 
Table A2.1: Physical , organoleptic and chemical requirements 
Dcternllnanas Upper Limit and Ranges 
Unils Class 0 Class 1 Class 1I 
(Ideal) (Acceptable) (Max 
allowable) 
PhYSical and organo ephc reqUirement 
Colour mg/L 15 20 50 
Conductivity mS/m 70 150 370 
Disso lved solids mg/L 450 1000 2400 
Odour Ton 1 5 10 
pH value pH units 6.0 - 9.0 5.0 9.5 4.0 10.0 
Taste FNT 1 5 10 
Turbidity NTU 0.1 1 10 
Chenllca l reqUIrements: macro-determm:lnds 
Anunonia as N mglL 0.2 1.0 2.0 
Calc ium as Ca mglL 80 150 300 
Chl oride as Cl mglL 100 200 600 
Fluoride as F mg/L 0.7 1.0 1.5 
Magnesi um as Mg mglL 30 70 100 
Nitrate and nitrite as N mg/L 6.0 10.0 20.0 
Potassi um as K mg/L 25 50 100 
Sodium as Na mglL 100 200 400 
Su lfate as S04 mg/L 200 400 600 
Zinc as Zn mglL 3.0 5.0 10.0 
L llemlc3T reqUIrements: nllcro-detcrmmanClS 
Aluminium as Al ~lglL 150 300 500 
Antimony as Sb f,gIL 5 10 50 
Arsenic as As ~lglL 10 50 200 
Cadmium as Cd ~glL 3 5 20 
Chromium as Cr "glL 50 100 500 
Cobalt as Co ~g/L 250 500 1000 
Copper as Cu ~g/L 500 1000 2000 
Cyanide (free) as CN ~gIL 70 70 70 
Cyanide (recoverable) as CN ~g/L 70 200 300 
Iron as Fe ~glL 10 200 2000 
Lead as Pb pg/L 10 50 100 
Manganese as Mn f,glL 50 100 1000 
Mercury as Hg f,glL 1 2 5 
Nickel as Ni ~glL 50 150 350 
Selenium as Se ~g/L 10 20 50 
Vanadium as V IJg/L 100 200 500 
lCIiemlcaT requirements: organic determlnancJs 
Dissolved organic ca rbon as C mgIL 5 10 20 
Total trihalomethanes pg/L 100 200 300 
Phenols ~glL 1 10 70 
[0 , The InlltS for Iron are-l)ased on aesthetic aspects 
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Table A2.2 : Microbiological requirements 
Llctcrmmands ~mts . A~~wable compliance contnbutlon 
,;:, -/0 mill. I q 70 max. I -/0 max. 
UPPER LIMITS 
Heterotroph ic plate count CountlmL 100 1000 10000 
Total coliform Countl lOO mL Not detected 10 100 
Faecal coliform Countl l OO mL Not detected I 10 
Somatic coliphagcs CountllO mL Not detected I 10 
Enteric vimses Countl l OO mL Not detected I 10 
Protozoan parasites CountllOO mL Not detected I 10 
(G ia rd ia/Crytosporidi urn) 
.. The allowab le compliance contribution shall be at least 95 % to the li mits indicated in column 3, with a 
maximum of4 % and 1 % respective ly, to the limits indicated in columns 4 and 5 
TI1C objec tive of disinfection should, neverthc less, be to attain tOO % compliance to the limi ts 
indicated in column 3. 
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APPENDIX 3 
LIST OF LeA SOFTWARE 
AJ - I 
LIST OFLCA SOFTWARE AVAILABLE IN 1999 
Na me ender VersIOn Lost, .K vata 
Location 
I. Boustead Boustead 2 24 Europe 
Phone : +44 403 864 561 
Fax : +44 403 865 284 
2. CLEAN EPRI 2 14 U.S. 
Phone: +1 4159605918 
Fax : + 1 415 960 5965 
3. CUM PAN Univers ity of Hohenheim Unknown Unknown Germany 
4. EcoAssessor PIRA Unknown Unknown UK 
5. EcoManager Franklin Associates, Ltd. I 10 Europe I V.S. 
Phone: +\ 913 649 2225 
Fax : + 1913 649 6494 
6. ECONTROL Ockoscience Unknown Unknown Switzerland 
7. EcoPack2000 Max Bolliger 2.2 5.8 Switzerland 
8. EcoPro EMPA I Unknown Switzerland 
Phone: +4 171300101 
Fax : +4171300199 
9. EcoSys Sandia / DOE Prototype Unknown U.S. 
10. EDIP Inst. For Prod . Deve !. Prototype Unknown Denmark 
Phone: +45 4295 2522 
11 . EMIS Carbotech Unknown Unknown Switzerland 
12. EPS IVL I Unknown Sweden 
Fax:+4631482180 
13. GaBi IPTS 2 10 Germany 
Phone: +49 7021 942 660 
Fox : +49 7021942661 
14. Heraklit Fraunhofer Inst. Unknown Unknown Gennany 
Phone: +49 8914900989 
Fax : +49 89 149009 80 
15. IDEA II ASA (A) I VTT (SF) Unknown Unknown Europe 
Phone: +358 (0) 465 6538 
16. KCLlECO Finnish Paper Inst. I 3.6 Finland 
Phone: +358 943 71 1 
Fax : +358 9464305 
17. LeA I P&G /ETH I Not avail. Europe 
18. LCAD Bauelle I DOE Prototype < I U.S. 
19. LeA IT Chalmers Industriteknik 2.0 3.5 Sweden 
Phone: + 46 31 7724237 
Fax : + 46 31 82 7421 
20. LCASys Philips I ORIGrN Unknown Unknown Netherlands 
21. LlMS Chem Systems I 25 U.S. 
Phone: + 1 91463 1 2828 
Fax : + 194163 1 8851 
22. LMS Eeo-Inv. Tool Christoph Machner I Unknown Austria 
23. Oeko-Base II Peter Meier Unknown 5.5 Switzerland 
Phone: +4 1 1 277 3076 
Fax : +4 1 1277 3088 
24. PEMS PlRA 3.1 9.1 Ave. 
Phone : +44 0 1372 02000 European 
Fax : +44 0 13 72 802238 
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Name v enao r v ersIOn ..... ost, $K vala 
Loca tion 
25 . PIA BMI/TME 1.2 1.4 Europe 
Phone: +3 1 703464422 
Fax , +3 1703623469 
26. PIUSSOECOS PSI AG Unknown Unknown Germany 
27. PLA Visionik ApS Unknown Unknown Denmark 
Fox : +45 3313 4240 
28. REG IS SinumGmbh Unknown Unknown Switzerland 
Phone : +4151376 1 
29. REPAQ FranklLn Assoc iates, Ltd. 2 10 U.S. 
Phone: + 1 9 136492225 
Fax ,+19 136496494 
30. SimaPro Pre Consu lting 3.1 3 Netherlands 
Phone : + 3 1 33461 1046 
Fax , +31 33465 2853 
31. Sima Tool Leiden Univ. Prototype Unknown Netherlands 
32. Simbox EA WAG Unknown Unknown Switze rland 
33. TEAM Ecobalance 1.15 & 2.0 10 Europe I U.S. 
Phone: + 1301548 1750 
Fax : +1301548 1760 
34. TEM IS Oko- Inslitul 2 0.3 Europe 
Phone: +49 761473130 
Fax : +49 761 475437 
35. TetraSolver TetraPak Unknown Unknown Europe 
36. Umberto IFEU Unknown Unknown Germany 
Phone : +49 40 462033 
Fax : +49 40 462034 
37. Umcon Particip Gmbh Unknown Unknown Germany 
38. Oekobilanz von BUWAL EXCEL- 0.25 Switzerland 
PackSloffen fil es 
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APPENDIX 4 
VALUATION (WEIGHTING) METHODS 
A4 - 1 
VALUATION METHODS 
Lindeijer (l996) reviews the different valuation methods as follows. 
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APPENDIX 5 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SHEETS FOR 
ULTRAFIL TRA TION MODULES 
AS - I 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SHEETS FOR ULTRAFILTRATION MODULES 
1. Module specification: 250mm OD, length 1250 mm, flux 50 L/m2h, 4 740 modules 
Dimensiolls 
Number of capillaries per module 
Diameter of capillary 
Filtration length of capillary (excludes epoxy moulded part) 
Filtration area per capillary 
Filtration area per module 
Cross-sectional flow area per capillary 
Cross-sectiona l flow area per module 
COllditiolls (or ideal {iflration 
Cross flow velocity through capillary 
Feed pressure 
Assumed flux 
Assu med water recovery 
Flo"'rale.~ mul CletlllilH! ill Place (ClP) 
Permeate / Product flawfalc per module 
Raw feed flowrate per module 
Reject flowrate per module 
Backflush flowrate per module· 
Downtime duration per CIP 
Assumed no. of CIP's over a 30 day period 
Other downti me per 30 day period 
Downtime per day 
Vol. of water required per module for CIP 





No. of filtration and back flushes per day 
Volllmes o{water per day 
Water volume used for backflushes 
Total water produced per module during filtTation 
Net volume produced (Net Vol ., Tot Vol· (VOlIlF + VolcIP» 
































42026. t Lld/module 
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2. Module specification: 250mm OD, length 1250 mm, flux 100 L/m2h, 2 370 modules 
DimC!nsionS 
Number of capillaries per module 
Diameter of capillary 
Filtration length of capillary (excludes epoxy moulded part) 
Filtration area per capillary 
Filtrat ion area per module 
Cross·sectional flow area per capillary 
Cross-sectional flow area per module 
Comliriolts (or hleal filtratioll 
Cross flow velocity through capillnry 
Feed pressu re 
Assumed flux 
Assumed water recovery 
FlOlVrllfeS alld CIC!aning in Place (CIP) 
Penneate I Product flowrate per module 
Raw feed flowrate per module 
Reject tlowrate per module 
Backflush tlowrate per module· 
Downtime duration per CIP 
Assumed no. of C IP's over a 30 day period 
Other downtime per 30 day period 
Downtime per day 
Vol. of water required per module for CIP 





No. of filtration and back flushes per day 
Volllmes o(wafer per day 
Water volume used for backflushes 
Total water produced per module during filtration 
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3. Module specification : 250mm OD, length 1670 mm, flux 50 L/m2h , 3240 modules 
DimCIHiol/s 
Number of capi llaries per module 
Diameter of capillary 
Filtration length of capilla ry (excludes epoxy mou lded part) 
Filtration area per capi llary 
Filtration area per module 
Cross-sectional flow area per capi llary 
Cross-sectional flow area per module 
COl/ditiOlt.'> for ideal {ittratiOIl 
Cross flow velocity through capillary 
Feed pressure 
Assumed flux 
Assumed water recovery 
F1owr(l(es alld Cleaning ill Place (CIP) 
Permeate I Product flowrate per modulc 
Raw feed flowratc pcr module 
Rejec t flowratc per modu le 
Backfl ush flowrate per module· 
Downtime duration per CIP 
Assumed no. ofCIP's over a 30 day period 
Other downtime per 30 day period 
Downtime per day 
Vol. of water required per module for CIP 





No. of filtration and backflushes per day 
Volumes o(water per day 
Water volume used for back flushes 
Total water produced per module during filtration 

























58 1.4 LiCIP 
38.8 LiCI Pld 
60, 
600 s 
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4. Module specification: 250mm OD, length 1670 mm, flux 100 LMI-I, 1620 modules 
Dim ensiolls 
Number of capillaries per module 
Diameter of capillary 
Fi ltration length of cap ill ary (excludes epoxy mou lded part) 
Filtration area per cap ill ary 
Filtration area per module 
Cross~sectiona l flow area per capill ary 
Cross~sectiona l flow area per module 
COl/djljolls (01' idenl fi/lrnlioll 
Crossflow velocity through capil lary 
Feed pressure 
Assumed fl ux 
Assumed wa ter recovery 
F/olVrates {llIIf Cleaning ;1l Place rClPI 
Permeate I Product fl owrate per module 
Raw feed flowrate per modu le 
Reject flowrate per module 
Backflush flowrate per module· 
Downtime duration per ClP 
Assumed no . of ClP's over a 30 day period 
Other downtime per 30 day period 
Downtime per day 
Vol. of water required per modu le for ClP 
Vol. of water per module per Cl P per day 




No. of filtration and backflushes per day 
Volumes o(watel' per duv 
Water volume used for back fl ushes 
Total water produced per module during filtration 


























38.8 UC IP/d 
60 s 
600 s 
1.5 times permeation flow 
127 cyc les 





CALCULATION SHEETS FOR PUMPS AND PIPES 
INVOLVED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
MEMBRANE FLTRATlON PLANT 
A6 - I 
SAM PLE CA LCULA nON FOR THE PUMPS NEEDED FOR SCENARIO 3A 
(WORST CASE SCENARIO) PERMEATE LINE 
This sample calculation is an explanation on how the values presented in the calculat ion sheet 
entitled Pumps Neetlef/ have been obtained. This calculation sheet is referred to as pumps sheet in 
thi s section. The permeate flowrate as presented in the technical specification for thi s type of 
module (see Appendix 5, part 3) expressed in L/h was divided by a factor of 3600 to obtain the 
flowrate per module in LIs (2924.91 : 3600 = 0.8\ LIs). This value was multiplied by 3D, the 
number of modules per bank for this scenario (0.8 \ '" 30 = 24.30 Llh) and this is the value presented 
in the second column in the pumps sheet for scenario 3A, permeate line. The name of this column in 
the pumps sheet is Flow/bank, since this is the penneate flow in the pipe collecting the penneate for 
the 30 modules for one bank. The pressure head needed for this line is 10 m (equivalent to 1 Bar, 
see assumpt ions pumps sheet). Knowing the flux and the pressure head, the size of the pump 
required was established as in the following figure. 
n .. 1450 1/min 
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As can be seen from tbe above figure in the case where the point resu lting from the two parameters 
(flow and pressure head) was between two pump sizes, the higher pump was chosen. In this case it 
is a 100-200 size pump and the size is presented in the third column (named Pump Size) of the 
pUlllpS calculation sheet. Once the size of the pump is known and its rotational speed (n= 1450 
Ilrnin), pUlllpS performance curves have been used to determine the power needed and the 
effic iency of the pump (see Figure A6.2). By using the flow and the pressu re head, the first graph 
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Figure A6.2: Pump Performance Curves 




In the third graph, by using the impelJer diameter and the flow (Us) the power needed was 
established (3.4 kW). Since this pump has an efficiency of 75 % the real power needed was 
ca lculated (3.4: 0.75 = 4.53 kW, rounded up to 4.6 kW). This value is presented in column number 
six (named P Power)in the pumps sheet. In column number seven (named MOlor £) the final value 
for the power needed is presented and this value was calculated by taking into account an efficiency 
of 85 % needed by the motor (4.6 : 0.85 = 5.41 kW). The motor efficiency values were been 
obtained from FEMCO, a local manufacturer of electric motors and pumps. To obtain the total 
value for power consumption for this line the power needed for each bank of modules (5.4 1 kW) 
was multiplied by the number of banks (or batches), in this case 108 and by the time a pump is in 
action (21.82 h) I during a day. For scenario 3A, the scenario of this sample calculation, thi s gives a 
value of 12 751.395 kWhfd. This is the value presented in column eleven (named Total power per 
day) in the pumps calculat ion sheet. For this scenario the power needed by all 4 lines is added and 
the result is 38 062.20 kWh/d. To obtain the power needed for I kL of potable water this total value 
is divided by the amount of potable water produced in a day expressed in kL (38 062.20 : 198 670 = 
0.192 kWhlkL). 
In addition to ca lculations for power consumption, the pumps sheet contains information about the 
motor size (column number eight named Motor) and about the material consumption for pumps and 
motors. Column number nine, named Weight, presents the weight of the pump and motor needed for 
one bank of modules and column ten, named Tweight. presents the total weight for the pumps and 
the motors needed for that scenario. The total we ight was obtained by multiplying the weight 
needed for one bank by the number of banks needed by the scenar io . 
... The lime used in this ealculalion was obtained by substracting downtime due to C[P and general downtime ([2 
h/monlh+ 10 himonlh = 22 h/month; 22 hlmonth di vided by 30 days = 0.73 hId downtime) and baekflush (1.45 hId). The 
calculations arc: 24 - 0.73 - 1.45 '" 21.82. 
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PUMPS NEEDED 
Assumptions: for each line (permeate, raw feed, bacKflusn and reject) a pump will service a bank of 30 or 60 modules 
Assumptions with regard to pressures: 
Filtration pressure 1.5 Bar } 1.~ Bar 
Pressure loss 0.4 Bar 
B/F pressure 2.2 Bar 
Permeate pressure 1 Bar 
SUMMARY A: 30 Modules Qer bank B: 60 Modules Qer bank 
TOTAL FOR THE OPTIONS Weight (kg) Power/d kWh/kL Weight (kg) Power/d kWh/kL 
(KWh) (kWh) 
1. 250/1025mm, low flux 23700 28339.76 0.143 18565 27841 .79 0.140 
2. 250/1025mm, high flux 18565 27841 .79 0.140 18800 35508.23 0.179 
3. 250/1500mm, low flux 25380 38062.2 0.192 worst 17226 29381.92 0.148 
4. 250/1500mm, high flux 17226 29381 .92 0.148 12933 25953.87 0.131 best 
SCENARIOS 
30 Modules 
1A. 250/1025mm, low flux, 4725 modules 
Flow/batch Head Pump Size No P Power Motor E Motor Weight T. weight Time/24 h Total power per day 
Permeate I Product 16.66 Us 10 80·200 158 2.50 3.13 3.00 38 6004 21.82 10772.14 
Raw feed 17.53 Us 19 80·250 158 3.80 4.52 5.50 68 10744 21 .82 15593.96 
Reject 0.88 Us 10 32·200 158 0.31 0.46 0.55 17 2686 23.27 1676.12 
Backflush 0.88 Us 22 32·250 158 1.00 1.30 1.50 27 4266 1.45 297.53 
(158 banks· 4740 modules rounded) 23700 28339.76 
2A. 250/1025mm, high flux, 2357 modules 
Flow/batch Head Pump Size No P Power Motor E Motor Weight T. weight Time/24 h Total power per day 
Permeate I Product 33.31 Us 10 100·200 79 4.60 5.41 5.50 68 5372 21 .82 9327.41 
Raw feed 35.06 Us 19 100·250 79 9.00 10.17 11 .00 123 9717 21.82 17527.56 
Reject 1.75 Us 10 32·200 79 0.31 0.46 0.55 17 1343 23.27 838.06 
Backflush 1.75 Us 22 32·250 79 1.00 1.30 1.50 27 2133 1.45 148.77 
(79 banks· 2370 modules rounded) 18565 27841.79 
A6· 
3A. 250/1500mm, low flux, 3229 modules 
Flow/batch Head Pump Size No P Power Motor E Motor Weight T. weight Time/24 h Total power per day 
Permeate I Product 24.37 Us 10 100·200 108 4.60 5.41 5.50 68 7344 21 .82 12751.39 
Raw feed 25.66 Us 19 100·250 108 9.00 10.17 11.00 123 13284 21.82 23961.72 
Reject 1.28 Us 10 32·200 108 0.31 0.46 0.55 17 1836 23.27 1145.71 
Backftush 1.28 Us 22 32·250 108 1.00 1.30 1.50 27 2916 1.45 203.38 
(108 banks· 3240 modules rounded) 25380 38062.20 
4A. 250/1500mm, high flux, 1615 mod. 
Flow/batch Head Pump Size No P Power Motor E Motor Weight T. weight Time/24 h Total power per day 
Permeate I Product 48.75 Us 10 125·250 54 9.00 10.17 11.00 123 6642 21.82 11980.86 
Raw feed 51.31 Us 19 125·250 54 12.50 13.97 15.00 144 7776 21.82 16454.16 
Reject 2.57 Us 10 40·200 54 0.46 0.63 0.75 18 972 23.27 797.28 
Backftush 2.57 Us 22 40·250 54 1.50 1.91 2.20 34 1836 1.45 149.62 
(54 banks ·1620 modules rounded) 17226 29381.92 
60 Modules 
1 B. 250/1025mm, low flux, 4725 modules 
Flow/batch Head Pump Size No P Power Motor E Motor Weight T weight Time/24 h Total power per day 
Permeate I Product 33.311 Us 10 100·200 79 4.60 5.41 5.50 68 5372 21.82 9327.41 
Raw feed 35.065 Us 19 100·250 79 9.00 10.17 11 .00 123 9717 21 .82 17527.56 
Reject 1.7532 Us 10 32·200 79 0.31 0.46 0.55 17 1343 23.27 838.06 
Backftush 1.7532 Us 22 32·250 79 1.00 1.30 1.50 27 2133 1.45 148.77 
*Reject equals backftush for dead end filtration 18565 27841.79 
79 banks 
2B. 250/1025mm, high flux, 2357 modules 
Permeate I Product 66.623 Us 10 150·250 40 10.00 11.30 15.00 144 5760 21 .82 9860.79 
Raw feed 70.129 Us 19 150·315 40 26.00 28.26 30.00 270 10800 21.82 24662.70 
Reject 3.5065 Us 10 40·200 40 0.70 0.93 1.10 22 880 23.27 868.75 
Backftush 3.5065 Us 22 40·250 40 1.60 2.00 2.20 34 1360 1.45 116.00 
40 banks 18800 35508.23 
A6· 6 
3B. 250/1500mm, low flux, 3229 modules 
Flow/batch Head Pump Size No P Power Motor E Motor Weight T weight Time/24 h Total power per day 
Permeate I Product 48.749 LIs 10 125-250 54 9.00 10.17 11.00 123 6642 21.82 11980.86 
Raw feed 51.314 Us '19 125-250 54 12.50 13.97 15.00 144 7776 21.82 16454.16 
Reject 2.5657 LIs 10 40-200 54 0.46 0.63 0.75 18 972 23.27 797.28 
Backftush 2.5657 Us 22 40-250 54 1.50 1.91 2.20 34 1836 1.45 149.62 
54 banks 17226 29381.92 
4B. 250/1500mm, high flux, 1615 modules 
Permeate / Product 97.497 Us 10 150-250 27 13.00 14.53 15.00 144 3888 21.82 8556.16 
Raw feed 102.63 Us 19 150-315 27 26.00 28.14 30.00 270 7290 21.82 16575.25 
Reject 5.1314 Us 10 50-200 27 0.90 1.17 1.50 27 729 23.27 734.36 
I 
Backftush 5.1314 Us 22 50-250 27 1.80 2.25 3.00 38 1026 1.45 88.09 
27 banks 12933 25953.87 
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SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR THE PIPES NEEDED FOR SCENARIO 3A 
(WORST CASE SCENARIO) PERMEATE LINE 
Th is sample calculation is an explanation of how the values presented in the fo llowing calcul ation 
sheets enti tled Small Pipes, Intermediate Pipes and Large Pipes have been obta ined. The small 
pipes and the large pipes arc the same regardless of how many modules arc arranged in a bank, and 
there fore, are presented as common for a scenario ( i.e. they will be the same for scenario I A and 
I B). The intermediate pipes arc influenced by how Ill a ny modules arc arranged in a bank and 
therefore the pipes needed are presented separately for each scenario. 
In the calculation sheet entitled Small Pipes the fl ow rate for scenario 3 (common for A and B) for 
the permeate line was expressed in Us by employing the same calculation as in the sample 
ca lculation for pumps. By lI s ing thi s va lue the outer diameter (OD) was ca lculated by using the 
formula presented in the sheet (OD = sqroot from (area*4/pi), where area = now (m3/s) : veloc ity 
(111 /s), the veloc ity was asslImed to be 2.5 m/s ). The calculated OD, together with the pressure in the 
line, determined the size of the pipes by using standardi sed pipe schedules obtained from Natal 
Plastics, the pipe manu facturers (see Figure A6.3). 
O UTSIDE SIZE C LASS C LASS C LASS CLASS CI.ASS 
DIM.1ETER • , • " " 
mn. in{ II n.m " mm " mm " mm " mm " 
20 ". " 0.81 
" '!. " 103 I.. 1.29 
" 
, " '" , .  U9 ,.. 2.08 
" l it, U ' " " 2.02 2.' 2>, 30 '" 
" '" " '" " 2.58 22 '" " '96 " ." 
" 2 " 2" " '" " '" " '" " '" 
" 2 Y. L. 3.30 22 ." 32 6.37 " .n " n 66 
90 , " 4.74 2.2 7.0~ 39 10.0S " 1296 " 167S 
'" '" 22 ". ' .2 10.22 4.' 14.85 6.' 18 58 " 25 1 I 
'" • 2.' 9. 16 ,., 13.4 1 ••  19.36 U 25 12 " 32.37 
140 • 28 11 49 ... 1667 60 24.13 " 3140 10.4 40.64 
"0 6 ' .2 15 0) .., 21 92 " 31 78 •. , 41.)4 '" SJ26 
200 • 39 23.02 ••  3446 " 4964 11.3 6440 ,n SU O . . 1 hIS lable sho"s the minimum walllhlckncM and mass pcr 6 m pipe for uch SIZt and class currenll) manufactured . 
(For SlIndlrd pipe only) 
Figure A6.3: Pipe Schedules for PVC Pipes for the Permeate Line for Scenario 3 
sma ll pipes for 
scenario 3A 
intermediate pipe: 
for scenario 3A 
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The calculations for the intermediate pipes proceeded in a similar fashion as the ones done for the 
small pipes. The only difference is that different sizes of pipes have been calculated for different 
module arrangements. For scenario 3A the permeate flow associated with one module was 
multip lied by the number of modules in a bank (0.81 • 30 = 24.3 Us), giving the flow in an 
intemlcdiatc pipe for this scenario. This flow was used to calculate the OD of the pipe needed. and 
by using the OD the pipe size was established with the help of the standard ised pipe schedules used 
before, since it was assumed they are made out of PVc. 
A similar calculation was employed for large pipes. The only difference is that in calculat ing the 
OD. the fl ow per line was used. This flow was obtained by multiplying the flow per module by the 
number of modules used for that scenario. In the case of scenario 3 the calculation done was as 
follows: 0 .8 \ • 3 240 = 2 632.42 Us. Since this flow is too large for the largest standard steel pipe 
manufactured, two steel pipes have been assumed, each carrying half of this flow. Therefore, in 
calculati ng the OD (by the same formula as for small pipes) a flow of I 316.21 Us was used. A 
similar pipe schedule (sec Figure A6.3) was used for steel pipe calculat ions. This schedule was 
obtained from Process Pipe (Tel . 031·481211), a steel pipe distributor. 
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Small Pipes 
Formula for OD; sqroot from (area-4fpi), area::flow(m'1s)/velocity(m/s), velocity=2.S rnls 
Pipes 
1. 250/102Smm, low flux, 4725 mod. Flow Ca le. OD (mm) Size 
Permeate I Product 0.56 Us 16.8 3/8" 
Raw feed 0.58 Us 17.3 1/2" 
Reject 0.03 Us 3.9 1/8" Smallest available 
Back flush 0.03 Lis 3.9 1/8" Smallest available 
·Reject equals backflush for dead end filtration 
(4740 modules roounded) 
2. 250/1025mm, high flux , 2357 mod. 
Permeate I Product 1.11 Us 23.8 1" 
Raw feed 1.17 Us 24.4 1" 
Reject 0.06 Lis 5.5 1/8" Smallest available 
8ackflush 0.06 Lis 5.5 1/8" Smallest available 
(2370 modules rounded) 
3, 250/1500mm, low flu x, 3229 mod. 
Permeate I Product 0.81 Lis 20.3 3/4" 
Raw feed 0.86 Lis 20.9 3/4" 
Reject 0.04 Lis 4 .7 1/6" Smallest available 
Backflush 0.04 Lis 4 .7 1/8" Smallest available 
(3240 modules rounded) 
4. 250/1500mm, high flux, 1615 mod. 
Permeate I Product 1.62 Lis 28.8 1 1/4" 
Raw feed 1.71 Lis 29.5 1 1/4" 
Reject 0.09 Lis 6.6 1/8" Smallest avaitable 
8ackflush flowrate per module 0.09 Lis 6.6 1/8" Smallest available 
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Intermediate Pipes 
Formula for OD: sqroot from (area*4/pi), area:flow(m3/s}/velociMm/s}, velocity=2.5 m/s 
A. Batches of 30 modules B. Batches of 60 modules 
1. 250/1025mm, low flux, 4725 mod. A. Pipes B. Pipes 
Flow/mod. Flow/bank Calc. OD (mm) Size Flow/bank Calc. OD (mm) Size 
Permeate 1 Product 0.56 Us 16.66 92.1 31/2" 33.31 130.3 5" 
Raw feed 0.58 Us 17.53 94.5 4" 35.06 133.6 6" 
Reject 0.03 Us 0.88 21.1 3/4" 1.75 29.9 11/4" 
Backflush 0.03 Us 0.88 21.1 3/4" 1.75 29.9 11/4" 
*Reject equals backftush for dead end filtration 
(158 banks) 79 banks 
2. 250/1025mm, high flux, 2357 mod. 
Permeate I Product 1.11 Us 33.31 130.3 5" 66.62 184.2 8" 
Raw feed 1.17 Us 35.06 133.6 6" 70,13 189.0 8" 
Reject 0,06 Us 1.75 29,9 11/4" 3.51 42,3 11/2" 
Backflush 0.06 Us 1.75 29,9 11/4" 3,51 42.3 11/2" 
(79 banks) 40 banks 
3, 250/1500mm, low flux, 3229 mod. 
Permeate 1 Product 0,81 Us 24.37 111.4 5" 48.75 157.6 6" 
Raw feed 0,86 Us 25,66 114.3 5" 51,31 161.7 6" 
Reject flowrate 0.04 Us 1,28 25,6 1" 2.57 36,1 11/2" 
Backftush 0.04 Us 1,28 25.6 1 " 2.57 36.1 11/2" 
(108 banks) 54 banks 
4, 250/1500mm, high flux, 1615 mod, 
Permeate I Product 1,62 Us 48.75 157,6 6" 97,50 222.8 10" 
Raw feed 1.71 Us 51,31 161.7 6" 102,63 228,6 10" 
Reject 0.09 Us 2,57 36,1 11/2" 5,13 51.1 2" 
Backflush 0.09 Us 2,57 36.1 11/2" 5,13 51,1 2" 
(54 banks) 27 banks 
A6- 11 
Large Pipes 
Formula for OD: sqroot from (area4Ipi), area=flow(m3/s}/velociMm/s}, veloci~:2.5 m/s 
1. 250/1025mm, low flux, 4725 modules Pipe Number of 
Flow/mod, Flow/bank Flow/line Calc, OD (mm) Size Pipes 
Permeate I Product 0.56 Us 16.66 1315.80 818.6 34" 2 
Raw feed 0.58 Us 17.53 1385.06 839.9 34" 2 
Reject 0.03 Us 0.88 138.51 265.6 12" 
Back~ush 0.03 Us 0.88 138.51 265.6 12" 
*Reject equals back~ush for dead end filtration 
(4740 modules rounded) 
2, 250/1025mm, high flux, 2357 modules 
Permeate I Product 1.11 Us 33.31 2631.61 1157.7 34" 2 
Raw feed 1.17 Us 35.06 2770.11 1 87.8 34" 2 
Reject 0.06 Us 1.75 138.51 265.6 12" 
Back~ush 0.06 Us 1.75 138.51 265.6 12" 
(2370 mod. rounded) 
3, 250/1500mm, low flux, 3229 modules 
Permeate I Product 0.81 Us 24.37 2632.42 1157.9 34" 2 
Raw feed 0.86 Us 25.66 2770.97 1188.0 34" 2 
Reject 0.04 Us 1.28 138.55 265.6 12" 
Backflush 0.04 Us 1.28 138.55 265.6 12" 
(3240 modules rounded) 
4, 250/1500mm, high flux, 1615 modules 
\ 
Permeate 1 Product 1.62 Us 48.75 2632.42 1157.9 34" 2 
Raw feed 1.71 Us 51.31 2770.97 1188.0 34" 2 
Reject 0.09 Us 2.57 138.55 265.6 12" 
Backflush 0.09 Us 2.57 138.55 265.6 12" 
(1620 modules rounded) 
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DATA QUALITY INDICATORS 
A7-! 
DATA QUALITY INDICATORS 
To assess the quality of data, a score system for data quality indicators is used. This system was 
developed by Weidema (1997) and the different scores are ex.plained in the following table. 
Table A 7.1 Pedigree matrix with data quality ind icators 
Reliability Completeness Correlation 
SCORE Temporal Geographical Technolog ical 
I Validated" Representative data Less than J Data from area Data from 
data based on 
from a sufficient years of under study enterprises, 
measurements"· 
sample of sites over difference to processes and 
an adequate period year of study materials under 
to level out normal study 
fluctuations 
2 Validated data Representative data Less Ih:1O 6 A vcrage data Data from 
partially based on from a smaller years of from larger area processes and 
assumptions or numlx'r of sites but difference in which the area maferials under 
non· validated data for adequ::ue periods under study is study but from 
based on included different 
measurements enterprises 
3 Non-validated Rcprcsenlatlve data Less than 10 Data from area Data from 
dala partly based from an adequate years of with similar processes and 
on assumptions number of sites but difference production materials under 
from shorter periods conditions study but from 
different 
technology 
4 Qualified estimate Representative data Less than 15 Data from area Data on related 
(e.g. by industrial but from a smaller years of with slightly processes and 
expert) number of sites and difference similar materials but 
shorter periods or production same technology 
incomplete data conditions 
from an adequate 
number of sites and 
periods 
5 Non-qualified R epresentat i veneSS Age ofdilta Data from Data on related 
estimate is unknown or unknown or unknown area or process or 
incomplete data more than 15 area with very materials but 
from a smaller years of different different 
number of siles difference production technology 
and/or from shorter conditions 
periods 
• validation may take place In severn WlIyS, e.g. by on-Site chee Ing. by recalculation, through mass batances or cross-c:hecks Wit 
other sources 
•• Includes calculated data (e.g. emissions catculated from inputs to a process). when the basis for calculation ;s measurements (e.g 
measured inputs). If the calculation is based on assumptions, the score would be 2 or J . 
The purpose of such a matrix is to provide an overview with regard to data qual ity. Such an 
overview is useful to survey data more easily. to point out possibi lities for improvement in data 
quality and to trace back sources of uncertainty. This pedigree has been applied to the two data 
sets collected ( i.e. the data set for the conventional method and the data set for the membrane 
method for producing potable water) and the results are presented in Table A7.2 and Table 
A7.3· 
Table A 72- Pedigree Matrix for the Conventional Method of Producing ])otable \-Vater .. 
Process Reliability Completeness Correlation Scores 
Score Score 
Temporal Geographical Technological 
COllstruction Stage 
Ce ment Production 1 1 1 1 1 
Stone Production 2 2 2 2 2 
Sand Production 2 2 2 2 2 
Steel Production 2 2 J 4 4 
Stainless Steel Production 2 2 J 4 4 
Copper Production 2 2 J 4 4 
Aluminium Product ion 2 2 J 4 4 
PVC Production 2 2 J 4 4 
Operatioll Stage 
Bentonite Product ion J J 5 5 5 
)lAC Production 4 4 4 4 4 
Oxygen Produc tion 1 2 2 2 2 
Coagulant Production J 5 5 5 J 
NaOCI Production 1 1 J J J 
Slaked Lime Production 2 2 J J J 
Chlorine Production 2 2 J 4 4 
Filtration Sand Prod . 2 2 2 2 2 
Electricity Generation 2 2 3 4 4 
Decommiss;oll;'lg Stage 
Recycli ng of Stee l 2 2 3 4 4 
Recycl ing of Copper 2 2 3 4 4 
Recycl ing of Aluminium 2 2 3 4 4 
Landfilling of PVC 4 4 4 4 4 
A similar data quality matrix has been produced for the membrane methods and the scores are 
presented in Table A 7 .3· 
A7-3 
Table A7 3 · Pedigree Matrix for the Membrane Method of Producing Potable \Vater . 
Process Reliability Completeness Co rrel ation Scores 
Score Score 
Temporal Geogra phical Technological 
COlls/m clioll Stage 
Cement Production I I I I I 
Stone Production 2 2 2 2 2 
Sand Production 2 2 2 2 2 
Steel Production 2 2 3 4 4 
Stainless Steel Production 2 2 3 4 4 
Coppe r Production 2 2 3 4 4 
Alumin ium Production 2 2 3 4 4 
Membrane Production 2 5 5 4 4 
Polyethylene Production 2 2 3 4 4 
Epoxy Production 2 2 3 4 4 
PVC Produc tion 2 2 3 4 4 
Operatioll Stage 
NaOCI Production I I 3 3 3 
Chlorine Production 2 2 3 4 4 
Filtration Sand Prod. 2 2 2 2 2 
Electricity Generation 2 2 3 4 4 
Decolllm;ss;ollillg Stage 
Recycling of Steel 2 2 3 4 4 
Recycling of Copper 2 2 3 4 4 
Recycling of Aluminium 2 2 3 4 4 
Landfi lling of pvC 4 4 4 4 4 
In the above table scores are given for the process included in Figure 4.1 and 4.2, and these are 
the processes which defined the boundaries for each case study. However, in tracing the inputs 
and outputs for these processes to the interface system-envi ronment, for many substances a 
series of additional processes have been included. For example the production of the 
ultrafiltration membrane requires poJysuJphone, polyvinylpyrrolidone, poly(ethylene glycol) 
and dimethylformamide. For the production of dimethylformamide, for example, ammmonia 
and methanol is required and the li st of inputs continues for methanol and ammonia production 
(see Figure 5.10 and Appendix 9 for individual processes). The data quality scores for 
A7·4 
substances which have a long production chain have the quality score carried forward by the 
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INVENTORY TABLES 
1. Inventory Table for the Convention al Method of Producing Potable 'Vater 
Inputs 
Rolling oil [Operating materials] 
Degreasing agent [Operating materials] 
Hard coal (APME) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
Natura! gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Lignite (APME) [Lignite (resource)] 
Primary energy from hydro power (APME) 
[Renewable energy resources] 
Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] 
Water for industrial use [Operating materials] 
Primary energy from hydro power (8UWAL) 
[Renewable energy resources] 
Bauxite [Non renewable resources] 
Energy unspecified (APME) [Energy resources] 
Gypsum (natural gypsum) [Non renewable 
resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable 
resources} 
Sodium chloride (rock salt) [Non renewable 
resources] 
Dead rock [Non renewable resources] 
Wood (8UWAL) [Renewable energy resources] 
Water {Water] 
Iron ore [Non renewable resources] 
Polyvinyl chloride granulate (PVC) [Plastics] 
Explosives [Operating malerials] 
Process water [Operating materials] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic intermediate producls] 
Bentonite [Non renewable resources] 
Quartz sand (silica sand; silicon dioxide) [Non 
renewable resources] 
Heavy spar (barytes) [Non renewable resources] 
Fluorspar (calcium fluoride; Ouorile) [Inorganic 
intermediate products] 
Alloy components [Metals] 
Raw brown coal (SUWAL) [Lignite (resource)] 
Crude oil free wellhead [Crude oil (resource)] 
Raw hard coal (BUWAL) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Uranium free ore (BUWAL) [Uranium (resource)] 
Raw natural gas (BUWAL) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Process and cooling water [Operating materials] 
Insulating stone [Operating materials] 
Insulating board [Operating materials] 
Flux and gas [Operating materials] 
Acid (unspecified) [Inorganic intermediate 
products] 
Additives (steel production) [Metals] 
Mass 3.9139E-6 kg 
Mass 2.3128E-6 kg 
Mass 0.0021595 kg 
Mass 0.0017252 kg 
Mass 0.0021416 kg 
Mass 1.4529E-6 kg 
Energy (calorific value) 0.0024779 MJ 
Energy (calorific value) 0.020327 MJ 
Mass 0.003076 kg 
Energy (calorific value) 0.0072164 MJ 
Mass 0.00020719 kg 
Energy (calorific value) 1.113E-7 MJ 
Mass 0.0004245 kg 
Mass 0.012839 kg 
Mass 0.0037288 kg 
Mass 0.016675 kg 
Mass 0.00092491 kg 
Mass 0.02261 kg 
Mass 0.0042718 kg 
Mass 5.6134E-7 kg 
Mass 4.9831 E-6 kg 
Mass 2.9176E-5 kg 
Mass 1.087E-6 kg 
Mass 0.00059054 kg 
Mass 0.012446 kg 
Mass 2.8758E-6 kg 
Mass 1.4087E-6 kg 
Mass 9.25 1 E-6 kg 
Mass 0.0011015 kg 
Mass 0.0015071 kg 
Mass 0.095902 kg 
Mass 6.5587E-8 kg 
Mass 0.001069 kg 
Mass 4.6809E-7 kg 
Mass 2.884E-7 kg 
Mass 1.8857E-7 kg 
Mass 1.1092E-7 kg 
Mass 2.223BE-5 kg 
Mass 5.BBB6E-5 kg 
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Copper wire [Metals] 
Hydrogen (Inorganic intermediate products] 
Wood 50% water (APME) [Renewable energy 
resources] 
Sulphur (APME) [Non renewable energy 
resources] 
Iron [Non renewable elementary resources] 
Water (feed water) [Water] 
Dolomite [Non renewable resources] 
Water (river water) [Water] 
Slate (Non renewable resources] 
Clay [Non renewable resources] 
Water (surface water) [Water1 
Air [Renewable resources] 
Water (well water) [Water] 
Nitrogen [Renewable resources] 
Oxygen [Renewable resources1 
Sulphur (bonded) [Non renewable resources] 
Sulphur {Non renewable elementary resources1 
Steam (MJ) [Thermal energy] 
Olivine [Non renewable resources] 
Water (sea water) [Water] 
Raw gravel [Non renewable resources] 
Sodium carbonate (soda) [Non renewable 
resources] 
Sall (Non renewable resources1 
Outputs 
Steel scrap {Waste for recovery1 
Chromium (unspecified) [Heavy metals into air] 
Krypton (Kr85) [Radioactive emissions into air] 
Chromium (unspecified) [Heavy metals into water] 
Cathode steel [Operating materials] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions in to air] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)) 
Laughing gas (dinitrogen monoxide) [Inorganic 
emissions into air1 
NMVOC (unspecified) (Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide (Inorganic emissions into air1 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
(Halogenated organic emissions into water) 
Antimony [Heavy metals into air] 
Arsenic (Heavy metals into air] 
Beryllium [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Lead [Heavy metals in to air] 
Cadmium [Heavy metals into air] 
Iron [Heavy metals into air] 
Cobalt [Heavy metals into air] 
Mass 2.6334E-6 kg 
Mass 3.4263E-6 kg 
Mass 8E-5 kg 
Energy (calorific value) 1.0416E-6 MJ 
Mass 4.0281E-7 kg 
Mass 0.0037315 kg 
Mass 4 .1143E-9 kg 
Mass 0.019886 kg 
Mass 2.5715E-8 kg 
Mass 2.582E-8 kg 
Mass 1002.4 kg 
Mass 7.3042E-5 kg 
Mass 7.920 1E-7 kg 
Mass 1.4 733E-5 kg 
Mass 0.00065002 kg 
Mass 5.5986E-8 kg 
Mass 1.4075E-7 kg 
Energy (calorific value) 0.0001023 MJ 
Mass 3.0857E-9 kg 
Mass 0.064801 kg 
Mass 1.0286E-9 kg 
Mass 4.1631E-5 kg 
Mass 0.0029568 kg 
Mass 30533 kg 
Mass 2.506E-10 kg 
Activity 5.3251 6q 
Mass 1.5206E-6 kg 
Mass 3.383 1 E-7 kg 
Mass 0.16974 kg 
Mass 5.9039E-5 kg 
Mass 0.00068956 kg 
Mass 9.376E-7 kg 
Mass 2.0491 E-5 kg 
Mass 0.0004809 kg 
Mass 0.0007 1219 kg 
Mass 2.3601 E-5 kg 
Mass 4.6 184E-5 kg 
Mass 4.8466E-6 kg 
Mass 8.8 129E-11 kg 
Mass 5.9047E-15 kg 
Mass 2.6814E-13 kg 
Mass 4 .2329E-15 kg 
Mass 3.6463E-8 kg 
Mass 9. 1057E-10 kg 
Mass 5.5023E-10 kg 
Mass 3.1065E-14 kg 
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Copper (Heavy metals into air] 
Lanthane [Heavy metals into air] 
Manganese [Heavy metals into air] 
Molybdenum [Heavy metals into air] 
Nickel [Heavy metals into air) 
Mercury [Heavy metals into air] 
Scandium [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Selenium [Heavy metals into air) 
Strontium (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Thallium [Heavy metals into air] 
Titanium [Heavy metals into air] 
Vanadium [Heavy metals into air] 
Zinc (Heavy metals inlo air] 
Tin [Heavy metals into air] 
Ammonia [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Barium compounds (unspecified; reI. to Ba) 
[Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen cyanide (prussic acid) [Inorganic 


















Fluoride (unspecified) [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 
Sulphuric acid [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 
Hydrogen sulfide [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 
Benzo{a}pyrene [Group PAH into air] Mass 
Benzene [Group NMVOC into air1 Mass 
Formaldehyde (methanal) [Group NMVOC into air] Mass 
Carbon (C14) {Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 
Plutonium (Pu alpha) [Radioactive emissions into Activity 
air] 
Radium (Ra226) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 
Radon (Rn222) [Radioactive emissions into air1 Activity 
Thorium (Th230) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 
Uranium (U234) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 
Uranium (U238) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 
Uranium (total) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 
Waste water (Other emissions into water] Mass 
Adsorbable organic compounded halogenes (AOX) Mass 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOO) [Analytical 
values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) [Analytical 
values emissions into water) 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Group 
NMVOC into air) 
Total organic bounded carbon [Analytical values 
emissions into water) 
Arsenic [Heavy metals into water] 
Barium [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Lead (Heavy metals into water] 
Cadmium [Heavy metals in 10 water] 
Halone (1301) [Halogenated organic emissions 
into air] 
Iron [Heavy metals into water} 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Copper [Heavy metals into wa ter] 
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Mercury [Heavy metals into water] 
Zinc [Heavy metals into water] 




Ammonium I ammonia {Inorganic emissions into Mass 
water] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into Mass 
water] 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Cyanide [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Fluoride (Inorganic emissions into water) 
Sodium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chemicals (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] 
Nitrate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Phosphate [Inorganic emissions into water1 
Sulphate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Methanol [Hydrocarbons into water] 












Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (2,3,7,8 - PCDD) Mass 
[Halogenated organic emissions into water] 
Toluene (methyl benzene) [Hydrocarbons into Mass 
water] 
Carbon (C14) [Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 
Cesium (Cs137) (Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 
Hydrogen (H3) [Radioactive emissions into water) Activity 
Iodine (1129) [Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 
Plutonium (Pu alpha) (Radioactive emissions into Activity 
water] 
Radium (Ra226) [Radioactive emissions into 
water) 
Strontium (Sr90) [Radioactive emissions into 
water] 
Technetium (Tc99) {Radioactive emissions into 
water] 
Thorium (Th230) [Radioactive emissions into 
water] 
Uranium [Radioactive emissions into water] 
Ash [Waste for recovery] 
Gypsum (Waste for recovery] 
Overburden [Stockpile goods] 
Ore processing residues (Stockpile goods] 
Aldehyde (unspecified) (Group NMVOC into air] 
Municipal waste (Consumer waste] 
Municipal similarly industrial waste [Consumer 
waste] 
Hazardous waste (Hazardous waste] 
Radioactive waste (Radioactive waste] 
CaF2 (poor radioactice) {Radioactive waste] 

















Jacket and body material [Radioactive waste] Mass 
Volatile fission products (inert gases;iodine;C14) Mass 
[Radioactive waste] 
Highly-active fission product solution [Radioactive Mass 
waste] 

























4 .1208E-5 Bq 
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Plutonium as residual product [Radioactive waste] Mass 
Uranium burned out as residue [Radioactive waste] Mass 
Medium and low radioactive wastes [Radioactive Mass 
waste1 
Radioactive ore processing residues (Radioactive Mass 
waste1 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Halogenized hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphide [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Rolling tinder [Waste for recovery] 
Production residues (unspecified) [Waste for 
recovery] 
Slag [Hazardous waste] 
Tetrafluoromethane [Halogenated organic 









Total dissolved organic bounded carbon [Analytical Mass 
values emissions Into water] 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into 
water] 




Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH, unspec.) Mass 
{Hydrocarbons into water] 
Neutral salts [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Heavy metals into water (unspecified) [Heavy 
metals inlo waler] 
VOC (unspecified) (Organic emissions into air 
(group VOC)] 
Dross [Waste for recovery] 







Cathode carbon (outpouring) [Waste for recovery) Mass 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) [Radioactive Activity 
emissions into air] 
Inorganic salts and acids (unspecified) [Inorganic Mass 
emissions into water] 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) [Radioactive Activity 
emissions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
(Hydrocarbons into water] 
Chromium compounds [Waste for recovery] 
Mass 
Mass 
Iron compounds (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] Mass 
Slag (Iron plate production) [Waste for recovery] Mass 
Dust, outpouring [Waste for recovery) 
Steel sheet (ECCS low grade) [Metals] 
Boron compounds (unspecified) [Inorganic 
emissions into air) 
Liquid hazardous waste {Hazardous waste] 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [Group 
PAH into air] 
Potassium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Magnesium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Energy recovery (APME) [Energy resources] 
Salt [Inorganic emissions into soil] 
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Ammonium nitrate [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 2.0832E-10 kg 
Chlorine [Inorganic emissions into air1 Mass 6.216E-10 kg 
Fluorine [Inorganic emissions into air1 Mass 5.1429E-10 kg 
Inert chemicals [Consumer waste] Mass 4.0491 E-5 kg 
Organic compounds (unspecified) (Organic Mass 4.1143E-9 kg 
emissions into water) 
Calcium [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 5.1429E-10 kg 
Solids (dissolved) [Analytical values emissions into Mass 4.1099E-7 kg 
water1 
Detergent (unspecified) [Other emissions into Mass 1.1325E-7 kg 
water) 
Waste (unspecified) [Consumer waste] Mass 0.0003928 kg 
Demolition waste [Stockpile goods] Mass 4.8343E-8 kg 
Packaging waste (metal) (Consumer waste] Mass 7.2001 E-9 kg 
Packaging waste (plastic) [Consumer waste] Mass 1 .44E-8 kg 
Organic chlorine compounds [Organic emissions Mass 6.1845E-10 kg 
into air (group VOC») 
Chlorine (dissolved) [Inorganic emissions into Mass 5.1429E-10 kg 
water] 
Organic chlorine compounds (unspecified) Mass 6.1845E-10 kg 
{Organic emissions into water] 
Hydrogen [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 6.1715E-9 kg 
Carbonate [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 1.1314E-7 kg 
Incineralion good [Waste for disposal] Mass 9.2572E-8 kg 
Mercaptan [Organic emissions into air (group Mass 6.1845E-10 kg 
vaC)] 
Copper scrap [Waste for recovery] Mass 633.33 kg 
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC, unspecified) [Consumer Mass 2166.7 kg 
waste] 
2. In ventory Table for the Membrane Method of Producing Potable Water 
Inputs 
Rolling oil [Operating materials] 
Degreasing agent [Operating materials] 
Hard coal (APME) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
Natural gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Lignite (APME) [Lignite (resource)] 
Wood 50% water (APME) [Renewable energy 
resources] 
Primary energy from hydro power (APME) 
(Renewable energy resources] 
Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] 
Bauxite [Inorganic intermediate products] 
Sulphur (APME) [Non renewable energy resources] 
Water for industrial use {Operating materials] 
Hydrogen (APME) [Non renewable energy 
resources] 
Primary energy from hydro power (SUWAL) 
(Renewable energy resources] 
Lead [Non renewable elementary resources] 
Iron [Non renewable elementary resources] 
Bauxite [Non renewable resources] 








Energy (calorific value) 
Energy (calorific value) 
Mass 
Energy (calorific value) 
Mass 
Energy (calorific value) 




Energy (calorific value) 
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Water (feed water) [Water] Mass 0.0010349 kg 
Dolomite [Non renewable resources] Mass 1.3173E-8 kg 
Fluorspar (calcium fluoride; fluorite) [Non renewable Mass 1.7298E-9 kg 
resources] 
Gypsum (natural gypsum) [Non renewable Mass 3A588E-5 kg 
resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) {Non renewable Mass 0.00082806 kg 
resources] 
Wa ter (river waler) [Water] Mass 0.012454 kg 
Slate [Non renewable resources] Mass 3.6613E-9 kg 
Sodium chloride (rock sail) [Non renewable Mass 0.0019985 kg 
resources] 
Dead rock [Non renewable resources] Mass 0.0015035 kg 
Clay [Non renewable resources] Mass 2.6289E-9 kg 
Wood (BUWAL) [Renewable energy resources] Mass 2A988E-5 kg 
Water [Water] Mass 0.0052455 kg 
Air [Renewable resources] Mass 4A064E-5 kg 
Water (well water) [Water] Mass 8.7029E-7 kg 
Barium sulphate {Non renewable resources] Mass 1.8185E-8 kg 
Ferro manganese {Non renewable resources] Mass 8.8706E-1 1 kg 
Nitrogen [Renewable resources] Mass 6A219E-6 kg 
Oxygen {Renewable resources] Mass 4.3163E-5 kg 
Sulphur (bonded) {Non renewable resources] Mass 1.7069E-7 kg 
Sulphur (Non renewable elementary resources] Mass 3.381E-7 kg 
Steel scrap [Waste for recovery] Mass 2.91 05E-5 kg 
Iron ore [Non renewable resources] Mass 0.00067999 kg 
Diesel [Crude oil products] Mass 2.8604E-5 kg 
Fuel oil heavy [Crude oil products] Mass 1.2813E-6 kg 
Olivine [Non renewable resources] Mass 1.2089E-9 kg 
Explosives [Operating materials] Mass 4.507E-7 kg 
Process water [Operating materials] Mass 5.2214E-6 kg 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic in termediate products] Mass 1.7987E-7 kg 
Nitrile rubber (NBR) [Plastics] Mass 2.0314E-6 kg 
Potassium chloride [Non renewable resources] Mass 12862E-6 kg 
Bentonite [Non renewable resources) Mass 1.341 2E-8 kg 
Water (sea water) [Water] Mass 0.0076781 kg 
Steam (APM E) [Thermal energy) Mass 4.9134E-5 kg 
Raw gravel [Non renewable resources] Mass 4 .3252E-10 kg 
Quartz sand (silica sand; silicon dioxide) [Non Mass 0.0010137 kg 
renewable resources] 
Heavy spar (barytes) [Non renewable resources] Mass 5.2643E-8 kg 
Fluorspar (calcium fluoride; fluorite) [Inorganic Mass 2.331E-7 kg 
intermediate products] 
Alloy components [Metals] Mass 1.8599E-6 kg 
Raw brown coal (BUWAL) [Lignite (resource )) Mass 0.7098 kg 
Crude oi l free wellhead [Crude oil (resource)] Mass 0.00086355 kg 
Raw hard coal (BUWAL) [Hard coal (resource)1 Mass 0.0026353 kg 
Uranium free ore (BUWAL) [Uranium (resource)] Mass 1.9173E-7 kg 
Raw natural gas (BUWAL) [Na tural gas (resource)] Mass 0.00054957 kg 
Process and cool ing water [Operating materials] Mass 1.1053E-7 kg 
Insulating stone [Operating materials] Mass 4.7722E-8 kg 
Insulating board [Operating materials] Mass 3. 1203E-8 kg 
Flux and gas [Operating materials] Mass 1.8354E-8 kg 
Acid (unspecified) [Inorganic intermediate products) Mass 4.0902E-6 kg 
AS - 8 
Additives (steel production) [Metals] 
Copper wire (Metals] 
Argon (Inorganic intermediate products) 
Chlorine (Inorganic intermediate products) 
Salt [Non renewable resources] 
Auxiliary material (Operating materials] 
Sodium hydroxide (100%; caustic soda) (Inorganic 
intermediate products] 
Hydrochloric acid (Inorganic intermediate products1 
Water (surface water) [Water] 
Sodium carbonate (soda) [Non renewable 
resources] 
Outputs 
Chromium (unspecified) [Heavy metals into air] 
Krypton (Kr85) (Radioactive emissions into air] 
Chromium (unspecified) [Heavy metals into water] 
Potassium (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Cathode steel (Operating materials) 
Carbon dioxide (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Magnesium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Energy recovery (APME) (Energy resources] 
Methanol {Inorganic emissions into air1 
Amines [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Sulphur [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane (Organic emissions into air (group VQC)] 
Laughing gas (dinitrogen monoxide) (Inorganic 
emissions into air] 
NMVOC (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dusl (unspecified) (Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
(Halogenated organic emissions into water] 
Antimony (Heavy metals into air] 
Arsenic (Heavy metals into air] 
Beryllium [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Lead (Heavy metals into air] 
Cadmium (Heavy metals into air] 
Iron [Heavy metals into air) 
Cobalt (Heavy metals into air] 
Copper [Heavy metals into a ir) 
Lanthane [Heavy metals into air] 
Manganese [Heavy metals into air] 
Molybdenum (Heavy metals into air] 
Nickel (Heavy metals into air] 
Mercury (Heavy metals into a ir] 
Scandium [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Selenium [Heavy metals into air] 
Strontium [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Mass 9.3638E-6 kg 
Mass 4.038E-6 kg 
Mass 5.2744E-9 kg 
Mass 3.0801E-9 kg 
Mass 5.5687E-6 kg 
Mass 5.0974E-7 kg 
Mass 5.985E-7 kg 
Mass 2.109E-7 kg 
Mass 1002.1 kg 
Mass 2.166E-8 kg 
Mass 4.8055E-11 kg 
Activity 0.098199 Bq 
Mass 4.1424E-8 kg 
Mass 3.6389E-8 kg 
Mass 5.5981 E-8 kg 
Mass 0.65252 kg 
Mass 8.1778E-10 kg 
Energy (calorific value) 0.00041564 MJ 
Mass 1.8944E-7 kg 
Mass 4.53E-6 kg 
Mass 1.9426E-11 kg 
Mass 7.5289E-5 kg 
Mass 0.00013379 kg 
Mass 3,2898E-6 kg 
Mass 1.5055E-5 kg 
Mass 0.00096801 kg 
Mass 0.0033141 kg 
Mass 0.00097704 kg 
Mass 0.00010506 kg 
Mass 1.0909E-5 kg 
Mass 6.6805E-11 kg 
Mass 1 .0889E-16 kg 
Mass 4.93E-15 kg 
Mass 7.749E-17 kg 
Mass 2.542E-8 kg 
Mass 1.0381 E-8 kg 
Mass 6.6 134E-13 kg 
Mass 5.7116E-16 kg 
Mass 9.7048E-11 kg 
Mass 1.0555E-16 kg 
Mass 1.8969E-8 kg 
Mass 4,4824E-16 kg 
Mass 3.2359E-8 kg 
Mass 2.4094E-8 kg 
Mass 7.3482E-17 kg 
Mass 1.1156E-14 kg 
Mass 1.0555E-15 kg 
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Thallium [Heavy metals into air] Mass 1.1316E-11 kg 
Titanium [Heavy metals into air1 Mass 1.9373E-14 kg 
Vanadium [Heavy metals into air] Mass 2.83E-12 kg 
Zinc [Heavy metals into air] Mass 1.6053E· 7 kg 
Tin [Heavy metals into air] Mass 2.6988E-16 kg 
Ammonia [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 3.5348E-7 kg 
Ammonium nitrate [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 3.1629E-1 1 kg 
Barium compounds (unspecified; reI. to Ba) Mass 1.2759E-14 kg 
[Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorine [Inorganic emissions into air1 Mass 5.9928E-10 kg 
Hydrogen cyanide (prussic acid) [Inorganic Mass 2.6721E-18 kg 
emissions into air] 
Fluorine [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 1.9426E-11 kg 
Fluoride (unspecified) [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 7.5779E-9 k9 
Sulphuric acid [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 1 .9426E-11 k9 
Hydrogen sulfide [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 3.1757E-9 kg 
Benzo{a}pyrene [Group PAH into air] Mass 6.0189E-14 k9 
Benzene [Group NMVOC into air] Mass 1.6736E-8 kg 
Formaldehyde (methanal) [Group NMVOC into air] Mass 2.8658E-15 kg 
Methanol [Group NMVOC into air] Mass 7.5767E-7 kg 
Carbon (C14) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 4.6574E-7 Bq 
Plutonium (Pu alpha) [Radioactive emissions into Activity 5.0569E-10 Bq 
air] 
Radium (Ra226) [Radioactive emissions into air) Activity 1.7703E-9 Bq 
Radon (Rn222) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 1.6233E-10 Bq 
Thorium (Th230) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 2.5585E-13 Bq 
Uranium (U234) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 4 .8765E-10 Bq 
Uranium (U238) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 3.3401 E-11 Bq 
Uranium (total) [Radioactive emissions into air] Activity 2.9259E-8 Bq 
Waste water [Other emissions into water] Mass 2:S 194E-5 kg 
Adsorbable organic compounded halogenes (AOX) Mass 2.9395E-10 kg 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOO) [Analytical values Mass 1.3056E-7 kg 
emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) [Analytical values Mass 2.6873E-6 k9 
emissions into water] 
Inert chemicals [Consumer waste] Mass 2.1607E-5 kg 
Organic compounds (unspecified) [Organic Mass 2.3063E-7 k9 
emissions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Group Mass 5.89 12E-9 kg 
NMVOC into air] 
Total organic bounded carbon [Analytical values Mass 6.8266E-6 kg 
emissions into water] 
Arsenic [Heavy metals into water] Mass 8.0378E-9 kg 
Barium [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 4.2254E· 7 kg 
Lead [Heavy metals into water] Mass 2.3751 E-8 kg 
Cadmium [Heavy metals in to water] Mass 2.7357E-10 k9 
Halone (1301) [Halogenated organic emissions into Mass 2.0328E-10 kg 
air] 
Iron [Heavy metals into water) Mass 0.00 11 369 kg 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] Mass 3.0073E-5 kg 
Copper [Heavy metals into water) Mass 2.0 107E-8 kg 
Nickel [Heavy metals into water] Mass 2.0192E-8 kg 
Mercury [Heavy metals into water] Mass 3.7024E-11 kg 
Zinc [Heavy metals into water) Mass 4 .0503E-8 kg 
AB-10 
Aluminium (Inorganic emissions into water) Mass 4.0057E-6 kg 
Ammonium I ammonia {Inorganic emissions into Mass 9.3249E-8 kg 
water] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into Mass 5.4591E-7 kg 
water] 
Chloride (Inorganic emissions into water) Mass 0.00018366 kg 
Cyanide [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 3.1446E-10 kg 
Fluoride [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 4.7966E-11 kg 
Sodium [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 2.1697E-5 kg 
Chemicals (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] Mass 5.4079E-6 kg 
Nitrate [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 1.6541E-7 kg 
Phosphate [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 2.5693E-7 kg 
Calcium [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 2.3951E-6 kg 
Sulphate [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 0.0024197 kg 
Methanol [Hydrocarbons into water] Mass 2.6297E-6 kg 
Phenol (hydroxy benzene) [Hydrocarbons into Mass 6.8346E-9 kg 
water] 
Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (2,3,7,8 - PCDD) Mass 3.3401E-18 kg 
(Halogenated organic emissions into water] 
Toluene (methyl benzene) [Hydrocarbons into Mass 5.1073E-9 kg 
water] 
Carbon (C14) (Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 1.2953E-7 Bq 
Cesium (Cs137) {Radioactive emissions into water} Activity 1.7055E-6 Bq 
Hydrogen (H3) (Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 0.001833 Bq 
Iodine (1129) [Radioactive emissions into waler] Activity 3.7903E-7 Bq 
Plutonium (Pu alpha) [Radioactive emissions into Activity 3.4737E-8 Bq 
water] 
Radium (Ra226) (Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 2.2152E-5 Bq 
Strontium (Sr90) [Radioactive emissions into water) Activity 7.582E-7 Bq 
Technetium (Tc99) [Radioactive emissions into Activity 6.6334E-8 Bq 
water] 
Thorium (Th230) [Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 4.1224E-6 Bq 
Uranium [Radioactive emissions into water] Activity 2.0041E-6 Bq 
Ash [Waste for recovery} Mass 9.2855E-9 kg 
Gypsum [Waste for recovery] Mass 2.9727E-9 kg 
Overburden (Stockpile goods) Mass 0.00013609 kg 
Ore processing residues [Stockpile goods] Mass 2.2312E-8 kg 
Aldehyde (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air) Mass 2.1051E-9 kg 
Municipal waste [Consumer waste] Mass 7.415E-12 kg 
Municipal similarly industrial waste [Consumer Mass 5.0899E-6 kg 
waste] 
Hazardous waste [Hazardous waste] Mass 1.0702E-6 kg 
Radioactive waste [Radioactive waste] Mass 5.1237E-13 kg 
CaF2 (poor radioactice) (Radioactive waste] Mass 2.5251E-13 kg 
Uranium depleted [Radioactive waste] Mass 1.8838E-12 kg 
Jacket and body material [Radioactive waste] Mass 1.3294E-13 kg 
Volatile fission products (inert gases;iodine;C14) Mass 2.2779E-15 kg 
[Radioactive waste} 
Highly-active fission product solution [Radioactive Mass 2.2111E-13 kg 
waste] 
Medium and low radioactive liquid waste Mass 3.1597E-13 kg 
[Radioactive waste] 
Plutonium as residual product [Radioactive waste] Mass 1.316E-15 kg 
Uranium burned out as residue [Radioactive waste) Mass 2.9994E-13 kg 
Medium and low radioactive wastes (Radioactive Mass 6.4798E- 14 kg 
waste] 
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Radioactive ore processing residues [Radioactive 
waste) 
Power [Power, electrical energy] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Mass 
Energy (calorific value) 
Mass 
Solids (dissolved) [Analytical values emissions into Mass 
water] 
Detergent (unspecified) [Other emissions into water) Mass 
Waste (unspecified) (Consumer waste) 
Demolition waste (Stockpile goods] 
Packaging waste (metal) [Consumer waste] 
Packaging waste (plastic) (Consumer waste] 
Organic waste (Consumer waste] 
Halogenized hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Organic chlorine compounds [Organic emissions 








Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 
Sulphide [Inorganic emissions into water] Mass 
Chlorine (dissolved) [Inorganic emissions into water1 Mass 
Organic chlorine compounds (unspecified) [Organic Mass 
emissions into water] 
Organic compounds (dissolved) [Organic emissions Mass 
into water] 
Hydrogen [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Rolling tinder [Waste for recovery] 
Carbonate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Production residues (unspecified) [Waste for 
recovery] 
Incineration good [Waste for disposal] 







Toxic chemicals (unspecified) [Hazardous waste for Mass 
disposal] 
Tetrafiuoromethane [Halogenated organic emissions Mass 
into air] 
Total dissolved organic bounded carbon [Analytical Mass 
values emissions into water] 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into 
water] 
Oil (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH, un spec.) 
[Hydrocarbons into water] 
Neutral sails [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Heavy metals into water (unspecified) [Heavy 
metals into water] 
VOC (unspecified) [Organic emissions into air 
(group VOC)] 









Mercaptan [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] Mass 
Ammonium [Inorganic emissions into air] Mass 
Dross [Waste for recovery] Mass 
Nitrogen organic bounded [Inorganic emissions into Mass 
water] 
Cathode carbon (outpouring) [Waste for recovery] Mass 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) [Radioactive Activity 
emissions in to air] 















1 .0839E-9 kg 
4 .7182E-9 kg 
7.7702E-11 kg 
9.3195E-7 kg 
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emissions into water1 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) [Radioactive Activity 155.168q 
emissions into water1 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) [H ydrocarbons Mass 7.2749E-6 kg 
into water] 
Chromium compounds [Waste for recovery] Mass 9.9161E-7 kg 
Iron compounds (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] Mass 5.2335E-6 kg 
Slag (Iron plate production) [Waste for recovery] Mass 0.0001092 kg 
Dust, outpouring [Waste for recovery] Mass 1.7539E-5 kg 
Boron compounds (unspecified) [Inorganic Mass 1.2559E-12 kg 
emissions into air] 
Liquid hazardous waste [Hazardous waste} Mass 1 .0488E-11 kg 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [Group Mass 6.3851 E-9 kg 
PAH into air) 
Copper scrap [Waste for recovery] Mass 3.0128E-6 kg 
Aluminium secondary [Metals] Mass 6.71 04E-6 kg 
Mercury [Heavy metals into soil] Mass 4.4071E-14 kg 
Cadmium [Heavy metals into soil] Mass 1.0498E-13 kg 
Lead [Heavy metals into soil] Mass 2.3404E-14 kg 
Zinc [Heavy metals into soil] Mass 5.1188E-17 kg 
Steel sheet (ECCS low grade) [Metals] Mass 2.9521 E-6 kg 
Steel sheet (ECCS) [Metals) Mass 8.8651 E-5 kg 
Polychlorinated dibenzo"p·dioxins (2,3,7,8· TCDD) Mass 1.9572E-19 kg 
[Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Carbon (unspecified) [Organic emissions into soilJ Mass 1.2715E-9 kg 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into soil] Mass 2.6963E-11 kg 
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APPENDIX 9 
DATA ON INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES 
A9 - I 
DATA ON INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES 
An overview of the materials used in the production of potable water at Wiggins Waterworks 
(conventional method) and at the membrane plant (membrane method) is g iven in the first part 
of this sect ion. In the second part, data on the production processes for each of these input is 
presented. 
A9.1 Materials Used for the Production of Potable 'Vater in the Conventional Method 
Com'true/ioll Stage 











Steel used in pumps 
Aluminium used in pumps 
Copper used in pumps 
Copper used in pipes 
































0.085 kWh!k.L (incl. electricity for ozone) 
• All the concrete will be left in place and the tanks will be filled and vegetated. 
• All materials which can be recycled or reused (steel, copper and aluminium) will be 
recycled in totality. 
• Old PVC pipes are landfilled. 
2. Materia ls Used for the Production of Potable \Vater in the Membrane Method -
Scenario 3A 
COflstruc/ioll Stage 






Steel used in pumps 
Aluminium used in pumps 
Copper used in pumps 
PVC used in pipes 
Filtration modulc:Epoxy resin 




0. 14 g/kL 











1.5 1 E-05 MJ/kL 
1.50 g/kL 
0.22 g/kL 
Polymer membrane: 0 .16 g1k1 Polysu lphonc 









Polyvinyl pyrrol idone 








• All the concrete will be left in place and the tanks will be filled and vege tated. 
• All materials which can be recycled or reused (steel, copper and aluminium) will be 
recycled in totality. 
• Old PVC and filtrat ion modules and pipes are landfilled. 
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A9.3 Data on Product ion Processes 
This section presents data on the processes employed to manufacture the inputs used at Wiggins 
Waterworks. 
A9.3.1 Production of Cement 
Data on thi s process were collected form Natal Portland Cement (Mr. lan Naidoo) and is of high 
quality, being validated with similar international data from Denmark. For calculating the inputs 
and outputs for cement production from the raw data obtained from the manufacturer the 




























Slag at ISCOR 
Transpon of Slag 
from ISCOR 
Drying and Milling h ~ 
Slag 




~I Blending of Cement and Products 




I Use of Products Disposal I 
Fig A9.1: The Lifecycle of Cement and Cement Products Produced by NPC 
(*Minerals included are: limestone, argillite, doierite, quartz schist and shale) 













Coal 0.170 kg (includes coal needed for electricity generation) 
Emissions per kg rapid hardened cement: 
Carbon dioxide 0.961 kg 
Sulphur dioxide 0.004 kg 
Carbon monoxide 0.013 g 
VOC 0.003 g 
Parliculates 0.40 g 
Nitrogen oxide 8.50 g 
A9.3 .2 Production of Sand 
Sand is mined through open cast mining procedures. For thi s study only the energy (diesel 
consumed) 10 extract and sort the sand was taken into considerat ion. About 0.6 g of diesel per 
kg of sand produced is consumed. This data was obtained from Natal Portland Cement because 
quartz sand is one of their inputs. 
A9.3 .3 Production of Stone 
For the production of a similar process of open cast mining was considered and the amount of 
diesel consumed per kg of stone produced is the same. This figure was also validated from data 
obtained from Natal Portland Cement. 
A9.3.4 Production ofBTH (Calcium hypochlorite) (ARCH C hemicals - Mr. Marcon) 
1. A solution of Ca(OH)2 and NaOH is chlorinated (first the NaOH is chlorinated then mixed 
with the Ca(OH)2 and then chlorinated again) . It fonns a paste which is filtered, dried and 
granulated. The process is exothermic and cooling is needed. For the drying process air is 
used and the dry product is in form of chips. 
2. Raw material s (per kg product): 1.0 kg Cl, 
0.6 kg NaOH 
0.5 kg Ca(OH), 
3. Electricity consumption (per t product): 1.0 kWh/kg 
Also steam is used: 4 kg of steam (4 bar) I kg product 
4. I.) Air emissions: hot air with some chlorine (under the l.egallimit of 5 ppm). There are two 
different routes for these emissions: one with lime (and water) scrubbers and one with 
caustic soda scrubbers. 
11 .) Water emissions: emuent containing salt and lime 3 kL I ton product. These effluents 
are collected and water is evaporated. 
Ill.) Soil emissions: salt and lime left over from the evaporation of the effluent. These 
leftovers are not quantified and have not been entered in the GaBi 3 model. 
Data on the production of the chemicals involved as inputs (NaOH and Clz) was used from the 
GaBi 3 database. For Ca(OH)z data collected for the manufacture of quicklime was used. 
A9- 5 
A9.3.S Production of Oxygen (Fedgas - Mr. Grant Curich) 
The raw material for the production of oxygen is air. The air is filtered and compressed at 5 bar 
after which it is refrigerated in a refr igeration column and compressed in a high pressure 
column. It is distilled in a low pressure column where at three different temperatures, oxygen, 
nitrogen and argon are separated. These gases are then liquified and sold. Only electricity is 
used as a power source in the process. 
4643.2 kgfh of air is needed to produce 1000 kgfh of oxygen 
961.6 kWh electricity is needed for 1000 kg of oxygen 
A second, more precise figure , was obtained for electricity consumption from Mr. Dave Ossin -
Afrox. In total 1.2 kWh is used by Afrox to produce 1 kg oxygen. 0.5 kWh are used for oxygen 
production and 0.7 kWh for liquifying the gas. This total of 1.2 kWh was used as input for the 
GaBi 3 modelling. 
No direct emiss ions (to air, water, soil) have been considered for this process. However, the 
indirect emissions due to the generation of electricity used in the process have been taken into 
account. 
A9.3.6 Production of Quicklime (Limcco Ltd. - Mr. Leon Kurtcr) 
Limestone (CaeO]) is mined (open cast mining), crushed and burnt in a rotary kiln (1600 cC). 
The resulting CaO is ball-milled and air separated. The cyclone overflow resulting from this 




1.8 t Limestone 
150 kg Coal 
0.5 t Water (for slacking) 
0.6 t CO, 
0.1 - 0.2 t Inert minerals (impurities) 
In addition to the inputs enumerated above the energy consumed for open cast minmg was 
included. If the open cast equipment consumes only diese l as fuel about 0.6 g of diesel is 
required for the mining of limestone. 
A9.3.7 Production of Sodium Hypochlorite (Zetachem - Mr. Marco Bernardis) 
The process involved is presented in the following diagram supplied by the producing company. 
The data presented below is the data supplied by the company and as it can be seen it is 
expressed per ton of chlorine gas (also called avai lable chlorine - a standard practice in the 
chi or-alkali industry to determine chlorine strenght). The calculated values per ton of sodium 




Caustic soda (50%) 




12.299 ton I ton CI,(II.72I) 
2.050 ton I ton Cl, (1.954) 
0.431 ton I ton Cl, (0.411) 
0.259 ton I ton Cl, (0.247) 
0.008 ton I ton Cl, (0.0076) 
0.002 ton I ton Cl, (0.0019 
45.139 MWh I ton Cl, (43.017) 




0.028 ton / ton C l, (0.027) 
3.804 ton / ton Cl, (3.625) 
Effluent contains mainly water, with sod ium, calcium. magnesium. chlorides. carbonates, 
sulphates and hydroxides. These effluents are pumped to a sewage work and are not released 
directly in the environment. Therefore. their envi ronmenta l burden has been neglected. 
Data on the production of caustic soda, hydrochloric acid and sodium carbonate has been 
obtained from the GaBi 3 database and these substances have been followed to the point were 
the inputs needed to produce them have been extracted from the earth. Data on production of 
sodium thiosulphate are not available and this is a gap in the data for this process. 
The d iagram of the production process as supplied by the manufacturer (Zetachem) is presented 
in Figure A9.2· 
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Figure A9.2: Flowsheet for the Production ofNaOH 
A9.3.8 Production of Powdered Activated Carbon (p AC) (Prof. Arnold - University of 
Natal, School of Chemical Engineering) 
The PAC used by Wiggins Waterworks was imported some years ago from Brazil. It was 
impossible to trace the producer. Prof. Amold head of the School of Chemical Engineering, 
University of Natal , was involved for several years in similar production processes for act ivated 
carbon. The method presented below is the South Afri can way of producing activated carbon. 
Since the quantity involved at Wiggins Waterworks is very small (0.004 kg PAC per I kL 
potable water) it was considered acceptable to use this calculated data . 
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The starting material for the production of PAC was taken as being wood which undergoes 
firstly a process of carbonisation and secondly a process of activation. Carbonisation was done 
most probably in pits with part of the wood being burned to obtain the necessary energy 
(carbonisation occurs at about 500 to 700 oC. Activation is done with steam. For I kg of PAC 
about 5 kg of wood is needed. In calculating this figure it was taken into account that during 
activation half of the carbon produced is lost due to the reaction: 
C+ H,O _CO + H, 
The efficiency of the process is about 50 %. During carbonisation water and methanol are 
emitted. These emissions are not quantified and have not been taken into consideration. 
A9.3.9 Prod uction of Zetafloc (Polymeric Coagulant) 
Data for this chemical is of mixed origin. The initial formulation was obtained from the 
manufacturer under the condition of confidentiality. Therefore. in showing how calculations 
were done the names of the substances will be replaced with letters. 
Onc kg of Zetafloc contains 0.650 kg of co-polymer A, 0.050 kg of co-polymer B, 0.200 kg of 
substance C, 0.100 kg water and 0.001 kg of hydrochloric acid (HCl). To produce the 0.650 kg 
of substance A, 0.181 kg of substance 0 and 0.616 kg of substance E is required. These 
amounts have been calculated by taking into account the stoichiometry of the reaction. By the 
same method it was found that to produce the 0.050 kg of substance B, 0.045 kg of substance F 
and 0.022 kg of substance D are required. To produce substance 0 (0.181+0.022=0.203 kg) one 
needs 0.077 kg ammonia and 0.289 kg methanol. To produce substancc F onc nceds 0.038 kg 
substance E, 0.025 kg of HOCI, 0.021 kg of propylene and 0.035 kg molecular chlorine. To 
produce substance E (0.616+0.038=0.654 kg) 0.359 kg propylene and 0.606 kg molecular 
chlorine is needed. Therefore to produce I kg of Zetafloc, assuming an overall yield of 80 % (an 
average of the yields presented in the literature for these reactions), following inputs are needed: 
Methanol 0.362 kg 
Ammonia 0.096 kg 
Propylene 0.474 kg ' . 
Hypochlorous acid (HOCI) 0.032 kg 
Chlorine 0.80 I kg 
Hydrochloric acid (HCI) 0.00 I kg 
Aluminium chloride hydrate 0.200 kg 
Water O.IOOkg 
From this list of inputs data on the production of chlorine, ammonia, HCl and propylene was 
obtained from the GaBi 3 database and these data will be presented as individual processes in 
the following sections. 
Data on the production of methanol was obtained from Prof. Michael Overcash, University of 
North Carolina. The production of methanol will also be presented as an separate process. 
For the production of HOCl and aluminium chloride hydrate similar calculations, based on 
literature, have been employed.The inputs and outputs used for these substances are presented 
underneath. 
The production of I kg of hypochlorous acid (HOCI) requires the following calculated inputs: 
Chlorine [Inorganic intermediate products] 
Limestone (ca lcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources] 







Thc production of I kg of aluminium chloride hydrate requires the following calculated inputs: 
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Chlorine [lnorganic intermediate products] 








A9.3 .1 0 Production of Electricity (Hard Coal Power Plant - GaBi 3 Process) 
For the production of electricity data from the GaBi 3 database was used. This data has been 
collected from a German plant employing similar technology as Eskom in South Africa. The 
inputs and the outputs for the production of I MJ by this process in the database are as follows: 
Inputs: 
Primary energy from hydro power (BUWAL) [Renewable 
energy resources] 
Wood (BUWAL) [Renewable energy resources] 
Raw brown coal (BUW AL) [Lignite (resource)] 
Crude oi l free wellhead (Crude oil (resource)] 
Raw hard coal (BUW AL) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Uranium free ore (BUW AL) [Uranium (resource)] 
Raw natural gas (BUWAL) [Natural gas (resource)] 
OutPIIIS: 
Power [Power, electrical energy] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] 
Laughing gas (dinitrogen monoxide) 
[Inorganic emissions into air] 
NMVOC (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emiss ions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into water] 
Lead [Heavy metals into air] 
Cadmium [Heavy metals into air] 
Manganese [Heavy metals into air1 
Nickel [Heavy metals into air] 
Mercury [Heavy metals into air] 
Zinc [Heavy metals into air] 
Ammonia [lnorganic emissions into air) 
Benzene [Group NMVOC into air] 
Adsorbable organic compounded halogenes (AOX) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Biological oxygen demand (SOD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Total organic bounded carbon 



































1.2021 E-5 kg 
0.4 11 83kg 
0.00046906 kg 
0.0012256 kg 
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Arsenic [Heavy metals into water] 
Barium (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Lead [Heavy metals into water] 
Cadmium (Heavy metals into water] 
Halone (130 I) (Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
lron (Heavy metals into water] 
Metals (unspecified) (Particles into air] 
Copper [Heavy metals into water] 
Nickel [Heavy metals into water] 
Mercury (Heavy metals into water] 
Zinc [Heavy metals into water] 
Aluminium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Ammonium / ammonia [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chloride (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Cyanide [inorganic emissions into water] 
Nitrate [inorganic emissions into water] 
Phosphate (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphate (Inorgan ic emissions into water) 
Phenol (hydroxy benzene) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Toluene (methyl benzene) (Hydrocarbons into water] 
Chromium (unspecified) (Heavy metals into water] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Halogenized hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Halogenated 
organic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphide [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Total dissolved organic bounded carbon [Analytical values 
emissions into water] 
Solids (suspended) [Part icles into water] 
Oil (unspec ified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Polycycli c aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH, unspec.) 
[Hydrocarbons into water] 
N itrogen organic bounded [inorganic emissions into water] 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) 
[Radioact ive emissions into air] 
Inorganic salts and ac ids (unspecified) 
(Inorganic emissions into water) 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) 
[Radioactive emissions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Hydrocarbons into water] 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 
(Group PAH into air] 
A9.3.11 Production of Chlorine - GaBi 3 Process 
---.. 
Mass 3.9879E-9 kg 
Mass 2.1505E-7 kg 
Mass 1.205E-8 kg 
Mass 1.3487E-1 0 kg 
Mass 1.1204E-10 kg 
Mass 0.00065953 kg 
Mass 1.7441 E-5 kg 
Mass 9.8907E-9 kg 
Mass 9.9957E-9 kg 
Mass 4.8573E-12 kg 
Mass 2.0073E-8 kg 
Mass 1.987E-6 kg 
Mass 5. 1679E-8 kg 
Mass 3.4629E-5 kg 
Mass 1.6599E- 10 kg 
Mass 6.1562E-8 kg 
Mass 1.1 735E-7 kg 
Mass 0.0013955 kg 
Mass 3.3 118E-9 kg 
Mass 2.8117E-9 kg 
Mass 1.9887E-8 kg 
Mass 3.5 178E-7 kg 
Mass 2.8962E-12 kg 
Mass 3.281 IE-8 kg 
Mass 7.8512E-1O kg 
Mass 3.7815E-9 kg 
Mass 1.8839E-6 kg 
Mass 6.3082E-7 kg 
Mass 3.06E-1O kg 
Mass 4.63 I 7E-9 kg 
Activ ity 9644.1 Bq 
Mass 0.001462 kg 
Act ivity 88.732Bq 
Mass 4.220 I E-6 kg 
Mass 3.4866E-9 kg 
Data for this process is used form the GaBi 3 database and it is average data from a multitude of 
producer. For the production of I kg chlorine the inputs and outputs are as presented. 
Inputs 
Hard coal (APME) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
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Primary energy from hydro power (A PM E) 
[Renewable energy resources] 
Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources] 
Sodium chloride (rock salt) [Non renewable resources] 
Water [Water1 
lran ore [Non renewable resources] 
Quartz sand (si li ca sand; si licon dioxide) 
[Non renewable resources] 
Outputs 
Chlorine [Inorganic intermediate products] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen oxides (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Biological oxygen demand (BaD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Inert chemicals [Consumer waste] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Acid (calculated as 1-1+) [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sodium (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphate (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Overburden [Stockpile goods) 
Municipal similarly industrial waste [Consumer waste] 
Hazardous waste [Hazardous waste] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Solids (dissolved) [Analytical values emissions into water] 
Slag [Hazardous waste) 
Solids (suspended) (Particles into water] 
vac (unspecified) [Organic emissions into air (group VaC)] 
A9_3.12 Production of Steel- GaBi 3 Process 
For I kg of steel sheet the inputs and the outputs are as presented_ 
lupulS: 
Steel scrap [Waste for recovery] 
Degreasing agent [Operating materials] 
Primary energy from hydro power (BUW AL) [Renewable energy 
resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources] 
Wood (BUWAL) [Renewable energy resources] 
Rolling oil [Operating materials] 
Iron ore [Non renewable resourcesJ 
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Alloy components (Metals] 
Raw brown coal (BUWAL) [Lignite (resource)] 
Crude o il free wellhead (Crude oil (resource)] 
Raw hard coal (BUWAL) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Uranium free ore (BUW AL) [Uranium (resource)] 
Raw natural gas (BUWAL) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Chromium compounds [Waste for recovery] 
Acid (unspecified) [Inorganic intermediate products) 
Additives (steel production) [Metals] 
Outputs: 
Steel sheet (ECCS low grade) [Metals] 
Steel sheet (ECCS) [Metals] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emiss ions into air] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] 
Laughing gas (dinitrogen monoxide) [Inorganic emissions into air] 
NMVOC (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur diox.ide (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into water) 
Lead [Heavy metals into air] 
Cadmium (Heavy metals into air] 
Copper (Heavy metals into air] 
Manganese (Heavy metals into air] 
Nickel [Heavy meta ls into air] 
Mercury (Heavy metals into air] 
Thallium [Heavy metals into air] 
Vanadium (Heavy metals into air] 
Zinc (Heavy metals into air] 
Ammonia (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen su lfide [Inorganic emissions into air1 
Benzene [Group NMVOC into air] 
Adsorbable organic compounded halogenes (AOX) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOO) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) (Group NMVOC into air] 
Total organic bounded carbon [Analytical values emissions into water] 
Arsenic [Heavy metals into water] 
Barium (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Lead (Heavy metals into water] 
Cadmium [Heavy metals into water] 
Halone (130 1) [Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Iron (Heavy metals into water] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Mass 0.0052 kg 
Mass 0.106kg 
Mass 0.0868 kg 
Mass 1.19 kg 
Mass 5.36E-9 kg 
Mass O. \04 kg 
Mass 0.00086 kg 
Mass 0.0125 kg 
Mass 0.0331 kg 
Mass 0.0333 kg 
Mass I kg 
Mass 2.95 kg 
Mass 0.0185 kg 
Mass 0.0\08 kg 
Mass 9.52E-6 kg 
Mass 0.001 kg 
Mass 0.00454 kg 
Mass 0.00618 kg 
Mass 0.00t41 kg 
Mass 8.63E-5 kg 
Mass 1.1 E-5 kg 
Mass 5.8E-9 kg 
Mass 4.58E-6 kg 
Mass 1.07E-7 kg 
Mass 2.6E-7 kg 
Mass 1.74E-6 kg 
Mass 1.76E-6 kg 
Mass 1.57E-8 kg 
Mass 4E-8 kg 
Mass I E-8 kg 
Mass 2.66E-7 kg 
Mass 1.97E-6 kg 
Mass 9.9E-6 kg 
Mass 2.27E-6 kg 
Mass 5.16E-7 kg 
Mass 0.00017 kg 
Mass 0.000465 kg 
Mass 5.23E-6 kg 
Mass 0.000149 kg 
Mass 3.85E-6 kg 
Mass 0.000165 kg 
Mass 9.74E-6 kg 
Mass 1.02E-7 kg 
Mass 2.07E-8 kg 
Mass 0.00079 kg 
Mass 2.55E-5 kg 
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Copper [Heavy metals into water] 
Nickel [Heavy metals into water] 
Mercury (Heavy metals into water] 
Zinc [Heavy metals into water] 
Aluminium (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Ammonium I ammonia [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Cyanide [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chemicals (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] 
Nitrate [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Phosphate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphate (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Phenol (hydroxy benzene) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Toluene (methyl benzene) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Halogenized hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphide (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Rolling tinder [Waste for recovery] 
Total dissolved organic bounded carbon 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Oil (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH, unspec.) 
(H ydrocarbons into water1 
Nitrogen organic bounded [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) [Radioactive emissions into air] 
Inorganic salts and acids (unspecified) (Inorganic emissions into water] 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) 
(Radioactive emissions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) {Hydrocarbons into water] 
Chromium compounds (Waste for recovery1 
Iron compounds (unspecified) [Waste for recovery) 
Slag (Iron plate production) [Waste for recovery] 
Dust, outpouring (Waste for recovery] 
Chromium (unspecified) (Heavy metals into air] 
Chromium (unspecified) [Heavy metals into water) 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (FAH) [Group PAH into air] 




































For the production of I kg of aluminium sheet following inputs and outputs are needed. 
I"PUIS: 
Primary energy from hydro power (BUWAL) [Renewable energy 
resources] 
Bauxite [Non renewable resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources) 
Sodium chloride (rock salt) [Non renewable resources] 
Wood (SUWAL) [Renewable energy resources] 
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Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic intermediate products] 
Quartz sand (si lica sand; s ilicon dioxide) [Non renewable resources] 
Fluorspar (calcium fluoride; nuorite) [Inorganic intermediate products] 
Raw brown coa l (BUWAL) [Lignite (resource)] 
Crude oil free wellhead [Crude oil (resource)] 
Raw hard coal (BUWAL) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Uranium free ore (BUWAL) [Uranium (resource)] 
Raw natural gas (BUWAL) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Process and cooling water [Operating materials] 
Insulating stone [Operating materials] 
Insulating board [Operat ing materials] 
Flux and gas [Operat ing materials] 
OutPIIO;: 
Alumin ium sheet [Metals] 
Cathode stee l [Operat ing materials] 
Carbon dioxide [inorgan ic emissions into air] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane [OrganiC emissions into air (group VOC)] 
Laughing gas (dinitrogen monoxide) [Inorgan ic emiss ions into air] 
NMVOC (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide (Inorganic emissions into ai r] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air) 
Hydrogen chloride [inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons (unspec ifi ed) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into water] 
Lead [Heavy metals into air] 
Cadmium [Heavy metals into air] 
Manganese [Heavy metals into air] 
Nickel [Heavy metals into air] 
Mercury [Heavy metals into air] 
Zinc [Heavy metals into air] 
Ammonia [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Fluoride (unspecified) (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Benzene [Group NMVOC into air] 
Adsorbable organic compounded haJogenes (AOX) [ 
Analytical values emissions into water] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOD) 
(Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emiss ions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Total organic bounded carbon [Analytical values emissions into water] 
Arsenic [Heavy metals into water] 
Barium [lnorganic emissions into water] 
Lead [Heavy metals into water] 
Cadmium [Heavy metals into water] 
Halone (1301) [Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
lron [Heavy metals into water) 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Mass 0.0196kg 
Mass J.8SE-S kg 
Mass 0.02S4 kg 
Mass 0.21 7 kg 
Mass 1.3 kg 
Mass 1.6207 kg 
Mass 7.8E-S kg 
Mass 0.3608 kg 
Mass 0.00844 kg 
Mass 0.00S2 kg 
Mass 0.0034 kg 
Mass 0.002 kg 
Mass I kg 
Mass 0.0061 kg 
Mass 8.22 kg 
Mass 0.0616 kg 
Mass 0.018 kg 
Mass 4.57E-5 kg 
Mass 0.0111 kg 
Mass 0.017 kg 
Mass 0.0565 kg 
Mass 0.0216 kg 
Mass 0.000748 kg 
Mass 7.79E-5 kg 
Mass 6.23E-8 kg 
Mass I.IE-6 kg 
Mass 2.7IE-7 kg 
Mass 3A2E-7 kg 
Mass 8.88E-6 kg 
Mass I.2IE-7 kg 
Mass 2.29E-6 kg 
Mass IA5E-5 kg 
Mass 0.000824 kg 
Mass 1.63E-5 kg 
Mass 2.25E-7 kg 
Mass 3.51 E-6 kg 
Mass 8.59E-5 kg 
Mass S.83E-S kg 
Mass 0.000869 kg 
Mass S.18E-6 kg 
Mass 0.000365 kg 
Mass IAIE-S kg 
Mass 2.06E-7 kg 
Mass 3.09E-7 kg 
Mass 0.00111 kg 
Mass 0.000236 kg 
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Copper [Heavy metals into water] 
Nickel [Heavy metals into water] 
Mercury [Heavy metals into water] 
Zinc [Heavy metals into water] 
Aluminium [lnorganic emissions into water] 
Ammonium / ammonia [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Cyanide [Inorganic emissions into water1 
Fluoride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Nitrate [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Phosphate [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Sulphate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Phenol (hydroxy benzene) (Hydrocarbons into water] 
Toluene (methyl benzene) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Aldehyde (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Halogenized hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Sulphide [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Tetrafluoromethanc (Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Total dissolved organ ic bounded carbon 
(Analytical values emissions into water] 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Oil (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Polycycl ic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH, unspec.) [Hydrocarbons into 
water] 
VOC (unspecified) [Organic emissions into air (group VaC)] 
Chromium (unspecified) [Heavy metals into water] 
Dross [Waste for recovery] 
N itrogen organic bounded [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Cathode carbon (outpouring) [Waste for recovery] 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) [Radioactive emissions into air] 
Inorganic salts and acids (unspecified) [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Radioactive substances (unspecified) 
(Radioactive emissions into water] 
Aromati c hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Polycyc lic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [Group PAH into air] 
A9.3.14 Production of Epoxy Resin - GaBi 3 Process 
IlIputs: 
Hard coal (APME) [Hard coal (resource)} 
Crude oi l (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
Natural gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)} 
Lignite (APME) [Lignite (resource)] 
Wood 50% water (APME) [Renewable energy resources] 
Primary energy from hydro power (APME) 
[Renewable energy resources] 
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Sulphur (APME) [Non renewable energy resources) 
Hydrogen (APME) [Non renewable energy resources] 
Lead [Non renewable elementary resources] 
Iron [Non renewable elementary resources] 
Bauxite [Non renewable resources] 
Energy unspecified (APME) [Energy resources] 
Water (feed water) [Water] 
Dolomite [Non renewable resources] 
Fluorspar (ca lcium fluoride; fluorile) [Non renewable resources] 
Gypsum (natural gypsum) [Non renewable resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources) 
Water (river water) [Water] 
Slate [Non renewable resources] 
Sodium c hloride (rock salt) [Non renewable resources) 
Clay [Non renewable resources] 
Water [Water] 
Air [Renewable resources] 
Water (well water) [Water] 
Barium sulphate [Non renewable resourcesJ 
Ferro manganese [Non renewable resources] 
Nitrogen [Renewable resources] 
Oxygen [Renewable resources] 
Sulphur (bonded) [Non renewable resources] 
Sulphur [Non renewable elementary resources) 
Olivine [Non renewable resources] 
Potassium chloride [Non renewable resources] 
Bentonite [Non renewable resources] 
Water (sea water) [Water) 
Raw gravel [Non renewable resources] 
Quartz sand (silica sand; si licon dioxide) [Non renewable resources] 
Outputs: 
Epoxy resin [Plastics] 
Potassium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Magnesium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Energy recovery (APME) [Energy resources1 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] 
NMVOC (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [lnorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride [lnorganic emissions into air] 
Ammonia [lnorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorine [Inorganic emissions into air] 
(ca lorifi c value) 
Energy (calorific 0.07 MJ 
va lue) 
Energy 3.34 MJ 
(calorifi c value) 
Mass 4E-6 kg 
Mass 0.0024 kg 
Mass 0.0024 kg 
Energy 0.03 MJ 
(calorific value) 
Mass 14 kg 
Mass 0.00029 kg 
Mass 3.9E-5 kg 
Mass I.3E-5 kg 
Mass 0.71 kg 
Mass 280 kg 
Mass 3.7E-5 kg 
Mass 1.8 kg 
Mass 1.4E-5 kg 
Mass 42 kg 
Mass 0.94 kg 
Mass 0.019kg 
Mass 0.00041 kg 
Mass 2E-6 kg 
Mass 0.12 kg 
Mass 0.04 kg 
Mass 0.0037 kg 
Mass 0.0073 kg 
Mass • 2.2E-5 kg 
Mass 0.029 kg 
Mass 0.00013 kg 
Mass 68 kg 
Mass 8E-6 kg 
Mass 0.0012 kg 
Mass I kg 
Mass 0.00082 kg 
Mass 5.9 kg 
Mass 1.8E-5 kg 
Energy 7.12 MJ 
(calorific value) 
Mass 0.0023 kg 
Mass 0.037 kg 
Mass 0.00049 kg 
Mass 0.035 kg 
Mass 0.02 kg 
Mass 0.016 kg 
Mass 0.00039 kg 
Mass 8E-6 kg 
Mass 4E-6 kg 
Mass 6E-6 kg 
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Hydrogen sulfide [Inorganic emissions into air1 
Biological oxygen demand (BOD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemica l oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Organic compounds (unspec ified) [Organic emissions into water] 
Aromatic hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Iron [Heavy metals into water] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into ai r] 
Ammonium / ammonia [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Acid (calcu lated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into water) 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sodium [inorganic emissions into water] 
Nitrate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Phosphate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Calcium [Inorganic emissions into water1 
Sulphate [Inorganic emissions into water1 
Phenol (hydroxy benzene) (Hydrocarbons into water] 
Overburden [Stockpi le goods] 
Aldehyde (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Municipal similarly industrial waste [Consumer waste] 
Hazardous waste [Hazardous waste] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Sol ids (disso lved) [Analytical va lues emissions into water] 
Detergent (unspecified) [Other emissions into water] 
Waste (unspecified) [Consumer waste] 
Demolition waste [Stockpile goods] 
Packaging waste (metal) [Consumer waste] 
Packaging waste (plastic) [Consumer waste] 
Organic waste [Consumer waste] 
Halogenized hydrocarbons (unspecified) 
[Halogenated organic emissions into air] 
Organic chlorine compounds [Organic emissions into air (group VaC)] 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chlorine (dissolved) [Inorganic emiss ions into water] 
Organic chlorine compounds (unspecified) [Organic emissions into 
water] 
Hydrogen [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Carbonate [Inorganic emissions in to water] 
Production residues (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] 
Incineration good [Waste for disposal1 
Slag [Hazardous waste] 
Total dissolved organic bounded carbon 
[Analyt ical va lues emissions into water] 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
vac (unspecified) [Organic emissions into air (group VaC)] 
Mass 3E-6 kg 
Mass 0.00 12 kg 
Mass 0.051 kg 
Mass 0.0052 kg 
Mass 2.8E-S kg 
Mass 1 E-6 kg 
Mass 6E-6 kg 
Mass SE-6 kg 
Mass 6.2E-S kg 
Mass 0.98 kg 
Mass 0.38 kg 
Mass 1 E-6 kg 
Mass 0.00022 kg 
Mass 0.054 kg 
Ma::;s 0,0081 kg 
Mass I.2E-5 kg 
Mass 0,31 kg 
Mass 4.7E-S kg 
Mass 0,073 kg 
Mass 0,019kg 
Mass 0,00042 kg 
Mass 0,017kg 
Mass 6.9E-S kg 
Mass S,7E-S kg 
Mass 3,2E-S kg 
Mass 1.6E-S kg 
Mass " 0,00043 kg 
Mass 2E-S kg 
Mass 8E-6 kg 
Mass 1.1 E-5 kg 
Mass 1 E-S kg 
Mass 2.4E-5 kg 
Mass 7,2E-5 kg 
Mass 0,021 kg 
Mass O,OIS kg 
Mass I.IE-S kg 
Mass 0,0058 kg 
Mass 0,03S kg 
Mass 0.00041 kg 
Mass 0,083 kg 
Mass 8,6E-S kg 
Mass 0.0058 kg 
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A9.3.1S Production of PVC - Galli 3 Process 
For the production of I kg of PVC following inputs and outputs are considered. 
Illputs: 
Hard coal (APME) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
Natural gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Primary energy from hydro power (APME) [Renewable energy 
resources] 
Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] 
Bauxite [Inorganic intermediate products] 
Energy unspeci fied (APME) [Energy resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources] 
Sodium chloride (rock salt) [Non renewable resources] 
Water [Water] 
Iron ore [Non renewable resources] 
Quartz sand (sil ica sand; silicon dioxide) [Non renewable resources] 
OutplltS: 
Polyvinyl chloride granulate (PVC) [Plastics] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Chlorine [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOO) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Inert chemicals [Consumer waste] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sodium [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Sulphate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Overburden [Stockpile goods] 
Munic ipal similarly industrial waste [Consumer waste] 
Hazardous waste [Hazardous waste] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Solids (dissolved) [Analytical values emissions into water] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Organic chlorine compounds [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Organic chlorine compounds (unspecified) 
[Organic emissions into water J 
Slag [Hazardous waste] 
Total dissolved organic bounded carbon 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Mass 0.24672 kg 
Mass 0.50731 kg 
Mass 0.52531 kg 
Energy 0.84 MJ 
(ca lorific value) 
Energy (calorific 7.87 MJ 
value) 
Mass 0.00022 kg 
Energy 0. 13 MJ 
(calorific value) 
Mass 0.0016 kg 
Mass 0.69 kg 
Mass 1.9 kg 
Mass 0.0004 kg 
Mass 0.0012 kg 
Mass I kg 
Mass 0.0027 kg 
Mass 0.0 16 kg 
Mass 0.0 13 kg 
Mass , 0.0039 kg 
Mass 0.00023 kg 
Mass 2E-6 kg 
Mass 8E-5 kg 
Mass 0.0011 kg 
Mass 0.014 kg 
Mass 3E-6 kg 
Mass 0.00011 kg 
Mass 0.04 kg 
Mass 0.0023 kg 
Mass 0.0043 kg 
Mass 0.066 kg 
Mass 0.0018kg 
Mass 0.00 12 kg 
Mass 0.0002 kg 
Mass 0.0005 kg 
Mass 1.944 kg 
Mass 0.00072 kg 
Mass 3E-6 kg 
Mass IE-5 kg 
Mass 0.047 kg 
Mass 0.001 kg 
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Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Oil (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
vac (unspecified) [Organic emissions into air (group VaC)] 







The PVC granulate form the previous processes is used to produce PVC pipes. The inputs and 
outputs from thi s process are presented as follows: 
Inputs: 
Polyvinyl ch loride granulate (PVC) [Plastics] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oi l (resource)] 
Natu ral gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)] 
Primary energy from hydro power (APME) 
[Renewable energy resources] 
Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] 
Energy unspecified (APME) (Energy resources] 
Water [Water] 
Hard coal (APME) [1'lard coal (resource)] 
Outputs: 
Polyvinyl chloridc*tube (PVC) [Plast ic parts) 
Carbon monoxide [inorganic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxidc [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emiss ions into air] 
Hydrogen fluoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Overburden [Stockpile goods] 
Production residues (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] 
Slag [Hazardous waste1 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
VOC (unspecified) [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
A9.3.17 Production of Polyethyiene (PE) - C aBi 3 Process 
IlIputs: 
Hard coal (APME) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oi l (resource)] 
Natura! gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)] 





























































1.2 173 kg 
0.40148 kg 
0.8 1 MJ 
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Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] 
Bauxite [Non renewable resources] 
Energy unspecified (APME) [Energy resources] 
Limestone (calcium carbonate) [Non renewable resources] 
Sodium chloride (rock salt) [Non renewable resources] 
Clay [Non renewable resources] 
Water [Water] 
Tron ore [Non renewable resources] 
Outputs: 
Polypropylene granulate (PP) [Plastics] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
NMVOC (unspecified) [Group NMVOC into air] 
Nitrogen oxides [Inorgan ic emiss ions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic emiss ions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen nuoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen sulfide [lnorganic emissions into air] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOO) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
[Analytical values emissions into water] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into air] 
Ammonium I ammon ia [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Chloride [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Nitrate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Phosphate [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Overburden [Stockpile goods] 
Municipal simi larly industrial waste [Consumer waste] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles into water] 
Sol ids (d issolved) [Analytical values emissions into water] 
Carbon dioxide [lnorganic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Slag [Hazardous waste] 
Toxic chemicals (unspecified) [Hazardous waste for disposal1 
Total dissolved organic bounded carbon 
[Analytical values emissions into water} 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Oi l (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
VOC (unspec ified) [Organic emiss ions into air (group VOC)] 


































































0.0 14 kg 
0.0 12 kg 
0.0003 kg 
0.0002 kg 
1. 1 kg 








It was assumed that the same mold ing process is used to produce the polyethy1ene neuing as the 
production of polyethylene pipes. The inputs and outputs are as fo llows. 
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I"puts: 
Polyethylene high density granulate (PE HO) [Plastics] 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
Natural gas (APME) [Natural gas (resource)] 











Nuclear energy (APME) [Uranium (resource)] Energy 0.721 MJ 
(calorific value) 
Energy unspecified (APME) [Energy resources] Energy 0.224 MJ 
(calorific value) 
Water (Water] Mass 25.444 kg 
l'lard coal (APME) [1'lard coal (resource)] Mass 0.067316 kg 
Outputs: 
Polyethylene·tube (PE) [Plastic parts] 
Carbon monoxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Nitrogen oxides (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Dust (unspecified) (Particles into air] 
Hydrogen chloride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Hydrogen nuoride [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Biological oxygen demand (BOO) [Analytical values emiss ions into water] 
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) [Analytical values emissions into water] 
Metals (unspecified) [Particles inlo air] 
Acid (calculated as H+) [Inorganic emissions into water] 
Overburden [Stockpi le goods] 
Municipal similarly industrial waste [Consumer waste] 
Production residues (unspecified) [Waste for recovery] 
Slag [Hazardous waste] 
Solids (suspended) [Particles into water] 
Hydrocarbons (unspecified) [Hydrocarbons into water] 
VOC (unspeci fied) [Organic emissions into air (group VOC)1 
Inert chemicals [Hazardous waste] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
A9.3 .1 9 P.-oduclion of Methanol 
Mass I kg 
Mass 0.00019 kg 
Mass 0.0033 kg 
Mass 0.0035 kg 
Mass 0.0012 kg 
Mass 4E-5 kg 
Mass I E·6 kg 
Mass I E·6 kg 
Mass 2E·6 kg 
Mass I E·6 kg 
Mass IE·6 kg 
Mass 0.0155 kg 
Mass.. 0.0001 kg 
Mass 0.0037 kg 
Mass 0.0048 kg 
Mass 3E·5 kg 
Mass I E·6 kg 
Mass 0.0029 kg 
Mass 0.006 kg 
Mass 0.44 kg 
Data on the production of methanol was obtained from Prof. Overcash, University of North 
Carolina. It was entered manually in the GaBi 3 database and in the process plans where it was 
used it was linked with the production of power. The inputs and outputs for this process are 
presented as follows. 
Inputs: 
Crude oil (APME) [Crude oil (resource)] 
Power [Power, electrical energy] 
Natura l gas free customer (APME) [Natural gas products] 
Water [Water] 
Raw hard coal (BUWAL) [Hard coal (resource)] 
Mass 











Methanol [Organic intennediate products] 
Carbon dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methane (Organic emissions into air (group VOC)] 
Nitrogen oxides (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Sulphur dioxide [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Waste (unspecified) {Consumer waste] 













Data for this process was calculated in a similar fash ion as for ZClafloc, the polymeric 
coagulant. 
Inputs: 
Benzene (Organic intennediate products] 
Power [Power, electrical energy] 
Propene (propylene) [Organic intennediate products) 
Oxygen [Renewable resources] 
A9.3.21 Production of Dimcthylformamidc 
Mass 







This data was obtained from Prof. Overcash, University of North Carolina. The inputs and 
outputs for the production of I kg of dimethylfonnamide is as follows. 
IlIput: 
Methanol (Organic intennediate products] 
Dimethylamine (Organic intennediate products] 
Power [Power, electrical energy] 
OU/pUIS; 
Dimethyl formamide [Plastics] 
Carbon dioxide (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methanol [lnorganic emissions into air] 
Amines [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Carbon monoxide (Inorganic emissions into air] 
Waste water [Other emissions into water] 
Methanol [Hydrocarbons into water] 
A9.3.22 Production of N,N Dimethyl Formamidc (DMA) 
Mass 
Mass 








Data for this process was obtained from Pref. Overcash, University of North Carolina 
Inputs: 
Methanol [Organic intennediate products] 
Ammonia [Inorganic intennediate products] 






















Dimcthylamine (Organic intennediate products] 
Ammonia [Inorganic emissions into air] 
Methanol (Group NMVOC into air] 
Methanol [Hydrocarbons into water] 
Ammonium [Inorganic emissions into air] 
A9.3.23 P roduct ion of Poly Vinyl Pyr roJi do nc 
Mass 1 kg 
Mass 0.00205 kg 
Mass 0.01424 kg 
Mass 0.0293 kg 
Mass 0.00506 kg 
Data on this process was calculated based on literature. For one kg of th is substance followin g 
inputs have been considered. 
Iltpltts: 
Hydrogen [Inorganic intermediate products] Mass 
Fonnaldehyde (37%; methanal) [Organic intermediate products) Mass 
Ethene (acetylene) [Organic intermediate products] Mass 
Ammonia [Inorganic intermediate products] Mass 





Data for this chemical was calculated from literature. For I kg of polyethylene glycol following 
inputs and outputs have been considered. 
Inpll ts: 
Ethene (ethylene) [Organic inte rmediate products] 
Oxygen [Renewable resources1 
Power (Power, electri cal energy] 
OU/pllts 
Polyethylene glycol [Plastics] 
Carbon dioxide (Inorganic emissions into air] 
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APPENDIX 10 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) 
FACTORS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
CATEGORY OF GLOBAL WARMING 
' . 
AIO - I 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) FACTORS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORY OF GLOBAL WARMING 
C HEMICAL FACTOR 
....... aroon O IOXIUC l'norgamc emiSSions mto alrJ 
nCnlorometna ne emora orm} Ltta ogenateo organic emiSSions 1010 air , 
I Ulcnloromethane (methylene Ch londe) LI-talogenated organic emiSS ions IOta alrj " I MClnanC lvrgamc CffilSS lons mto air tgroup ,I 
I K LlJ ldlc hlorotnlluoroethane) lHalogenated orgamc emiSSions 1010 alrJ YJ 
I fl cmoroet lane 310genatea orgamc enusSlOns mto air I IV 
K I)La ldllluQroctllanc) ltl alogenatea organiC enuSSlOns mto tIl Tj 14V 
I K LL.;>ca \OICnlOropcntalJUoropropancJ 1Ma ogenateo orgamc emiSSions mto air I IV 
! K 14J (tnlluorOeUmne) ll-Ialogenatcd orgamc emiSS ions mto 3lfJ "'v 
I Laugntng gas \OImtrogen monOXloe) [lnorgamc enusslOns mto al(J JJV 
~ K 1"£4_ c lliorotetra lloroethane Halogenated organic emiSS ions mto air 40V 
• I~ ,t,t,)co lOlcmoropental JlIOropentane I In alOgenateo organic emissions Into alrJ »V 
~_ I~ j2 tn fl uoroet lane) 1I1a ogenaled organic emiSSions mto alrj ,W 
Ko. ,t't')ca pentalluoropropane lrla ogenaleo orgamc emiSSions mto air OIV 
K Iq I 0 {OICnlorO· I.Iluoroetnanc I [H alogenatea orgamc cmlss lons mto al~j OJV 
; 1'1. I..)' a \tetralluoroetnane} lnalogenateo orgamc emiSSions mto atrJ "vv 
; I..,..aroon tctracnlonoe telrac hloro melnaneJ [tta ogenatea organic emiSSions mto air 14VV 
_ K_ 4_J~ IU (deCa~lUoropentan:! lHalogenateu orgamc emiSS ions mto air IOVU 
: K,t,t cllIoromlJuorometnane) Ha logenateo orgamc emiSS ions mto al rJ "VV 
I K J4.t:O (CnlOrOCIlIJuOroetnane Ha ogenated orgamc emiSSions mto alrJ LVVV 
i 1'1. J,t,) penla lluoroctnane} lMa ogenaleo orgamc emiSSions 1010 air >,VV 
, K LL/ea septllllloropropane) lttaJogenatea organic emiSS ions mto air JJVV 
. K J I IrIcmorlluormetnane} lMa ogenatea organiC emiSSions mto nlq .VVV 
Ko. I'ua tnlluoroemaneJ lMalogenalea organic emissions 1010 31rJ I 44VV 
. K II! (tn chlorolluoroelnane) lHalogenated orgamc enusS lons 1010 :mJ >VVV 
nalone \UVI} lrla ogenalea orgamc emissions mto air 'OVV 
I etratllloromellane [Ha ogenate orgamc emiSSions mto alrl bJVV 
1'1. ,t")01(1 \nexalluoropropanc} ln atogenateo organic emiSSions mto alrJ "VUV 
K I L {OI C I orOOlttuoromelna ne tla ogenaled organic emiSSions mlo air ",VV 
K 11 4 \a1CmOrOlelra tloroelnane} lnaJogenalea orgamc emissions 1010 a ir »VU 
I~ 11 ') Cll orOpenla lJUoroemane) [Ha ogenated organiC emiSS ions 11110 alf YJVV 
_ K_IJ (Cnlorotntluoromethane) lH alogenateu orgamc enusSlons mto alf " IVV 
1'I.,t ..) t in uoromelnancJ lna ogenatea orgahlC emiSSions 1010 nIT I4IVV 
K II() (nexatluoro~l~ane) lHa ogenatcct orgaruc emiSS ions mto alrl IL>VV 
;)1I pnur nexalluonae lInorgahlc CffilSSlons IOto air ,>YVV 
Reference: 
GaBi 3: Software and Database for Life Cycle Engineering, IKP University of Sruttgart and PE ProduCI 
Engineering GmbH, April 1998. 
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APPENDIX 11 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) 
FACTORS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
CATEGORY OF OZONE DEPLETION 
A l l · I 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) FACTORS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORY OF OZONE DEPLETION 
CHEMICAL FACTOR 
K 1.1. I chlorodllluoromethane I lHalogenalca orgamc emiSSions mto alrJ um 
R 142b (chlorodi uoroethane Halogenated orgamc emiSS ions Into alrJ 0.065 
I{ I q I b {dle ll orO- I -t JUOrOelhanC) 11-1 a ogenatea orgaOlc emiSSiOns IOta air u. 
I I{ 115 (chloropentalluoroet mne) [Ha ogenated organiC enuSSlOns mto air 0.6 
~om~ogenateaorgantc errusslons Into alT u. 
I Methyl broffilde LHa ogenatcd orgamc enUSSLons mto \ValerJ 0.1 
I K IIJ trlchlorOfTllorocthane) lHa ogenatea orgamc emiSS io ns mto air] 0." 
I R 114 (dichlorotetralluoroethane Halogenated orgamc emiSSiOns mlo mr I 
~rotr1n-uorometnane)lFlafogenatea organ ic emiSSions mto a lT I 
I R 12 (d ichlo rodifluoromethane Halogenated orgamc enllSSlOns mto airJ I 
IRITTtricliIollTuonnetFlane}THiiTogenated organic emiSSIons mto air I 
I Carbon tetrachlonde tetrachloromethane l-I aJogenated orgamc emiSSions mlo air I. 
Tnchloroel anc [I-Ia ogcnatcd organic enusslons mlo air] I. 
I !-I atone ( 11. 11 ) [Ha ogcnaled organic emiSSIons loto air 1 3 
I Haione H a ogenated organiC emlSSLons 11110 aIr 
1 6 
jRaToniTTJOTT[Flarogcnatea organic emiSSIons mto air 10 
Reference: 
GaBi 3: Software and Database fo r Life Cycle Engineering, IKP University of Stuttgart and PE Product 
Engineering GmbH, April 1998. 
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APPENDIX 12 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) 
FACTORS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
CATEGORY OF ACIDIFICATION 
A I2 - I 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) FACTORS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORY OF ACIDIFICATION 
CHEMICAL FACTOR 
I etracnloroetnene tpercnloroetnYlcne alogenatea organic enusSlOns mlo nIT U . <Y 
n yorogen ororrune t"yufO ofomlc aCid) llnorgantc emiSS ions mto 31f1 U.j," 
N itriC aC10 llnorgamc emiSS ions 1010 air U. > UO 
\...nlorometnane mClnyl Ch ~?r_lde) lHalogenatect orgamc emiSSions mlo walcr U~Oj4_ 
v my cmanae l V\""M; Cnlorocmcne , lnalogcnatea organic emissions mto air u.oo. 
· ChloromC_lhane methyl chlonde) lHa ogenatco organiC erruss lons miD ai r U.OJ 4 
;:'Ulpnufl c OleIC llnorgamc emiSSions mto air u.o» 
Nitrogen OXides llnorgal1lc emiSSions Into 31rJ U.I 
I rlcnlOroetnene {Isomers) ll"13 ogenatea orgamc emiSSions 1010 water U.IL 
-I nchloroelhene (Isomers) ll"lalogenated orgamc emiSSions mto 31fJ U. IL 
I ne 1 oroelnane lH3 ogcnateo organiC enuSSlOns mto au U.I L 
· Ulchloromethane (met~ene ~_~IOnde) lHalogenateCl organic emiSS ions mto alrJ U.'-4_4_ 
I ncmorometnane lCnJororormJ lnalogenatea organic emiSSions mto water U.OU> 
I n Chloromemane (Chlorotorm) II alogenated organic enllSSlons mto alrj U . • UJ 
I....aroon le tracmonae tetracmoromelnaneJ lnaJogenatea orgamc emiSSions mto ai r UM 
H yarogen cntonae llnorgamc enllSSlOns mto au J U .•• 
Sulphur dioxide llnorganlC emiSSio ns mto alTl I 
I-Iyorogen cyanloe pruSSIC aCIO) llnorganlc emiSS ions mto aUJ 1. 10> 
· l-tyarogen lIuonde llnorgamc emiss ions mlo air ~co 
t"lyorogen SUHLoe pnorgamc emiSSions mto air I. .. 
Ammoma l lnorgamc emiSSIOns toto alrj I. •• 
Reference: 
GaBi 3: Software and Database for Life Cycle Engineering, IKP University of Stuttgart and PE Produc t 
Engineering GmbH, April 1998. 
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APPENDIX 13 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) 
FACTORS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
CATEGORY OF EUTROPHICATION 
AI3 - 2 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) FACTORS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORY OF EUTROPHICATION 
CHEMICAL FACTOR 
,-,nemlca] oxygen uema nu I If\nalytlCill values emiSS ions mto water V.VU 
N Itrogen OXIOCS lInorgamc emiSS ions Into alf V.IJ 
Ammomum I ammoma llnorgamc CffilSS lons mlo waterJ v.» 
Ammoma ltnorgamc emISSIOns mto air V. JJ 
Nltrat~ [ Lnorgamc emISSIOns mlo waterJ V .• L 
AmmOniUm mtrate lmorgamc emiSSIOns Into 3lrJ V .• 
1' llOsptlatc __ ~lllorgalllc emISSIOns Into waterJ 
Reference: 
GaBi 3: Software and Database fo r Life Cycle Engineering. IKP University of Stuttgart and PE Product 
Engineering GmbH, April 1998. 
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APPENDIX 14 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) 
FACTORS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
CATEGORY OF PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANT 
FORMA TION (SMOG FORMATION) 
• 
AI4 - I 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) FACTORS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORY OF 
PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANT FORMATION 
CHEMICAL FACTOR 
I nCIlIQroetnane loa ogenaled organic enusslOns mlo alT V.VU, 
t,...arDon Ictracmonae l letracmorometna ncJ ltta logenatea orgamc emISSIons mlo air V.VU, 
Methane L urganlc enuss lons mto alT (group 'v ..... JJ v.vv l 
UICnLoromelna ne metnYlene emonae) lMa ogenateo orgamc emiSS ions mto alT v.v, 
__ ~I_c_~~OrOelhane (Isomers ~lj~OUl?_N~ ~~~_ mto al~! " :Vil 
l 'cLye 1 onnntCQ OIDcnzo-p-TUrnns l.l,~, 1,0 - I L.UUj n3Logenalea organic emiSSions mID alTJ V.VL' 
I elrattuorometnane lHalogenatea organic emiSSions InlO 31TJ v.vil 
K I.) lC niOrOpentalluoroetnane IlHalogenatea orgamc emiSS ions mto alrj V.Vil 
Ulclllorobenze ne lP-UCti ; 1,4-dlchlorobenzene) lHalogenated organic emiSSions mto alfJ v.vil 
K I.) l Ine 1 oro uoroetnane nalOgenatea orgamc eOlJSS lons mto air V.VL I 
vmyl C I onae l VCM; chloroet lene) lHa ogenatea orgamc emiSS ions mto alrJ V.VlI 
\"..Illorooenzene rl alogenateo organic eOlJSS lons mto air V.VLI 
n C!llorometnaneChloro arm, lHa ogenatca orgamc emiSS ions mto air v.vil 
etrac llIoroetne ne percmoroetnYlene} lMa ogcnateo orgamc enuss lons Into air V.V", 
K 1.L I cmoroollluoromct lane IlHalogenatea orgamc emiSSions mto alrJ v.Vi 
K 14 1 b (dICh IOro- l -fluoroethane) LHalogenaleo orgamc emiSSIons mlo a lq V.VL' 
Ulcnloroetnane lHalogenalea organiC emiSSions mto alrj V.Vi l 
_ t' ~!!,C hlonnate~ _~I~n~~~l::H; unspec ltlea) lI-talogenated o rgamc emissions mlo alrJ V. ' '"' 
K ~LO I CnlOrOOllluoroetnane na ogenalea organic emiSSions Inlo ai r V.Vi l 
K I J4a ltclralluoroetnane alogenateo organic emiSSions mto alrj v.vlI 
K ucmorO\Tl uoromelnane} lnalogenalea organic emiSSions mto air V.V", 
K 11.:> pentallUoroelnane, lHa ogenalea organic emiSS ions mlo alT v.vlI 
K IZ (dIC ~_lorOUl lluorometnane LMa ogenatea organic emiSS ions mlo air V.VL' 
K 11 0 lnexalluoroet mne I LHalogenateo organiC emiSSions mto alrj V.Vil 
_K _I 14 lalchlorotetr~ lluoroelhane) l Halogenated orgamc enuSS lons mlo aIr V.VL' 
Lmorometnane ~met ny l cnlonoe Ill1alOgenatea organic emiSSions mto air V.Vi l 
UlcnJorODenzene O-ULl:l; I~L-aIChlorobenzen~) l~~_a~_ogenat~~_ orgamc emI SS ions mlo alTJ v .vil 
I K I l tTlCfllorlluormelnane} lMa ogenatea organic emiSS ions mlO lllr V.VL ' 
I MelnYI acetate lu-roup mto air V.VD 
I Carbon monox lue lInorgamc enusSlons mto air vmu 
I TlCIlIQroetnene l lsomers) lHa ogenatea organic emiSS ions mlo air V.VOO 
,tnanei. ~rollp II1 to alrj V.VOL 
, Metnano l uroup mto 81rJ I V.lij 
~ tnllle (acety ene) Lt:roup_l~ mto alrJ v. ooo 
, I'cetone ~Olmet nylcetone} luroup mlo alTJ I V. I" 
ijenzene L II roup NM~~~mto aUJ . I v.I.9 
- l'ropanOl ~Iso-propano ; Isopropano} LuTOUP mlo alrJ I V. I>O 
rUrlury a[cono LUTOUP IOtO alrJ I v.190 
nutYlene glyCOL ~outane 0I01} luroup IOtO alT I V.I>O 
LYC[Onexanol Lllroup~_vuc mlo alrj I v.190 
iTOPY ene g yCOI t uroup mlo air V. ' >O 
_t'ropy acelateJ~ roup NMVUC mto alTj I v.lI) 
tlny lene acetate l e lnYI acetate) l\JrouP mto air I V.1I0 
J:.lhanOI (Clhyl alCOhOl) (uroup mto alrJ I v.LM 
ijuty[acetate llJ roup NMVUL mto auj I V.jij. 
J'entane ~n-pentane) luroup NM v u \".. mto aIr V.'VO 
ijutane n-butane) LlJroup mlo alrj I v.41 
unspecI lea} l uroup mto alT v.,," 
J' ropane L II roup ::'. ..... _mIO air I V.4i 
rormalOenyoe lmelnana l} luTOUP mloalr V.'L' 
. Hexane (Isomers) l uroup l'IlVI v u ..... mlo alrJ I V.4l1 
A14 - 2 
I uctane L l.J roup Into air VMJ 
n cpta ne \Isomcrs luroup mto air V.,"> 
Oluene metnYl ocnzene, luroup NM v u e Into air V.'b J 
uutyralUenyuc \n·; Iso·butana l) luroup mlo 31rJ V.'O' 
.tnY I ocnzene luroup IOtO air] V.»J 
I ,::, Iyrc nc l~roup I'IIVI " ~"- Into alrJ V./O' 
eyclonexanone loroup IntoalrJ V. '0 1 
l_C~c ohcxanc (hexa hyaro oenzene I Luroup mto air V./O I 
L.yclopentanone luroup Into air V. '0 ' 
(-,henol, ,yaroxy benzene luroup Into air V./O ' 
uenzotaJpyrene luroup An Into au V.'O l 
_xy ene \Olnlel nYI benzene Iluroup NMVUL Inlo air V. 
u utaOlcnc lvroup l'lIVl V U L- InIO air V.>VO 
tlutene \Vlny acety ene I lLJfOUP NI mto air V"," 
t:.tnene etnYlenej lvroup Into a1rJ • 
ropene propylene, ll..Jroup NM VUL Into air . )J 
Reference: 
GaBi 3: Software and Database for Life Cycle Enginecring, IKP Univers ity of Stuttga rt and PE Product 
Engineering Gmb H, April 1998. 
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APPENDIX 15 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) 
FACTORS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
CATEGORY OF TOXICITY 
(HUMAN AND ECOTOXICITY) 
' . 
A15 · I 
EQUIVALENCY (OR CHARACTERISATION) FACTORS FOR THE 
ENV IRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORY OF TOXICITY 
I. HUMAN TOXICITY 
CHI "ALlUK 
l o luene methYl benzene I l Liroup NM vue Into alT V.VJO 
I olUene \mctnYI oenzene I l"yarocaroons mto waterJ v.v» 
L.lne Heavy metals mto water V.V>O 
I ncmoroetnenc tlsomcrs) lHalogenaled crgamc emiSS ions mto 31r U.U/, 
nCllIorocllcne Isomers} l,",a ogenatea .orgamc emiSS ions mto water V . 
.:)u pnur U10Xlue llnorgamc emi SS ions mto alTJ v.'" 
Nitrogen aXlaes norgamc emiSS Ions mto alT V.LO 
LJlchlorobenzene o-lJCtl; I ,i.-diChlorobenZene) ll1~logenatcd orgamc emi SSIOns tnto alTJ I U.J4 
...... 11 orooenzenc a ogcnateo .orgamc emiSSIOns mto ,liT V.Jq 
orma ldehyde (met 13na yClrocarbons mto waterJ IV.J' 
UlcmoroDcnzene \O-UI....U ; 1,..!: -OICmorooenzene I lnalOgenatco orgamc emiSSions mID watefJ V.JY 
LllIorobenzene lIH ogenatea orgamc emiSS ions mlo waler 1 V::'Y_ 
rorrnamenyue tmetnana [uroup mlo air v."' 
Lmc Heavy metals mto alrJ 1 V.OJ 
LlIClIlorobenzene lP-vLts; I ,4-dlchlorobenZene) In alogenateu organic emiSSions mlo waleq v. 
AmmOnta lmorgamc emissions mto SOIlJ 1 V .• J 
uI~_~~orobenzene lp-VLts; ~ ,4-dlc~robenZene) ll"lalogenateu organic emiSSions mto aIr , 
..... opper lHeavy mela S mlo wateq I. 
_M~lltyl bronuae llialogenalea orgamc emiSSions mlo walcr .. , 
rncnol ~nyoroxy oenzene Luroup mto air 1 L.< 
tsulaOlene l uroup mlO air loO 
r Olycyc llc aromallc hydrocarbons tunspecl leo) [vrgamc cmlSS lons mlo SOl O.J 
tscnzene Lvrgamc emiSSions IOtO SOl 1 O.J 
ClrromHlln unspecl lea) cavy meta ls mlo waterj 1 '.J 
Lnl"OmlUm +111 l l"leavy meta S mlO waterJ >.J 
VIChloromethane methylene ChlOride) lHalogenalcd orgamc emiSSions mto alrj 11 
I L.IOC lneavy me lals mto SOIlJ JL 
VIC I oromclhane met Iylene ChlOride) I tla ogenated orgamc emiSSIons mto waterj I L 
I Ammonium , ammOnia norgamc emiSS ions mto watcr '" Anunoma llnorgamc enllSS IOIlS mto air 10 
anamum [neavy meta lS mlo water <> 
o ycycllc aromatic nyarocaroons V'A.H, unspec" " yarocaroons mto water :a 
tlenzene ll-fydrocarbons mto waterJ 'U 
tsenzcne luroup mto alq · LY 
I copper lHeavy meta ls mto SOllj · JU 
..... ooa 'lHeavy meta s mto waterJ · J I 
1 n ehloromethane lChlorotorm) lHalogenated orgamc emiSSions mlo air JL 
1 ncmoromelnane emoro Orm} lHa ogenatea organic emiSSions mlo waler 
• JL 
I etrachloroethene lperchloroet~?,lene) lHalogenated orgamc enusslons mto air ! J, 
I etracnloroelnene \percmoroetnYlene} lHa ogenatea orgamc CmtSSIOns mto walcq ,J 
I ArseniC lHeavy meta~ mto waterJ 1>1 
ICKelll"leavy meta s mto waterJ 10J 
Ulchloroethanc lHalogenaled orgamc emiSSions mto alrj i OY 
vlcmoroetnane lHalOgenalea orgamc enusslons mto water · OY 
I Acrylomtnle lHydrocarbons 1010 walerj ILU 
..... aonuum l.Heavy metalS mto water IJV 
Vanamum lncavy metalS mto SOtlJ IOU 
Leaa lt1eavy metalS mto water i LOV 
LnromlUm +l lllneavy mela S mto 501 I J4U 
Leao ltleavy mela S mto SOIlJ 1 JOV 
\....opper lneavy metals IOtO alrJ 1 J'V 
All -2 
Carbon Iclrachlonde {tetrailloromelhane IlHaJogenated organic emIss Ions mlo water 4 0V 
Vinyl chlo ride (VCM; chloroethene) lH a ogenated organic emISSIons mto aI r I »U 
my! c tllonde t"CM; illoroelliene)[Halogenated organic emISS Ions mto water] I »v 
I Arsemc Heavy metals 1010 sOllJ I OIU 
~I~eavy metaTs 1010 solTf I bVV 
nchloroethane Halogenated orgamc emISS ions 1010 aIr IlUU 
~eavy melili mlo solTf DVV 
Benzo a pyrene lHydrocarbons mto watcr] I/UU 
I7\cry omtn eTGfoup IOta au ! 2100 
I Benzo a pyrene lUroup PAH Into aIr I jlUU 
Vanadium Heavy metals mto alrl ! 49UU 
Coba t lHeavy meta S mto alfT 10VV 
Benzo a, pyrene lOrgamc emlSSlOns mto SOl • "'uu 
lNICKeJ1HC;:avy metiifs mto aliI >.uu 
I Mercury Heavy metals mto water 18000 
CadmlUm l~ cavy metals mto SOllj I LUUUU 
I C adnu um [ I-: eavy meta s mto aIr I L' VVV 
I Mercury lHeavy metals mto air I "'UUU 
I Mercury lHeavy metals mto soil] I 29000 
fAi'senlC{FR:avy melils 1010 airT I .LUVV 
I Lead lHeavy mela s mto aIr I 67UUU 
I ChromIUm +[V [fl eavy metals mto water] ! OIVVV 
I Polychlonnated blphenyls (PCH; un5pecI led) Halogenated organic emISSIons mto waterJ l .4e5 
I Po ychlonnated blp lenyls (PCB; unspecified) [Halogenated organic enUSSlOns mto aIr L.4t' 
I Monoc h!oroanl me lHalogenated organic emiSSIons mto waterj He5 
I ChromIUm (unspecified) [Heavy meta S mto airj 4.>t' 
lCillomlUm +mTfTCavy metalS mto alrJ •. >t) 
I ChromIUm +1' [Heavy metals mto 501 2.5E6 
I Polychlonnated dLbenzo-p..diox lnSlT,3 ,7,8 - t'CUU) [Halogenateo organic enusslons Into >.Lt> 
water] 
I ChromIUm + [Heavy metals mto alrJ • J.5E9 
2. T ERRESTRIAL ECOTOXlC ITY 
CHEMICAL FACTOR 
I Cobalt lHeavy metals mto water 2E-1 
I Lead :Heavy mefals mto watery Lt-
ArseniC lHeavy meta s 11110 waterJ 9.1"-6 
I Copper [Heavy meta S mto watery I e-, 
I CllTonuum +1 lHeavy metals mto water . l e-5 
; Ctlronuum +IIl IHeavy mela S mto waterJ I.> e-, 
'-cnronllumtunspecllle{l}TFfeavy metals mto water I. l t-5 
Lme lHeavy meta ls mto water - 2.5E-5 
NickeITHeavy mefils mto wateIJ j. l t -) 
VanadIUm lHeavy meta ls mto water HE-5 
-MonoChToroanlTlnerHifogenatea orgamc emissions 1010 water V.VVVj, 
Toluene methyl benzene) [Hydrocarbons 1010 water I U.022 
i ricliforoetnene{lsomers ) lHalogenateo orgamc errussiOns mto waterj U.UL4 
CadmIUm [Heavy metals mto water I U.0 25 
iricliforoe11lene{lsomers Halogenateo organiC emiSSions mto air U.VD 
"J oluene (methyl benzene) [(; roup NMVOl mto 31 r1 I 0.03) 
--pQTycyCTic aromallc hydrocarbons (PAH, unspec. lHydrocarbons mto water U.U» 
Benzene H ydroca rbons mto water I 0 .OJ9 
""Vmyl chlonde {VCM; chloroethe n e lHa ogenaleo orgamc emiSSIons 1010 water U.U44 
Vmyl chloride (VCM; chIoroethe neJlHalogenated orgamc enuss lons mto air] I 0.045 
I Benzene l uroup IOta alIJ U.Ubj 
Dichlorometliane{metOyTene ClifofiOeT[Halogenated organic emiSSions mto waterJ I 0 .078 
AI5 - 3 
UICI1JOrometJmne metnYlene CnLonae) Ltla ogenalea organic emISS ions Inlo air 1 V.V/O 
..... aroon letracnlonae (Ietrachlorometnane lnalogenated organ ic emiSSIOns Into waterJ V.LO 
I n CnlOrOelnane lNa ogenatea organic errusslons mto aIr I L 
rormaldenyue ~methanal) lHydrocarbons mto waterj 
1 L.' 
UICnloroetnane NalOgenalea organic cmlSSlons 1010 watCrj 
1 4 .L 
Ulcllloroc~~an~ lHalogenat.ed orgamc emiSS ions 1010 alrj 1 4 .Z 
ulcmorooenzene lP-UI...-U; I ,'+-otCnlorooenzene I lJ:1 alogenatea organic emiSS ions mlo waler 1 >.1 
TtlC~ [?romet lane (Cllloro orm) lHa ogenatcc! orgamc em]SSlons mlo alrj I ,.Z 
1 n cmorometnane lCnJorororm) lI1.alogenatea orgamc em]SSlons mto water I >.L 
Ulchlorobenzene (P-UCJ:S; 1,4- IC 1 orobenzene alogenate orgamc emJSS lons Into alrj I 0.' 
r OlyCyC ll c aromattc nyorocaroons ~unspec I lea) Lurgamc emiSSIOns mto SOl i , " 
J:Senzene lurgamc emiss ions mto SOl : 5Y 
I etracruoroetnene perCllIoroet ly ene) [Ma ogenatco orgamc errusslOns Into water IIV 
I etrac~l .loroetnene PCrCI1~roe~nYlen~~ l!1alogenalea orgamc emiSS Io ns InlO alrj IIU 
UlCntoroocnzene lO-u l...-o; I ,.t-OI Cntorooenzene) In alOgenatea orgamc emiSS ions mlO waler I LV 
chlorobenzene Ha ogenateo orgalllc emissions lIltO ai r I ZU 
..... morooenzene lMa ogenaleo orgamc emiSSIOns mlo waterJ I LV 
1)IClllorooenzene lO-U\..-J:S; l ,..!-OlCl1Iorooenzene) ltla ogenaleo orga mc emiSSIOns 1010 a]rj IZU 
Acrylomtnle lHydrocarbons mlo waterJ LOV 
AcrYlOmtrue l uroup mto alrJ _40U 
Metllyl bromide lHalogcnated orgamc emiSS ions Into water IIVV 
t:lutamcne luTOUP I'l NJ {UI...- mto air LOVV 
'orma lde 'yoe (met lalla ) lLJroup l"_l.~l ~V .... Inlo air) LOVV 
Lcao n cavy metalS Into aIr IIVVV 
l'nenOI lyaroxy benzene I [l: roup '11 M vuc Into aIr IIUUU 
Cobalt lHcavy metals Into ai r I /VVV 
uaa ltleavy meta ls Into SOIlJ ZYUUU 
._c~~alt ~Hcavy melals mlo SOIIJ " VVV 
Arsemc lHeavy meta lS Into alrJ /LVVV 
tienzo t a} pyre ne 1 H yaroca rDons Inlo water j ov"o 
l'lICKCI tHeavy meta 5 mto air , I.". > 
Arsemc l.N eavy metalS mto SOIlJ Z., 
_cry~omlUm +1 v Meavy mcta s mlo aIT Ut> 
\...nromlUm unspeClllea) ll1 eavy rnela 5 mto air LZ I,' 
c nronuum +111 ltleavy metals mto atrj L.Lt' 
v anamum Lrleavy metalS mto a]fj 4.>t> 
ICKC I ltieavy meta S Into 501 , .Z", 
I Chromlllm +1 v ll' cavy meta 5 mto SOl Ot> 
cnromJum +111 lHeavy meta ls mto 501 b'" 
I L.mc lHeavy mcla 5 mlo air b.Ot' 
I \..-opper lNeavy metals mto aIT Y. I ", 
VanadIUm lHeavy metals mto SO IlJ !.LtO 
I L.mc lJ:1 eavy meta S mto 501 , 1.0.0 
I copper lHeavy metals mlo S01lJ L.'tO 
I Mercury lneavy mela S mto waler .L.O 
I Mercury lHeavy meta ls mto alfj uc, 
I Mercury Heavy meta S mto SO IlJ .,., 
I POIYCl1.IOnnated dlbenzo-p-dIOXll1S (l,J,I,M- I [nalogenateo orgamc emlSs]ons mlo water L.'C' 
I J:Senzo a}pyrene luroup I'A.N mto air 0.4.' 
I Po lychlonnaled blphenYIS \r ..... D; unspec l leO) Malogenateo orgamc enusslons mto watefJ 0.0"' 
ILaanuum[NCavy metalS mto aUl 1.5.' 
I Denzo a pyrene [urgamc erruss lons mlo 501 .,to 
I YOIYChlonnateo blpnenyls {YCti ; unspecll ledJ lHalogenated orgamc emiSSIons mlo alrj I.Y.O 
I L.aonuurn [neavy meta s mlo SOIlJ HtO 
AI> -4 
3. AQUATIC ECOTOXlCITY 
CHEMICAL FACTOR 
L.ntommm + 1 v (,"!eavy metals Into SOIIJ 0.'10-' 
ChromIUm +111 Heavy rneln s mlo 501 1.410-' 
Lcaa neavy metalS mlO SOl 0.010" 
Lopper LHeavy metals mto SOIlJ 0.410-._ 
Arsemc [neavy mCla s mto 501 I '10-. 
ZinC ll~eavy metalS mto 501 I j.,Io:. 
\....ooa ll tncavy metals mto SOIlJ I 010-. 
_:,anaClmffi lI"teavy Olein s mto 501 ' •. L I .-. 
N ICKClll"'1eavy metals 1010 SOU] , >.010-
<.,.:aClmlum Ltlenvy metalS mto 501lJ j.,,,-O 
I ncnloroelnene Isomers) ll-Ialogenated orgamc errusSlOns mto air] , 10-' 
o ucne met IY ' ocnzene, luroup mto air Y. ' 10-' 
I-O IYCYCILC aromatic hydrocarbons (unSpecllled) LUrgamc emiSSions mto SO] v.vvvu 
tlenzcne lurgamc emiSS ions mto SOIlJ V.UUUU 
UIChIOrOme!~~ne _lmel h~ lene C~!Onde) lHalogenated orgamc emiSSions mto 31fJ . U.UUU44 
Jjenzenc 1I..Jroup NM vu\..... mto a lf] 
InCh~rOClhanc j-Ia ogenalea organic enusslOns mto air] . U.UUj 
vmyl cmortae l'L.IVl; cmoroetne ne) lnaiOgenatea o rga nic emiSSIOns mlO air U.VU,' 
clracnioroclnene pcrCOIoroelnYlcnC) I Halogenated organic cnusSlons 1010 air _UcUUjj 
l.JICl\lorooenzene lP-l.J L.O; I,'t-Qlcnloroocnzenej lna ogenateo organic emiSSIOns Inlo a-irj u.v," 
ULcmoroetnanc Halogenated organic emissions mto alrj U.UII 
Chlorobenzcne It-Ia logenaled organic emissions mlo air V.V.-
1.) lCllIorooe nzene O-l.JL.tl; I,L-OIcllIorooenzene) LHa ogenatea orgamc emissions 1010 a lrj U.UI4 
n c nlo romel ane cnloro arm) lHa ogenaled orgamc emiSSions 1010 a l~l U.UL 
1.JICnlOrometnanc melnYlcne cmonae HalOgcnalea orgamc emiSS ions 1010 walefj u.v" 
n COloroet lene Isomers) I Halogenated organic enusslons mlo water U.IO 
l omene \mClnYl oenzene) lnyarocaroons mlo water U.» 
L..a r~on letrac~lonoe l letracnlQrometnane) lHa logenatea organ ic emiSS ions Inlo waterl -, U." 
v mYl cm onae \ VL.M ; cmoroetnene} I naLoge nalea orgamc emiSSions 1010 waterj U.40 
UICnloroetnanc aJogenatcd o rgamc emiSSions 11110 waterJ U.)I 
I rlCIlIoromclnanc \cmoro lorm) lna ogenatca organic emiSS ions mto waterJ U. , 
I'olycye llc aromat ic nyorocaroons It'AH, unspec.) Ll"lydrocaroons mlo waterJ I 
U~chtoro cnzenc_lP-U Ct:J; 1,4-dlc hlorobenzene) lnaiOgenaleo organ iC emiSS ions Into water • 
I uenzene Lnyarocaroons 1010 water I 
ctracnJoroetnene perChJOrocthYlene) l H_aJogenated organiC emiss ions mto walerj 1.1 
Leaa Lneavy meta ls 1010 a ir I.L 
VIC I o rooe nzene O-VL..tl; I,i-dlchlorobenzene) lHalogcnated orga nic emissions mlo waterj 1.0 
L.morooenzene nalogenatea orgamc emiSSions mto water 1.0 
CnIonuum unspec l lea) It-Ieavy metals mto alrj z.> 
L.IlfOmlUm +1 v Lneavy mela S mto alfJ . •. , 
cnromlUm + 111 LtJ cavy mela S mlo alrJ L.> 
L.ooa t Lneavy mela S mlo air LO 
I £oInC Ll1 eavy metals mto air LO 
L.opper LMcavy metals mlo alfj .. , 
tlenzo a} pyre ne Lurgamc ennSSlOns mlo SOIlJ 4.' 
I Acry lomtrlle luroup miD alT 4.' 
tlUlaalCne lli roup NM v UL.. mto air] ,. 
I A rsemc neavy meta lS 1010 air '.0 
l'orma[~~yae methana l) lliroup mto air - 0.1 
vanaQlum n eavy metaLS mlo a ir '" MOn0c:.ll loroanJl~ ne 11 a ogenatea orgamc emiSSIOns mlo water "' I I\crytomtruc Lrlyo rocaroons mto waterj >, 
,ncnOI \nyuroxy oenzene} luroup mlo air j J> 
L:e~~ lH_eavy melals mto waterJ 4U 
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~1CKef[Fleavy metalS mto airy 1 ov 
ChromIUm +IV Heavy metals mto waterJ 1 .4 
[CllromlUm +TlT{Heavy metalS mto waterJ I 84 
ChromIUm unspec l led) Heavy mela s mto waterJ 
1
84 
iZin~eavy metaTs mto water I 8. 
CaM t LHeavy metals mto water 1 •• 
!COpper [Heavy mela S mto water 9. 
CadmIUm lHeavy meta ls mto alTJ DV 
Methyl bromide [Halogenated orgamc enllSSlOns mta water 14U 
Torma~memanii1J1HYOrocarbons Into water 10V 
[ Arsenic LHeavy meta s mto water IYU 
-Y-enzOfiTpyrenC{G"roup----pJ\f!lnlo air] I 320 
VanadIUm [Heavy mctals mto water 1 J.U 
~eavy metaTs Into wateIT I 2700 
Cadmium Heavy metals mto water 1 "UU 
1:jenzo a pyrenerHYQrocaroons mto wateq IUVW 
Mercury lHeavy meta ls 1010 air IOUUU 
CVfercury Heavy metalS mto SOl 10VVV 
o ychlonnatcd blpheny s (PCt3; unspeCIIICd) lHalogenaled orgamc emiSSions mto air 1 4YUUU 
Mercury [Heavy metals mlo water J.3E) 
o ychlonnated blphcny 5 lPCl:J ; unspeCllleO) lHalogenated organic emissions mto water 1 J.it) 
o ychlonnatcd dibenzo-p-dioxms (2,J,7,M- alogcnated organic effilSSlons mto water] J.5E8 
Reference: 
GaBi 3: Software and Database for Life Cycle Engineering, IKP University of Stuttgart and PE Product 
Engineering GmbH, April 1998. 
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APPENDIX 16 
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AT WIGGINS 
WATERWORKS 
A1 6 - 1 
ELECTRICITY DATA - WIGGINS WW. 
Substation B (low voltage) supplies electricity to: 
Chemical House 
Sludge Plant 
Wash Water Recovery 
Homogenisation 
Pulsators MCC (multi control center) 
Compressors for Pulsators 
Preozonation TDU (thermal distructiol1 unit) 




Pre and Intemlediate Chlorination 
1. Electrical Devices in the Chemical House 
Panel A: 
I. Poly Elet ro Standby 
2. Poly Elelro Stirrer no. 1 
3. Poly Eletro Stirrer 110.2 
4. Poly Eletro Dosing no.l 
5. Bentonite Stirrer no. 1 
6. Bentonite Stirrer no. 2 
7. Bentonite Pump no.l 
8. Soda Ash Stirrer no. 1 
9. Soda Ash Stirrer no. 2 
10. Soda Ash Stirrer no. 3 
11. Saturator Lime 
12. Alum Dosing Pump no. 1 
13. Alum Dosing Pump no. 2 
14. Soda Ash Dosing no. 1 
15. Soda Ash Dosing no. 2 
16. Spare 
Panel B: 
Bentonite Stirrer no.3 
Bentonite Pump no. 2 
Poly Dosing Pump no. 1 
Poly Dosing Pump no. 2 
4 Spares - NOT USED 
NOT USED 
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1. Electrical Devices in the Chemical House 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Bentonite Stirrer (*3) 5.2 400 1400 2.2 24 158.4 
Lime Stirrer (*4) 5.2 400 1400 2.2 24 211.2 
Dosing Pumps Bentonite 7.3 400 1400 3 24 72 
(*2 - one on standby) (only I) 
Ch. Booster Pumps (*2) 8.6 400 1424 4 2 16 
Poly Transport Pumps (*2) 2.15 400 1400 0.75 4 6 
Lime Pumps (*2) 16.6 400 1435 7.5 24 360 
Total 823.6 
2. Electrical Devices in the Sludge Plant 
I. Sand Trap Blower 
2. Emergency Storage Drive (no. 1 and 2) 
3. Thickend Sludge Mixers (no. 1,2 and 3) 
4. Thickened Sludge Pump (no. I and 2) 
5. Sludge Storage Mixer (no. 1, 2 and 3) 
6. Emergency Storage Pump 
7. Feeder Compressor 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h}. (kWb/day) 
Gear Drive 1.5 24 36 
Sand Trap Blower 10.6 400 1470 5.5 24 132 
Emergency Storage D. 0.18 24 4.32 
(same as drive motor (DN)) 
Thickened Sludge Mixer 23 400 1470 1 I 24 528 
(*2) 
Thickened Sludge Mixer 6.9 400 1400 3 24 72 
(*1 ) 
Thickened Sludge Pumps l.l 400 1450 5.5 24 264 
(*2) 
Sludge Storage Mixer 20.9 400 1470 11 24 264 
Emergency Storage Pump 68.6 400 1475 37 12 444 
Feeder Compressor 43.5 400 1460 22 24 528 
Total 2272.3 
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3. Electrical Devices for Wash Water Recovery 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWb/day) 
Sand Trap Paddle 3.5 400 1405 1.5 8 12 
Transfer Pumps (*4) 15 .8 400 1450 7.5 4-5 each 150 
Pumps (*3) 30 400 1450 15 24 all 3 1080 
Total 1242 
4. Electrical Devices for Homogenisation 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Mixers (*2) on the top 23 400 1400 I I 24 528 




Device Amps V Rot/miD kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Pulsators (*4) 21.0 / 12.1 360/660 2900 Hz 11 24 1056 
Sample Pumps (*8) 5.1 400 1450 0.55 24 (4 of 52.8 
Clarifyers the 8)'-
Total 1108 
6 Compressors . 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time CODsump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Compressors ("'2) 23.2 400 1455 1 1 24 (I of 264 
the 2) 
8. Sample Pumps 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Filtered Water 4 220 1500 0.55 24 13.2 
Res Out (*2) 5.1 220 1430 0.55 24 26.4 
Sample Pumps (*4) 5.1 400 1450 0.55 24 (2 of 26.4 
At the head of works the 4) 
Total 66 
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9. PreozonatioD TDU 
Device Amps V Rot/ miD kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Static Mixer 38.5 380 1465 18.5 24 444 
Compressors (*2) 3.7 380 1420 1.5 24 36 
(only I) 
Foam Pumps ("'2) I 380 2800 0.37 24 8.88 
(only I) 
Destructor Fans (*2) 41 380 2935 22 24 1056 
Total 1610.9 
10. PAC Plant (the plant operates only about 12 days per year or 1 day/month or 0,8 h/day) 
Device Amps V Rot/ min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Dosing Pumps (*2) 7.3 380 1400 3 0.8 2.4 
Compressors (*2) 8.3 380 2870 4 0.8 3.2 
Mixers (*3) 9.33 220 1400 2.2 0.8 3.52 
(only 2) 
Rotary Valves (*2) 1.65 380 1390 0.55 0.8 0.44 
(only I) 
Bag Slitter (*2) 2.9/5 3801220 1420 1.1 0.8 0.88 
(only I ) 
Bag Slit Shaker (*5) 2.8 380 2800 1.1 0.8 2.64 
(only 3) 
Sag Conveyor (*2) 2.2 380 1430 0.75 0.8 
, 
1.2 
Bag Extractor 1.5 380 141 3 0.37 0.8 0.3 
Sag Splitter Unit 904 380 1420 2.2 0.8 1.76 
Total 16.34 
1 I. Res Outlets 
Device Amps V Rot/ min kW Time CODsump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Outlet Dom Water 11.6 380 2800 . 5.5 24 132 
(*2) (only I) 
City Out CL2 Pumps 15.8 380 2445 7.5 24 180 
(*2) (only I) 
Total 312 
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12. Sodium Hypo Pump Station (Pre- and Intermediate Chlorination) 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Pre Chlor Dosing 3.8 380 1420 1.5 Not at N/A 
Pump all 
Pre Chlor Dosing 6.03 380 1710 1.75 Not at N/A 
Pump all 
Inter Chlor Pulsator 0.4 380 1380 0.9 24 43.2 
(*4) (only 2) 
Past Chlor Dosing 1.1 380 1410 0.37 24 8.88 
Pump (*2) (only 1) 
Total 52.9 
Total for substation B 8 428,04 kWh/day 
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Substatioll A supplies electricity to: 
Filtration Plant (Machine Hall) 
NaOCI Plant 
Administration Bui lding 
Yard Lighting (I and 2) 
Small staff battery 
Ozone generators (1,2 and 3) 
Intermediate Ozonation TDU 
Hi-Lift Pump Station 
I. Machin e Hall 
Device Amps V 
Air Drier / 3.7 380 
Compressor (*4) 
Upwash Pumps (*3) 60 380 
Site Water Pumps 43.2 380 
(*2) 
Lime Pumps 16.6 380 
(Saturate) (*2) 
Compressor (·2) 21.5 380 
Blower Motors (*2) 177 380 
2. Intermediate Ozonation TDU 
Device Amps V 
Destmctor Fans (*2) 41 380 
Foam Pumps (*2) I 380 
Gen Cooling Pumps 14.2 380 
(*3) 
PSU Cooling Pumps 2.7 380 
(*3) 
PSU Circulating 2.65 380 
Pumps (*3) 
Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
1420 1.5 24 36 
(only I) 
1465 30 2.2 132 
(only 2) 
1450 22 24 528 
(only I) 
1435 7.5 24 180 
(only I) 
1455 11 24 264 
(only'1 
1430 90 1.6 288 
Total 1428 
Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
2935 22 24 1056 
2800 . 0.37 24 8.88 
(only 1) 
1460 7.5 24 360 
(only 2) 
1385 l.l 24 52.8 
(only 2) 




3. Post Clarifiers 
Device Amps V Rot/min kW Time Consump 
(h) (kWh/day) 
Pre Chlor Sample 6 220 1425 0.55 24 26.4 
Pump (*4) (only 2) 
4. Ozonators 
There are three ozonators at Wiggins Waterworks, each of 50 kW capacity. Since the 
electricity consumed is not metered, it is assumed that one of the three will work 24 
hours per day. This means that 50 kW • 24 hrs = 1200 kWh per day. 
Total for substation A 4 184.9 kWh/day. 
Total for substation B 8 428,04 kWh/day 
Grand Total 12 612.94 kWh/day 
'. 
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